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NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION -7 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20555-0001 

July 8, 1996 

Mr. J. W. Hampton 5 
Vice President, Oconee Site 
Duke Power Company 
P. 0. Box 1439 
Seneca, SC 29679 

SUBJECT: DRAFT REPORTS RELATED TO THE KEOWEE HYDRO STATION EMERGENCY 
ELECTRICAL SYSTEM SUPPLY TO THE OCONEE NUCLEAR STATION 
(TAC NOS. M86217, M86218, M86219, M93550) 

Dear Mr. Hampton: 

The Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR) and the Office for Analysis and 
Evaluation of Operational Data (AEOD) have completed draft analyses of the 
design and operational characteristics of the emergency electrical supply 
system for the Oconee Nuclear Station, Units 1, 2 and 3. The purpose of the 
NRR review is to (1) assess the overall reliability of the Oconee emergency 
power system as it currently exists, and (2) determine whether any additional 
staff actions might be required to address unacceptable vulnerabilities or 
risks that may exist in the design or operation of the Oconee emergency 
electrical power system and Standby Shutdown Facility (SSF). The AEOD report 
is for use by the NRC's Committee to Review Generic Requirements (CRGR) in an 
assessment, particularly related to risk and reliability aspects, of the NRR 
review utilizing the independent perspective and experience of the CRGR. As a 
result of these reviews, each office has prepared a draft report that is 
enclosed for your review.  

The reports identify a number of recommended improvements to the design, 
testing and operation of the Oconee emergency power systems and the SSF.  
Additional review by the NRC staff, and interaction with Duke power, will be 
required before a final determination of the adequacy of certain aspects of 
the emergency power systems and SSF can be made. The reviews have not 
identified vulnerabilities that require immediate corrective actions be taken.  

We request that you review the factual information contained in the draft 
reports for accuracy. In addition, identify any issues that question 
operability of safety-related equipment and determine how each will be 
dispositioned. We also request that you review the recommendations made in 
the reports for consistency with the Oconee current licensing basis and 
determine how each recommendation will be dispositioned.  
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Mr. J. W. Hampton - 2 - July 8, 1996 

During management review of the two reports, a question was raised regarding 
the response of the three Oconee units to a complete loss of offsite power 
which could then lead to the trip of the three reactors and a potential 
overcooling transient. Such a scenario could lead to a consequential. ECCS 
actuation at one or all units. It does not appear that this specific scenario 
was postulated as part of your analysis of the emergency power system. The 
reports do identify concerns regarding the predicted response of the emergency 
power system during some loading scenarios as analyzed by your CYME computer 
program. The staff believes that the loading scenario from a consequential 
ECCS actuation following a complete loss of offsite power could exceed that 
analyzed and further challenge the emergency power system. Please address 
this additional question as part of your review.  

The staff will schedule a public meeting to discuss your comments within 
approximately 60 days of the date of this letter. Within 15 days following 
the meeting, we request that you provide written response to the concerns and 
recommended improvements. The reports will then be finalized for presentation 
to the CRGR, and the staff will address whether a backfit analysis in 
accordance with 10 CFR 50.109 is appropriate. Following the CRGR review, a 
final report will be issued.  

Sincerely, 

William T. Russell, Director 
Office of Nuclear. Reactor Regulation 

Docket Nos. 50-269, 50-270 
and 50-287 

Enclosures: 
1. Draft NRR Report 
2. Draft AEO0 Report 

cc w/encls: See next page
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DRAFT REPORT ON THE OCONEE EMERGENCY ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEM 
AND OTHER RELATED MATTERS 

Executive Summary 

PURPOSE 

This report provides the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation's (NRR) current 
assessment of the Oconee plant emergency electrical power system and other 
related matters. The purpose of this report is (1) to assess the overall 
reliability of the Oconee emergency power system as it currently exists and 
(2) to determine whether any additional staff actions might be required to 
address unacceptable vulnerabilities or risks that may ex.ist in the design or 
operation of the Oconee emergency power system.  

SCOPE 

The method and scope of the staff's review can be subdivided into two parts: 
(1) a risk-informed deterministic evaluation of the emergency power system and 
the standby shutdown facility, and (2) a comprehensive evaluation of the 
Keowee Reliability Analysis. The intent of the risk-informed deterministic 
evaluation was to determine whether any unacceptable vulnerabilities might 
still exist in the design of the Oconee plant emergency power system or 
standby shutdown facility that could prevent these systems from performing 
their safety functions. The intent of the probabilistic evaluation was to 
assess the overall reliability of the Oconee emergency power system and to 
determine whether any unacceptable risks might exist in the design or 
operation of the emergency power system that would require further staff 
action.  

The staff's risk-informed deterministic review (Report Sections 3.0 and 4.0) 
focuses primarily on those aspects of the emergency power system and standby 
shutdown facility (SSF) that are unique to the Oconee design and that have 
been identified as a source of concern in past. The staff collected and 
reviewed past inspection reports, inspector~follow-up items, licensee event 
reports, and augmented inspection team reports to identify important issues to 
include in the review. The Oconee Updated Final Safety Analysis Report and 
the Keowee reliability analysis were also used to obtain general design and 
operating information. The staff also reviewed relevant licensee 
calculations, licensee test data, and licensee design documents.  

The staff's risk based review focused primarily on the licensee's Keowee 
Reliability Analysis and past operating history. At the request of the staff, 
the licensee integrated the Keowee Reliability Analysis into the AC power 
model from the Oconee IPE. This integration provided the staff information on 
the overall reliability of the Oconee emergency AC power system. Since the 
risk impact of external events on Oconee's emergency electrical system was not 
within the scope of the Keowee Reliability Analysis, the staff briefly 
reviewed the results of the licensee's IPEEE and summarized the ability of the 
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Oconee AC power system to withstand an external event based on the reported 

results.  

BACKGROUND 

The design of the Oconee emergency ac electrical power system is unique among 
U.S. nuclear power plants.. That uniqueness is not only due to the use of 

hydroelectric generators as emergency power sources, but also extends to the 
site switchyard which doubles as an emergency power path from the emergency 
power sources, and to the serial nature of the design which seeks one capable 
emergency power source after another to power the entire complement of 

emergency loads. The size of the emergency power sources makes the emergency 
ac power system capable of powering a large complement of non-safety equipment 
(including reactor coolant pumps) depending upon the scenario, the emergency 
power source, and the emergency power path available.  

An offsite power system and an onsite power system are provided for each of 
the three Oconee Nuclear Units to supply the unit auxiliaries during normal 
operation and engineered safeguards loads during abnormal conditions. These 

two power systems provide multiple power sources and electrical power 
distribution paths to power engineered safeguards loads. Some of the power 
sources and portions of the electrical distribution paths within each of the 
two systems are common to all three Oconee Units. The major elements of these 
systems are the 230/525 kV switchyards (common to all three Oconee Units), 
normal and startup source transformers (one each in each of the .three Oconee 
Units), two Keowee hydroelectric generators (common to all three Oconee.  
Units), three Lee Steam Station combustion turbines (common to all three 
Oconee Units), central switchyard (common to all three Oconee Units), two main 
feeder buses (for each of the three Oconee Units), transformers CT4 and CT5 

(common to all three Oconee Units), two standby buses (common to all three 
Oconee Units), and attendant interconnecting cabling and circuit breakers.  

The SSF is a standby system designed to provide an alternate (backup to normal 
safe shutdown systems) means to achieve and maintain hot shutdown conditions 
at all three Oconee units. This includes the capability to maintain reactor 
coolant system (RCS) inventory and boron concentration, cool the reactor 
coolant pump (RCP) seals, and maintain steam generator inventories to remove 
decay heat from the reactor via natural circulation. Because it is a backup, 
it is not designed to meet the single failure criterion.  

The SSF structure contains virtually all of the SSF systems and components 
except for the reactor coolant makeup (RCM) pumps and valves for each Oconee 
unit. One RCM pump (one for each unit). and associated valves are located in 

the reactor building of each unit. The structure is a reinforced concrete 

seismic Category I structure consisting of a diesel generator (D/G) room, 
control room, mechanical pump room, electrical equipment room, central alarm 

station (CAS), and ventilation (HVAC) equipment room.  
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FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

This report is divided into four major discussion sections. Section 3, 
"Oconee Emergency AC Electrical System," addresses configuration, design, 
testing, and operation of the Oconee emergency ac electrical system.  
Section 4, "Standby Shutdown Facility," addresses the configuration, design, 
testing, and operation of the Oconee SSF. Section 5, "Duke Power Company's 
Keowee Reliability Analysis (Keowee PRA)," discusses the Keowee PRA and its 
results, the results of its integration with the Oconee ac power model, the 

* extension of the models and results on core damage frequency, and other 
Oconee/Keowee risk related issues. Section 6, "Oconee External Events 
Analysis," is a preliminary assessment of the external events portion of the 
Oconee IPEEE. It describes the ability of Oconee's ac power system and 
Oconee's safe shutdown facility to withstand an external event. Following is 
a synopsis of significant findings and recommendations from each of those 
sections.  

Oconee Emergency AC Electrical System 

During certain LOCA/LOOP and LOOP scenarios the Keowee underground path unit 
will pick up Oconee electrical loads while the Keowee generator is still 
accelerating and has not yet reached full nominal frequency and voltage. The 
staff was concerned that this scenario had not been adequately analyzed. In 
their January 31, 1996, letter Duke Power has provided a commitment to modify 
the permissives on the emergency power path to delay loading of the Keowee .units until the voltage and frequency are within approximately 90 percent of 
their nominal values. This modification should resolve the early loading 
issue relative to the Keowee underground path. The staff will review the 
particulars of the modificat.ion when they are available. (Item 3-1, 
Section 3.1.4) 

During periods when both Keowee units are generating to the grid for 
commercial generation purposes they are both potentially susceptible to 
common-mode grid-related perturbations such as electrical faults. The 
occurrence of certain ground faults and events involving tripping of generator 
loss-of-excitation relays are not considered significant by the staff, and 
these particular events therefore will not be pursued.further. The events, 
however, might increase the common cause actuation of Keowee generator lockout 
probability to a degree that generating bothunits to the grid would be found 
to be slightly less reliable, rather than slightly more reliable, as concluded 
in the sensitivity study done for dual unit generation in the Keowee PRA.  
(Item 3-2, Sections 3.1.5.1 and 3.1.5.2; See also Item 5-6) 

It is not practical in the Oconee design to provide an integrated test for 
each possible combination and permutation of emergency power sources, feeder 
paths, initial state of emergency power sources, and transfer combinations.  
More reliance therefore has to be placed on component specific tests, 
overlapping tests, partial integrated tests, and analyses. The action Duke 
Power will need to take to respond to Generic Letter 96-01, "Testing of Safety 
Related Logic Circuits," should increase assurance that all individual logic 
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components in the Oconee emergency ac power system design are being tested.  
Therefore the staff has not pursued this aspect of-the testing issue in this 
report. (Item 3-3, Section 3.1.6.10) 

The testing performed by Duke Power has not block loaded the emergency power 
sources (Keowee or Lee gas turbines) utilizing the actual emergency loads in 
an integrated fashion, or any other loads in a simulated fashion, to the 
levels that could be seen during an actual event. The analytical work 
performed by Duke Power for the various loading scenarios must therefore be 
relied upon to a larger degree to provide the level of assurance necessary 
that the safety loads will start and operate properly. Duke',s analysis in 
this area is addressed below in item 3-5. (Item 3-4, Section 3.1.6.10) 

The staff's review of the results of the CYME computer analysis performed on 
the Oconee emergency ac power system.found very small margins to tripping of 
some motors during some scenarios. There were also questions on the 
validation of the model and some of the assumed initial source voltages used.  
The staff concluded that. it does not have enough information on the CYME 
computer analyses performed for the Oconee emergency ac power systems to 
confirm at this time that they provide the level of assurance necessary that 
the safety loads will start and operate properly. The staff will pursue its 
questions on the analyses with Duke Power in order to determine the accuracy 
of the results. If the results are found to be accurate, but there are still 
small margins to motor tripping, then the staff will need to pursue the 
accuracy and reliability of the motor overload protective devices. If the 
staff cannot establish to a reasonable degree of confidence from the analyses, 
that the safety systems will perform properly without motor tripping or 
thermal damage, then additional more fully integrated loading tests may need 
to be performed to obtain the necessary level of confidence.. (Item 3-5, 
Section 3.1.6.10 and 3.2.2.4) 

A failure of a Keowee voltage regulator or governor that results in an out-of
tolerance voltage or frequency, could expose the redundant safety equipment of 
the three Oconee units to that voltage and frequency. The staff believes a 
system of voltage and frequency protection, permissives, and limiters which 
does not rely on operator intervention should be provided to fully guard 
against these failures. As a minimum it appears that overfrequency protection 
on the underground and overhead paths, and undervoltage protection on the 
underground path should be installed to supplement protection that is already 
in place. (Item 3-6, Section 3.1.2) 

A failure of the Lee gas turbine voltage regulator or governor that results in 
an out-of-tolerance voltage or frequency, could expose the redundant safety 
equipment of the three Oconee units to that voltage and frequency, unless 
protective trips separate the Oconee equipment. The staff does not know what 
protection of this kind is available when a Lee gas turbine is powering Oconee 
electrical equipment. The staff is also riot aware of any failure analyses 
performed on the Lee gas turbine governor or generator voltage regulator that 
analyzes the potential for an out-of-tolerance voltage or frequency to occur.  
Consistent with the above similar issue on the Keowee generators, the staff 
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believes a system of voltage and frequency protection.which does not rely on 
operator intervention should be provided to fully guard against these 
failures. (Item 3-7, Section 3.2.1) 

Duke Power should not delete from the Oconee Technical Specifications the Lee 
gas turbine load application test that utilizes Oconee loads. While this test 
does not actually load the Oconee loads in the manner it would during an 
event, and the magnitude of the load energized .is not what may occur during an 
event, it is the only step-load test that is performed on the machines. The 
staff will determine whether more realistic loading tests should be performed 
on the Keowee and Lee gas turbine generators following its discussions with 
Duke Power on the CYME computer analyses performed with these units as power 
sources. (Item 3-8, Section 3.2.2.5) 

The Keowee PRA indicates that the Oconee station blackout (SBO) induced core 
damage frequency (COF) is approximately 1.OE-6/yr. Based on this it appears 
that Oconee meets the Commission's expectations relative to SBO rule 
implementation. Because of this and the apparent dual means of coping with an 
SBO event (for at least some minimum period of time) using the turbine driven 
emergency feedwater (EFW) pump or SSF; it is not believed there is a need to 
further pursue the question of the adequacy of the implementation of the SBO 
rule at Oconee at this time. However, Duke Power Company plans to perform an 
integrated test of the SSF (see section 4.4 of this report), the results of 
which could provide greater or lesser confidence in its ability to perform its 
function, that in turn could affect SBO CDF results. This issue, therefore, 
may be revisited if the outcome of the SSF test is not satisfactory. (Item 3
9, Section 3.4; See also Item 4-1) 

Because there are substantial differences in the Keowee emergency start 
sequence as compared to the Keowee normal start sequence, a normal start test 
may not detect failures that could affect the emergency start sequence. In 
addition some of these failures could affect the unit's ability to supply an 
acceptable voltage and frequency. The staff therefore believes the Keowee 
units should be tested on a monthly frequency by using an emergency start 
signal to initiate the monthly start test. (Item 3-10, Section 3.1.6.1) 

The 5 MW load used in the Oconee emergency power switching logic (EPSL) 
functional test would not necessarily bound the maximum partial load that 
might be rejected during a three unit LOOP event (e.g. one entire Oconee unit 
including reactor coolant pumps). Also, it does not appear that the EPSL 
functional test procedure provides transient voltage or frequency acceptance 
criteria for the load rejection. A bounding test should be provided unless 
the acceptance criteria for the proposed degraded grid and switchyard 
isolation functional test or Keowee load rejection test will provide assurance 
that the single load rejection limits would not be violated if those tests 
were passed. (Item 3-11, Section 3.1.6.6) 

In 1980 a bus connection. overheated in Oconee Unit 3 cabinet 3BIT-3 as the 
result of operating the Unit Auxiliary Transformer .and the Unit Startup 
Transformer connected in parallel. The staff could not determine if any 
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follow-up.corrective action had been implemented. Duke Power should ensure 
that procedures are in place in each Oconee unit to prevent paralleling of the 
Unit Auxiliary Transformer and the Unit Startup Transformer except for brief 
power transfer evolutions. (Item 3-12, Section 3.5.1) 

In the case of an event which will automatically result in load shedding of 
the Oconee switchyard battery chargers and subsequent discharging of the 
switchyard batteries, the staff believes the recovery of the chargers should
be included in the emergency recovery procedures. (Item 3-13, Section 3.3.2) 

Standby Shutdown Facility (SSF) 

Over the years a number of concerns have been raised by both the staff and the 
licensee regarding the SSF. Most of these issues have been resolved and 
changes have occurred as a result of these resolutions.  

Based on this evaluation, the staff concluded that the only remaining 
significant concerns relative to the SSF are the SSF makeup pump's marginal 
capacity (which results in a required initiation of 10 minutes) and the lack 
of integrated testing of the makeup pump's ability to supply balanced seal 
flow to all four reactor coolant pumps. The balanced flow concern is that one 
or more pumps could be starved for flow (or below the minimum required for 
adequate seal cooling), thereby causing seal heatup and inducing increased 
seal leakage (beyond the capacity of the makeup pump) and possible seal 
failure during an SSF event. The licensee is currently in the process of 
developing an integrated test program for the makeup pumps. The staff has 
concerns that the planned flow testing will not be adequate .to provide 
sufficient data to verify adequate seal cooling flow to each pump during 
actual SSF makeup pump injection. The licensee should develop more detailed 
and meaningful acceptance criteria for these tests and submit the acceptance 
criteria for staff review. (Item 4-1, Section 4.4) 

The staff's remaining concern relates to the small capacity and 10 minute time 
restriction on operation of the SSF makeup pumps, particularly on Unit 1 which 
has Westinghouse reactor coolant pumps (RCPs). At Unit 1, the operators must 
get the system up and running within 10 minutes to preclude possible excessive 
increases in RCP seal leakage. Because we have confidence that adequate seal 
cooling can be maintained (assuming acceptable integrated test results) if 
injection is restored within 10 minutes, the staff concluded that the licensee 
should place more emphasis.on operator training and drills to assure th.is 
capability can be consistently and confidently maintained. (Item 4-2, Section 
4.4) 

Duke Power Company's Keowee Reliability Analysis (Keowee PRA) 

Based on the staff's review of the Keowee PRA, the staff identified several 
actions that Duke Power Company (DPC) should consider. The staff believes 
that implementation of these actions is needed to support the reported 
availability results in the Keowee PRA.  
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.Non-proceduralized recovery actions require the expertise of the on call 
technical specialist. Given favorable weather conditions, the values 
estimated for the on call technical specialist seem reasonable, but possibly 
optimistic. However, given severe weather conditions, the assumed travel time 
to the site may be questionable. Due to the importance of having a skilled 
technical specialist at the Keowee site during periods of severe weather and 
the .unpredictable nature of traveling in these conditions, the staff believes 
that a Keowee technical specialist should be stationed at the site in advance, 
whenever severe weather is predicted to occur. (Item 5-1, Section 5.2.3.5) 

Since the Lee gas turbines contribute significantly to the availability of the 
Oconee emergency power system and the staff feels that the unavailability of 
these gas turbines during a grid-related LOOP was potentially underestimated, 
the staff believes that these components should be tracked under the 
maintenance rule. In a letter dated January 31, 1996, the licensee committed 
to including the Lee/Central Power system in the maintenance rule as a risk 
significant system. (Item 5-2, Section 5.2.5.2) 

Since CT5 and the associated 100KV line are not rugged against severe weather, 
planned maintenance of Keowee is done during periods of favorable weather 
conditions. The second most dominant cut set in the Oconee-Keowee AC Power 
Integrated Model consists of a Severe Weather LOOP, both Keowee units in 
maintenance, and a modifier of. 0.1 (since Keowee maintenance is scheduled for 
mild weather periods). The staff believes that the modifier is reasonable 
provided that a program is referenced in the administrative controls section 
of the Oconee Technical Specifications, and the program stipulates that pre
planned dual unit maintenance should be avoided and terminated (and equipment 
restored to operable status) when severe weather is imminent. (Item 5-3, 
Section 5.2.5.2) 

Keowee reliability for dual unit grid generation is very dependent upon 
certain specific component reliabilities. Therefore, in order for the staff 
to conclude that there is no significant degradation in the reliability of 
Keowee when both units are allowed to generate power to the grid (for up to 30 
percent of the time),. the staff believes that .the licensee should: 

1. Perform periodic testing of the air circuit breakers (particularly ACBs 
3 and 4) and their new function and their associated logic, to ensure 
that these ACBs can achieve the reported high reliability values.  
Reliability goals for the ACBs should be established. ACB performance 
should be tracked and monitored against these goals under the 
maintenance rule. (Item 5-4, Section 5.2.7.2) 

2. Perform a periodic hot start test. Based on staff analysis, Keowee 
reliability during dual unit grid generation is affected by the 
probabilities assigned for a governor failure to position wicket gates 
during a hot start and'a unit turbine failure during a hot start.  
Because no specific hot start test is currently required, the DPC PRA 
analysts did not have adequate data to statistically determine these 
failure probabilities. Recently, DPC committed to perform a periodic 
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hot start test under a proposed Oconee Technical Specification change 
which will resolve this concern. (Item 5-5, Section 5.2.7.2) 

3. Evaluate potential mechanisms for a single common cause grid degradation 
failing both Keowee power paths when generating to the grid. The DPC 
analysts assigned this event a screening value of 1E-6. (Item 5-6, 
Section 5.2.7.3) 

Based on the reported dominant contributors to failure of Keowee and the 
emergency AC power system, the staff proposed two TS amendments that would 
enhance Oconee's emergency AC power availability.  

1. Since the availability of the underground path from Keowee is risk 
significant, the staff recommends that DPC consider an additional TS to 
pre-align Lee during any CT4 maintenance activity, as is currently 
stipulated for dual Keowee maintenance activities. (Item 5-7, Section 
5.2.6) 

2. Dominant contributors to the failure of Keowee include clogging of the 
common intake header of the generator cooling water strainers.  
Therefore, the staff recommends that DPC consider adding a TS to reduce 
the potential for clogging of these strainers. (Item 5-8, Section
5.2.4.1) 

With respect to the Keowee PRA itself, the staff recommended additional 
documentation and modeling detail for certain areas to provide robustness. As 
an example, the staff believes that the modeling of CT5 power should be 
expanded from a "black box" to explicitly account for all failure modes.  
These recommendations are discussed in detail in the staff's review of the 
PRA.  

Oconee External Events Analysis 

The licensee submitted their IPEEE on December 31, 1995. Therefore, the staff 
was not able to complete a comprehensive review of the Oconee IPEEE in time 
for this report. The staff however, did review the results of the licensee's 
IPEEE. The external events section of this report identifies key assumptions 
and conclusions from the licensee's IPEEE concerning the ability of Oconee'.s 
Electrical Power System and the SSF to withstand external events. These 
assumptions and conclusions stem directly from the l.icensee's IPEEE.  

External events dominate the total Oconee CDF. DPC reported that the CDF from 
fires, tornados, seismic and external flooding events contribute approximately 
72 percent of the total CDF of 8.4E-5 per year. Seismic events and tornados 
alone contribute almost 60 percent of the total CDF.. Seismic induced loss of 
onsite-power coupled with loss of the SSF contribute to about 68 percent of 
the Seismic CDF. Tornado induced degradation of onsite power contributes to 
about 67 percent of the tornado CDF. In addition, severe weather induced loss 
of offsite power events is the largest contributor to the internal event SBO 
CDF. The uncertainties associated with these external events were not 
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required to be explicitly addressed in licensee's IPEEE. Since external event 
and severe weather event uncertainties can be large, the staff believes that 
these uncertainties should be taken into consideration when making decisions 
regarding the availability of the Oconee emergency AC power system.  

Based on the staff's preliminary review, the staff found that the IPEEE limits 
the depth of its probabilistic external event analysis by concentrating on a 
few catastrophic events which have a high probability of disabling most or all 
of the AC distribution system and other safety related equipment (such as 
EFW). Since the licensee's analysis focused on catastrophic external events 
that result in widespread destruction of equipment (particularly the common 
turbine building), many of the reported core damage scenarios cause multi
unit, not single unit core damage. In addition, the contribution of less 
significant but more likely external event scenarios may be misrepresented.  

Based on the above, the staff intends to perform a thorough review of the 
Oconee IPEEE.  

CONCLUSIONS 

The review did not identify any vulnerabilities in the design or operability 
of the Oconee emergency electrical power system or SSF that would require 
immediate corrective actions to be taken. The report does, however, identify 
a number of suggested improvements to the design, testing, and operation of 
the Oconee emergency power systems and the SSF. There are also areas .identified that will require additional review by the staff and interaction 
with Duke Power Company before a final determination of the adequacy in these 
areas can be made.  
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DRAFT REPORT ON THE OCONEE EMERGENCY ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEM 
AND OTHER RELATED MATTERS 

1.0 BACKGROUND 

1.1 PURPOSE 

This report provides the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation's (NRR) current 
assessment of the Oconee plant emergency electrical power system and other 
related matters. The purpose of this report is (1) to assess the overall 
reliability of the Oconee emergency power system as it currently exists and 
(2) to determine whether any additional staff actions might be required to 
address unacceptable vulnerabilities or risks that may exist in the design or 
operation of the Oconee emergency power system.  

1.2 SCOPE 

The method and scope of the staff's review c'an be subdivided into two parts: 
(1) a risk-informed deterministic evaluation of the emergency power system and 
the standby shutdown facility, and (2) a comprehensive evaluation of the 
Keowee Reliability Analysis. The intent of the risk-informed deterministic 
evaluation was to determine whether any unacceptable vulnerabilities might 
still exist in the design of the Oconee plant emergency power system or 
standby shutdown facility that could prevent these systems from performing 
their safety functions. The intent of the probabilistic evaluation was to 
assess the overall reliability of the Oconee emergency power system and to 
determine whether any unacceptable risks might exist in the design or 
operation of the emergency power system that would require further staff 
action.  

The staff's risk-informed deterministic-review (Report Sections 3.0 and 4.0) 
focuses primarily on those aspects of the emergency power system and standby 
shutdown facility (SSF) that are unique to the Oconee design and that have 
been identified as a source of concern in past. The staff collected and 
reviewed past inspection reports, inspector follow-up items, licensee event 
reports, and augmented inspection team reports to identify important issues to' 
include in the review., The Oconee Updated Final Safety Analysis Report and 
the Keowee-reliability analysis were also used to obtain general design and 
operating information. The staff also reviewed relevant licensee 
calculations, licensee test data, and licensee design documents.  

The staff's risk based review focused primarily on the licensee's Keowee 
Reliability Analysis and past operating history. At the request of the staff, 
the licensee integrated the Keowee Reliability Analysis into the AC power 
model from the Oconee IPE. This integration provided the staff information on 
the overall reliability of the Oconee emergency AC power system. Since the 
risk impact of external events on Oconee's emergency electrical system was not 
within the scope of the Keowee Reliability Analysis, the staff briefly 
reviewed the results of the licensee's IPEEE and summarized the ability of the 
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Oconee AC power system to withstand an external event based on the reported 
results.  

The intent of this review is to determine if there are unacceptable 
vulnerabilities or risks in the design or operation of the Oconee emergency 
electrical power system and standby shutdown facility. It is important to 
note and emphasize that the Oconee emergency electrical power system was 
designed, reviewed, and approved in the 1960s, prior to the development and 
implementation of most of the current requirements and guidance (industry 
standards, Regulatory Guides, etc.) related to emergency (Class lE) electrical 
systems. As a result, the review approach does not resemble a current review 
and evaluation which-typically emphasize conformance to existing standards, 
Regulatory Guides, and Standard Review Plan acceptance criteria. The approach 
used is to examine-those portions of the design or operation that, based on NRC staff's judgement or previously-identified concerns, may have questionable 
reliability or assurance of proper operation to perform their design function.  
The Keowee units are examined to see how these systems are treated in the 
PRAs, and to obtain some insight into their importance. The Keowee PRA is also reviewed for reasonableness and accuracy, and to obtain additional 
insight into vulnerabilities in the emergency power system. External event 
results reported in previous Oconee PRAs and the Oconee IPEEE are examined for their impact on the emergency power system and SSF.  

Consistent with the above approach the staff has not attempted to reconstruct 
the licensing basis for Oconee, since the licensing approval process occurred over 25 years ago. For example, the staff has not addressed the question of single failure, independence, and redundancy at Oconee from a regulatory 
perspective. However, documentation was found indicating that during the licensing process, the staff was aware of and had considered at least two of the major single failure-related unique characteristics of the Oconee/Keowee electrical design. These were the non-split bus design concept and use of redundant emergency power sources for commercial purposes. In a Report to the ACRS dated July 24, 1970, the staff indicated that it had questioned the reliability of the portion of the design that allowed connection of redundant safety divisions to a common feeder bus and had asked Duke Power to supply an analysis to demonstrate comparable independence and reliability with a split bus design. The staff further indicated their belief that Duke would be able to show that the Oconee design was acceptable. In addition, other 
documentation (B. Grimes Memo to File dated March 9, 1967), indicates that the staff was aware that Duke Power.was intending to periodically operate with both Keowee units generating to the grid as peaking plants.  

The Oconee Safety Evaluation Report (SER) dated December 29, 1970, for Unit.1 recognized that adequate onsite power to the engineered safety features was available from three sources - the unit's 'startup transformer and the two 
Keowee hydroelectric generators. The SER also recognized the availability of the three Lee gas turbines.and when they would become available. The Unit 2 and Unit 3 SER, dated July 6, 1973, recognized the connection of additional 
offsite transmission lines and an autotransformer. The staff evaluation found 
the Oconee design to be acceptable.  
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2.0 DESCRIPTION OF THE OCONEE EMERGENCY AC ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEM AND 
STANDBY SHUTDOWN FACILITY 

2.1 OCONEE EMERGENCY ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEM 

An offsite power system and an onsite power system are provided for each of 
the three Oconee Nuclear Units to supply the unit auxiliaries during normal 
operation and engineered safeguards loads during abnormal conditions. These 
two power systems provide multiple power sources and electrical power 
distribution paths to power engineered safeguards loads. Some of the power 
sources and portions of the electrical distribution paths within each of the 
two systems are common to all three Oconee Units.  

Figure 2-1 is a simplified electrical single line diagram for the Oconee 
Unit 1 electrical power systems. This figure shows the major elements that 
form the offsite and onsite emergency power systems for the unit. Figure 2-2 
shows the inter-connected distribution systems for the three units. As 
indicated, the major elements of these systems are the 230/525 kV switchyards 
(common to all three Oconee Units), normal and startup source transformers 
(one each in each of the three Oconee Units), two Keowee Hydroelectric 
generators (common to all three Oconee Units), three Lee Steam Station 
combustion turbines (common to all three Oconee Units), Central switchyard 
(common to all three Oconee Units), two main feeder buses (for each of the 
three Oconee Units), transformers CT4 and CT5 (common to all three Oconee 
Units), two standby buses (common to all three Oconee Units), and attendant 
interconnecting cabling and circuit breakers.  

During normal operation, the unit generator provides power to the unit 
auxiliaries and main feeder bus (MFB) loads by way of the normal source 
transformer and closed N breakers. Following a reactor trip, the two main 
feeder buses (MFBs) are automatically transferred from the normal source to 
the 230 kV switchyard through the startup source transformer and closed E 
breakers. Each of the two MFBs provides power to each of three engineered 
safeguards bus sections that serve the engineered safeguards loads. If the 
230 kV switchyard is unavailable, power can be provided to the MFBs by 
emergency onsite power sources and interconnecting paths.  

One emergency onsite power path is provided by a Keowee unit generator through 
the 230 kV switchyard and startup source transformer to the MFBs (overhead 
path). Prior to establishing this power path, the 230 kV switchyard yellow 
bus is' automatically isolated from the incoming transmission lines and Oconee 
Unit 1 and 2 generators. The other emergency onsite power path is provided by 
a Keowee unit generator through an underground path and transformer CT4 which 
powers the two standby buses. Either Keowee unit generator may be pre-aligned 
to either of these power paths. The underground path provides power to the 
MFBs by way of the standby buses. Alignment of the emergency power sources to 
the MFBs during an event is performed automatically by an emergency power 
switching logic (EPSL) system.  

During emergency conditions, the EPSL system is designed to automatically 
establish a power path to the MFBs. The EPSL system is designed to provide 

automatic control actions to power the MFBs either by establishing a power 
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path from the 230 kV switchyard by way of the startup source transformer and 
closed E breakers, a Keowee unit generator by way of an isolated 230 kV 
switchyard yellow bus, or a Keowee unit generator by way of CT4 and the 
standby buses. This system also includes design features such that if the 

MFBs are powered by the standby buses and this power path is subsequently 
lost, automatic control actions are provided to re-establish power to the MFBs 

by transferring these buses to the startup source if this source is available.  
In addition, manual operations are provided to establish power to the MFBs 
through the use of the loss of power abnormal procedures.  

Provisions for additional manual alignments to establish power to the MFBs are 
also provided. Backcharging through the unit main stepup transformer from the 

230 kV switchyard is possible once the unit main generator links are removed.  
The standby buses can be powered by way of CT5 and an isolated Lee Steam 
Station combustion turbine or the Central switchyard.  

As indicated, the above descriptive information applies to Oconee Unit 1.  
This descriptive information also applies to Unit Numbers 2 and 3 since the 
electrical power path arrangements for these units are similar to that for 
Unit 1 with the exception that Unit Number 3 main stepup transformer is 
connected to the 525 kV switchyard rather than the 230 kV switchyard. Thus, 
for this unit, backcharging through the unit main stepup transformer is 
provided from the 525 kV switchyard.  

2.2 STANDBY SHUTDOWN FACILITY 

The Standby Shutdown Facility (SSF) was added to the Oconee station after the 
original licensing and is designed as a standby system for use under extreme 

emergency conditions. The system provides additional protection by serving as 
a backup to existing safety systems. The SSF was initially provided as an 
alternate means to achieve and maintain hot shutdown conditions following 
postulated fire, sabotage, or flooding events. For each of these events, loss 
of all other station power is assumed. Subsequently, it was also used as a 
means of meeting the station blackout (SBO) rule. The SSF is a backup to 
existing safety systems and failures in this system does not result in 
failures or inadvertent operations in existing plant systems. The SSF 
requires manual activation and would be activated under adverse fire, flooding 
or sabotage conditions when existing redundant emergency systems are not 
available.  

The SSF consists of the following: 1) SSF structure, 2) SSF Reactor Coolant 
Makeup (RCM) System, 3) SSF Auxiliary Service Water (ASW) System, 4) SSF 
Electrical Power, and 5) SSF Support Systems.  

The SSF is a reinforced concrete structure containing a diesel generator room, 
electrical equipment room, mechanical pump room, control room, central alarm 
station, and ventilation equipment room.  

The SSF RCM System is designed to supply borated makeup water to the reactor 

coolant system (RCS) for RCS inventory control and to provide reactor coolant 

pump seal cooling. A SSF RCM pump located in the reactor building of each 

unit provides makeup to the RCS should the normal makeup system and the 
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reactor coolant pumps become inoperable because of a station blackout 
condition. The system is designed to provide enough borated water from the 
spent fuel pools to allow the SSF to maintain hot shutdown conditions for all 
three units for approximately 72 hours. This time period is established 
considering drawing the water level in the spent fuel pool down to a minimum 
of one foot above the top of the spent fuel racks. The SSF RCM pump is 
capable of delivering borated water from the spent fuel pool to the reactor 
coolant pump (RCP) seal injection lines. A portion of this seal injection 
flow is used as makeup for RCP seal leakage while the remainder flows into the 
RCS to makeup for volume shrinkage and other RCS leakage.  

The SSF ASW System is designed to cool the RCS during a station blackout and 
in conjunction with the loss of normal and emergency feedwater system by 
providing steam generator cooling. The SSF ASW pump is the major component of 
the system. One motor driven SSF ASW pump serves all three units and is 
located in the SSF. The suction supply for the SSF ASW pump is lake water 
from the embedded Unit 2 condenser circulating water (CCW) piping. A 
submersible pump is available to replenish the water supply in the embedded 
CCW pipe if siphon flow through the CCW pipe is lost.  

The SSF power system is provided with standby power from a dedicated diesel 
generator. Following the loss of all normal and emergency power, on-site and 
off-site, the diesel-electric generating unit is to be manually started by 
initiating its start signal from the SSF Control Panel in the SSF. The diesel 
generator and its associated auxiliaries are housed in a Class 1 structure and 
are protected against seismic events. The auxiliaries required to assure . proper operation of the SSF diesel generator are supplied entirely from the 
SSF power system. The SSF diesel generator is provided with manual start 
capability from the SSF only. It uses a compressed air starting system with 
four air storage tanks. Each set of two tanks will provide sufficient air to 
start the diesel unit five successive times. An independent fuel system, 
complete with a separate underground storage tank, duplex filter arrangement, 
a fuel oil transfer pump, and one-hour day tank is provided for the diesel
electric generating unit.  

The 125 VDC SSF power system consists of two 125 VDC batteries and associated 
chargers, two DC distribution centers, and a DC power panelboard. This system 
is designed to provide an uninterruptible source of power for the SSF 
equipment controls and instrumentation. Normally, one 125 VDC battery and its 
associated charger are connected to the 125 VDC distribution center to supply 
the 125 VDC loads. In this alignment, the battery is floated on the 
distribution center and is available to assure load without interruption upon 
loss of its associated battery charger or AC power source. The other 125 VDC 
battery and its associated charger are in the standby mode and are not 
normally connected to the 125 VDC distribution center. However, if required 
they are available via manual connection to the 125 VDC distribution center to 
supply SSF loads.  

The SSF Support Systems are designed to provide for the SSF lighting, fire 
protection, fire detection, service water, heating ventilation and air 
conditioning (HVAC), and sump drainage.  
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3.0 OCONEE EMERGENCY AC ELECTRICAL SYSTEM 

The Oconee emergency ac electrical system configuration has undergone numerous 
detailed changes over the past several years due to self-initiated 
improvements, Licensee Event Report (LER) commitments, and NRC commitments.  
While the basic electrical configuration remains unchanged, the detailed 
changes have been made in an effort to improve the design and operation of the 
ac emergency electrical system. In an attempt to understand and identify the 
current and near term configuration, as well as to determine if there were any 
major issues that had not yet been identified, various documents and reports 
were reviewed for this report. These included approximately 30 inspection 
reports; LERs; the Oconee Electrical Distribution System Functional Inspection 
(EDSFI) report; the Oconee Augmented Inspection Team (AIT) report for the 
October 19, 1992, loss of offsite power event; the Region II Keowee Corrective 
Action Tracking Matrix; the Region II Keowee Upgrade Project Status & 
Inspection Plan matrix; the Keowee PRA; the Duke Power Company Oconee Nuclear 
Station - Emergency Power Management Plan; a Duke Power Company December 12, 
1995, letter describing recent initiatives on the Oconee emergency power 
system; and various Staff Safety Evaluation Reports and Region II Task 
Interface Agreement (TIA) responses.  

Generally, only reports dating back to 1992 were reviewed. Many of the Oconee 
emergency power system improvement initiatives were begun following the 
October 19, 1992, loss of offsite power event. Numerous equipment 
modifications, procedure upgrades, and administrative improvements have been 
made over the years. Examples of these initiatives are identified in.Table 
3-1. The list in that table is taken from the Region II Keowee Corrective 
Action Tracking matrix transmitted to AEOD from Region II in an August 5, 
1993, memorandum. It was a compilation of corrective actions specified in LER 
50-269,270,287/92-04 (the '92 loss of offsite power event) and in the 
licensee's quarterly commitment letters starting with the letter dated 
April 29, 1993.  

The December 12, 1995, Duke Power Company letter describes recent initiatives 
that have been taken, or are planning to be taken, in order to improve the 
reliability and operation of the Oconee ac emergency electrical system. The 
features included in these initiatives are taken to be part of the Oconee 
baseline ac emergency electrical power system that is evaluated in this 
report. The Standby Shutdown Facility configuration.is discussed in the 
section of this report which addresses that facility.  
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Table 3-1 Page 1 of 2 

Examples of Duke Power Initiatives Taken on the Oconee AC Emergency 
Electrical Power System Following the 1992 Loss of Offsite Power Event 

- Reorganization of Keowee structure to report.to Oconee 

- Evaluation of NRC Generic communication applicable to Keowee 

- Switchyard battery charger testing 

- Switchyard breaker failure relay modifications 

- Switchyard synchroscope repair 

- Overhead emergency power path integrated test 

- Westinghouse DB breaker mod to provide electrical anti-pump logic 

- Westinghouse DB breaker mods to add time delay in breaker closing 
circuit 

- MG-6 relay review for repair and PM program 

- MG-6 relay replacement in Keowee auxiliary transfer circuits 

- Keowee auxiliary bus transfer logic modification 

- Keowee black start test 

- Keowee trip function on low voltage at main step-up transformer not to 
affect operating unit 

- 'Deletion of speed switch from field circuits 

- Keowee load reject test while aligned to grid 

- Identify and implement surveillance test improvements to verify 
auxiliary power transfer logic 

- Keowee zone relay protection single failure vulnerability 

- Keowee overspeed switch setpoint revision 

- Keowee computer typer connection to computer power supply inverter 

- Keowee statalarm mod to power from uninterruptible source 

- Events recorder replacement 

- Emergency lighting assessment for Keowee 
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Table 3-1 Page 2 of 2 

Examples of Duke Power Initiatives Taken on the Oconee AC Emergency 
Electrical Power System Following the 1992 Loss of Offsite Power Event 

- Review of IEB 79-27 supplemental response for related power supplies 

- Facility telephone system cable and battery backup 

- Base radio system from Keowee control room to Oconee control room 

- Hand held radios capable of transmitting from the Keowee generator floor 
to the Oconee control room 

- Keowee personnel training on requirements of Operations Management 
Procedures 

- Task qualification of Keowee operators to all Keowee operating, test and 
maintenance procedures 

- Job and task analysis. (assessment of required knowledge level) 

- Lesson plan development 

Individual operator knowledge and skills assessment and upgrade 

- Emergency Start Actuated indicating light added to Keowee control boards 

- Keowee EOP 

- JPMs developed to verify all possible failure scenarios 

- All Keowee personnel trained and qualified to all 5 JPMs 

- Oconee licensed operators given walk-through training on these JPMs 

- Refresher training for Oconee operators to perform remote startup and 
operation of Keowee from the Oconee control room 

- All Oconee shift operators (licensed and non-licensed)..to be qualified.  
to all Keowee auxiliary power JPMs 

- LOOP procedures revised to include all steps necessary to recover 
offsite power to Oconee 

- LOOP procedures revised to include both dead bus and live bus transfer 
options 

- Live bus transfer functionally tested and verified 
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. 3.1 KEOWEE HYDROELECTRIC EMERGENCY POWER SOURCES 

As described previously in this report, the Unit 1, 2 and 3 Oconee ac 
emergency power systems are provided emergency power from two hydroelectric 
generators (Keowee) located approximately 2/3 mile east-northeast of the 
Oconee Nuclear Station. The Keowee generating station is a two unit 
hydroelectric generating facility that utilizes water from the 18,000 acre 
Keowee reservoir to drive the two 96 khp, 128.6 rpm, 87.5 MVA turbine 
generators. Either Keowee generator can supply emergency electrical power to 
Oconee through an overhead path or an underground path. The overhead path is 
taken from the output of a designated Keowee generator through a main step-up 
transformer, overhead to the Oconee switchyard, and through the switchyard to 
the individual Oconee unit startup transformers (CT1, CT2, and CT3). The 
underground path is taken from the opposite Keowee generator through a 4000 
ft. underground feeder, to a transformer (CT4) common to all three Oconee 
units located on the Oconee site.  

3.1.1 Keowee Auxiliary Electrical Power Systems 

The primary electrical power systems used to power the Keowee station 
auxiliary equipment necessary to maintain and operate the Keowee hydroelectric 
turbine generators, consists of 600 V ac power and 125 V dc power systems.  
Figure 3-1 is an electrical single line diagram of the Keowee Hydro Station 
electrical distribution systems. Each unit has a dc power distribution system 
consisting of a battery, battery charger, and dc distribution bus. The dc 
distribution bus in each unit can be connected to the opposite unit's bus, 
allowing a single battery to power the dc distribution system of both units.  
There is also a single standby charger available to substitute for either of 
the normal chargers should one of them be unavailable. The dc power systems 
provide the capability to black start the Keowee generating units should ac 
auxiliary power be unavailable to them such as during certain loss of offsite 
power events.  

Each Keowee unit also has a 600 V ac power distribution system consisting of a 
load center which feeds two motor control centers. The load center in each 
Keowee unit can be fed from either the common Keowee main step-up transformer 
(through a 13.8kV/600V stepdown transformer) or from an underground feed 
(through a 4160V/600V stepdown transformer) from Oconee Unit 1 switchgear 1TC.  
The Keowee main step-up transformer can be powered from either or both Keowee 
generators (in the forward feed direction) or from the Oconee 230 kV 
switchyard (in the backfeed direction). The foregoing combinations allow the 
Keowee unit ac auxiliary equipment to be powered from either the underground 
feed or the overhead supply during Keowee generating or non-generating modes.  

The load center (1X or 2X) in each Keowee unit has an automatic transfer 
power-seeking scheme to connect it to the overhead or underground supply.  
Originally the overhead supply was the normal supply to both Keowee units and 
the automatic transfer logic would transfer the load centers to the 
underground supply if the overhead failed. Subsequent to the loss of offsite 
power event in 1992 a permanent change to the transfer logic was made which 
allowed the load center in the Keowee unit aligned to the underground path to 
normally receive power from the underground feed and automatically transfer to 
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the overhead supply on its failure. The motor control centers in each Keowee 
unit can also be manually connected to the other unit's load center.  

It is noted that, for certain failures of the overhead power path to Oconee, 
the ac auxiliary equipment of the Keowee generator aligned to the underground 
path would be reliant on the underground auxiliary power feed from Oconee 
Unit 1. Oconee Unit 1, however, may also be involved in the loss of offsite 
power event. The Keowee PRA has modeled this auxiliary power path, as well as 
the other auxiliary power paths and auxiliary power systems (both ac and dc).  

The Keowee PRA reports that the failure probability of the auxiliary ac power 
system for the Keowee unit aligned to the underground power path is 3.7E-05 
(99.99 percent reliable) over a 24 hr mission time. The failure probability 
of the auxiliary ac power system for the Keowee Unit aligned to the overhead 
power path is 3.5E-05 (99.99 percent reliable) over a 24 hr mission, and the 
auxiliary dc power system failure probability for either Keowee unit during a 
24 mission time is 7.2E-04 (99.93 percent. reliable). Finally, the failure 
probability of each unit's auxiliary dcpower system during start is 9.3E-04 
(99.91 percent reliable).. It does not appear from these results that the 
underground Keowee auxiliary ac power path from Oconee Unit 1 represents an 
unusual portion of the total Keowee auxiliary power unreliability.  

3.1.2 Keowee Voltage Regulator and Governor - Failure Considerations 

As described previously, the redundant Oconee electrical divisions are powered 
by a single Keowee generator when offsite power is not available. If the 
first generator is unavailable or fails to supply power to the safety loads 
then the second generator will automatically supply the loads. This 
arrangement would not be allowed under today's regulatory criteria and makes 
redundant electrical safety equipment vulnerable to an out-of-tolerance 
voltage or frequency condition from a single Keowee generator. As a result, 
the design and operation of the Keowee generator voltage regulator and hydro 
turbine speed governor were examined to determine the likelihood of this 
vulnerability. This issue was also addressed in Findings 4 and 5 of the 1993 
EDSFI report on Oconee (Inspection Report Nos. 50-269/93-02, 50-270/93-02, and 
50-287/93-02).  

It was found that there are, or will be, features in the Keowee voltage 
regulator and governor that could preclude certain failures in those units from producing an out-of-tolerance voltage or frequency outside a certain 
range. For example, in the governor there will be a separate speed sensing 
magnetic pickup to detect failure of the governor head to rotate which would 
have resulted in an overfrequency condition (Nuclear Station Modification NSM 
ON-52966); and in the voltage regulator there is a maximum volts-per-hertz limiter circuit set at 105 percent (controls overvoltage relative to 
frequency);. and a maximum volts-per-hertz trip will be moved to the emergency 
lockout circuit under minor modifications OE-7432 and 0E-8226. There are also 
Oconee undervoltage trips and alarms separate from the voltage regulator on 
the startup source (overhead path) and standby bus (underground path), set at 
approximately 87 percent and 47 percent respectively. There will also be an 
overfrequency permissive on Keowee output breaker closure (NSM ON-52966) set 
at 110 percent, separate from the governor. Alarms associated with this 
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permissive will alarm an-overfrequency condition during normal and emergency 
operation.  

Although there are features to prevent certain governor or voltage regulator 
failures from causing abnormal frequency or voltages to redundant safety 
equipment, there is not complete protection against these. For example, from 
the November 17, 1995, response to a staff question it appears that a low 
voltage (above approximately 47 percent but below minimum required voltage) or 
low frequency on the underground path would not cause an alarm or trip. For 
the conditions not alarmed or protected against, the failure robustness of the 
Keowee voltage regulator and speed governor themselves must be relied upon.  
As a result, Duke Power has conducted a Keowee governor single failure 
analysis (calculation KC-UNIT 1-2-0098). They have also performed an 
operability evaluation (calculation OSC-4995) on a particular voltage 
regulator problem which concluded that both the manual and automatic features 
of the voltage regulator are required to be operable to account for single 
failure considerations.  

With regard to the voltage regulator evaluation, Duke Power stated in their 
November 17, 1995, response to a staff question that, in addition to the 
specific failure evaluated, calculation OSC-4995 considered if there could be 
a credible failure which could adversely affect generator voltage. They 
indicated that no credible failures had been identified which would cause this 
condition, and that this conclusion was based on the experience of the 
manufacturer and internal technical experts.  

The foregoing governor analysis and regulator evaluation were reviewed, and 
the staff pursued a number of governor and voltage regulator concerns with 
Duke Power. It was found that the design and modifications made to the Keowee 
governors, voltage regulators, and generator breaker control have addressed a 
number of the more likely failure modes and occurrences; however, it was not 
clear to the staff that the probability of occurrence of an out-of-tolerance 
voltage or frequency was sufficiently low relative to the potentially negative 
effects on multiple and redundant Oconee electrical .equipment. The staff 
asked Duke Power to respond to this concern.  

Duke Power provided its response in a letter dated January 31, 1996. The 
response stated that the emergency power system has been analyzed for all 
credible Keowee voltage regulator failures that could cause the voltage to 
decrease without a complete collapse, and the Keowee governor has been 
analyzed for all credible failures that could cause frequency to decrease or 
increase. With regard to the voltage regulator it was stated that one of the 
bounding cases was a failure which would drive the voltage adjuster motor to 
the low limit causing the voltage to decrease to 85 percent of rated voltage 
(11.7 kV). An analyses documented in OSC-5952 was referenced as concluding 
that all required loads start and operate on the failed Keowee unit for the 
bounding cases.  

The staff has not reviewed OSC-5952; but the conclusion referenced, that all 
required loads would start and operate on the failed Oconee unit at 11.7 kV, 
is different than what the staff found in other Duke investigations that 
indicated 13.5 kV was found to be an acceptable voltage for operation of S 11



Oconee loads (PIP No. 0-095-0639 dated 6/7/95 and calc. KC-Unit 1&2-2023 dated 
6/4/95). The 13.5 kV value is also the minimum acceptance voltage specified 
in the Keowee emergency start test as indicated in the Duke January 31, 1996, 
letter. In a recent event notification that was later retracted (event-number 
30030), Duke Power notified the NRC that an 11.9 kV setting found on a Keowee 
voltage regulator may not be an acceptable minimum value for Oconee loads. A 
Duke Power Problem Investigation Form (PIP Serial No. 0-096-0388) obtained by 
the staff appears to indicate that the reason for this notification is the 
same voltage regulator failure identified by Duke in the January 31, 1996 
letter to the staff which indicated that the low voltage resulting from the 
failure (11.7 kV) was acceptable. This reinforces the staffs view that it is 
very difficult to accept with a high degree of confidence analyses that 
conclude that equipment as complicated as the Keowee governors and voltage 
regulators will not fai.1 in a manner that would result in an unacceptable out
of-tolerance voltage or frequency.  

Duke has further addressed this concern in their January 31, 1996, letter by 
indicating that failures which result in a degraded voltage or frequency are 
of a very low probability because they are more likely to be revealed during 
normal (non-emergency) Keowee operation due to the greater run time of the 
Keowee generators versus a typical diesel generator. In their response, Duke 
has also provided the results of a rough study done to examine the affect on 
Oconee core damage frequency due.(CDF) to degraded voltage or frequency. Duke 
took an event (common cause failure of breakers N1 and N2 to open) that has 
similar consequences (render all plant equipment except the SSF unavailable) 
to a Keowee degraded voltage or frequency event, and changed the event 
probability and recovery to correspond to those assumed for the degraded 
voltage/frequency event. Duke Power reported an increase of Oconee total CDF 
of approximately 0.2 percent. Duke indicated that, for the example given, 
there is significant margin in.the values before any appreciable contribution 
to the CDF is observed.  

Duke Power, however, also acknowledged that an accurate calculation of the 
contribution to CDF from degraded failure modes of the Keowee voltage 
regulator, turbine, or governor is difficult due to the lack of observed 
failures in the modes of concern; and the consequences of these postulated 
failures are not easily quantified. Accordingly, although Duke Power 
indicated their belief that the probability of the subject failures was very 
low, they committed in their January 31, 1996 letter to implement 
modifications to monitor and alarm voltages and frequencies below the 
acceptable ranges.  

The actions Duke has taken and committed to will help to improve the Oconee 
design in this area. However, while the design and modifications .made to the 
Keowee voltage regulators and governors make them fairly robust against these 
kinds of failures, the staff believes there is still a potential problem here.  
There could be variations in the assumed failure probability (as indicated by 
the above referenced recent event notification);.and Dukes assumed non
recovery probability (0.1) appears to be overly optimistic. Actual damage to 
just a few key pieces of redundant equipment could greatly increase the non
recovery estimate and thereby greatly increase the total contribution to CDF.  
It is therefore believed that a system of voltage and frequency protection, 
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permissives, and limiters which does not rely on operator intervention should 
be provided to fully guard against these occurrences.  

Based on our review we found that the underground and overhead paths from 
Keowee have overvoltage limit through the volts/hertz limiter currently 
installed and set at 105 percent in the Keowee voltage regulator. Overvoltage 
protection will be provided through the volts/hertz trip set at 110 percent 
that will be moved to the emergency lockout. Overfrequency protection on the 
underground and overhead paths will be provided only following a load 
rejection trip of the Keowee units for emergency generation purposes to 
Oconee. This will be implemented through overfrequency permissives set at 110 
percent to be installed on the Keowee generator output breakers. Alarms taken 
from this protection will alarm an overfrequency condition above 110 percent 
at all times during normal and emergency operation. Additional overfrequency 
protection will be provided during startup of the Keowee underground and 
overhead units for a particular governor failure through a modification that 
will install a governor flyball motor monitoring circuit. The alarm set at 
110 percent will have to be relied upon to alert the operators to an 
overfrequency condition outside the bounds of the above described 
overfrequency protection. As indicated above, the staff believes that this 
alarm should be supplemented with a protective trip that will separate the 
Oconee loads from the Keowee generators on an unacceptable overfrequency 
condition. The protective trip should have suitable time delay, redundancy, 
and coincidence to ensure proper operation.  

Undervoltage protection set at approximately 47 percent and 87 percent is 
presently available on the underground and overhead paths respectively when 
they are being supplied by Keowee. Underfrequency protection is provided via 
the volts/hertz limiter circuit in the Keowee voltage regulator which will act 
to keep Keowee output voltage to within 105 percent of output frequency on a 
low frequency condition. The 47 percent and 87 percent undervoltage relays on 
the underground and overhead path respectively would then respond to trip the 
Keowee units on the low voltage (accompanied by the low frequency). The 47 
percent setpoint for undervoltage on the underground path is too low to 
provide any substantial protection against an undervoltage or underfrequency 
condition (it provides primarily loss of power and power available sensing).  
The 87 percent undervoltage setpoint on the overhead path is also a bit low to 
provide full protection against an undervoltage or underfrequency condition.  
The alarms for voltages and frequencies below acceptable ranges Duke has 
committed to install., will have to be relied.upon to alert the operators-to 
inadequate voltages or frequencies outside the trip setpoints of the 
protective relays. As indicated above, the staff believes that these alarms 
should be supplemented with protective trips, or the existing trip setpoints 
should be revised, so that they will.separate the Oconee loads from the Keowee 
generators on an unacceptable undervoltage or underfrequency condition. The 
protective trips should have suitable time delay, redundancy, and coincidence 
to ensure proper operation.  

It is also noted that Duke Power has committed to modify the permissives on 
the emergency power path to delay loading of theKeowee units until the 
voltage and frequency are within approximately 90 percent of their nominal 
values. This is an important contributor to ensuring minimum voltages and 
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frequencies are provided to the Oconee loads from Keowee. Failure data 
provided in the Keowee PRA and from other sources, indicate that the majority 
of potential failures to supply minimum required voltage or frequency from 
Keowee have been following startup from the standby condition, which the 
permissives will protect against. It is noted that the permissives, however, 
would not protect against an overfrequency occurring on a Keowee start from 
standby. This could occur as a.result of a failure of a Keowee gate limit 
feature to runback to its low limit setpoint following its initial runup to 
100 percent. It is not clear how the connected Oconee loads and Keowee unit 
would respond to the resulting frequency overshoot in such a case.  
Irrespective of this, the overfrequency protection called for above should be 
designed to ensure satisfactory operation of equipment in such a case or 
separate the equipment from the Keowee generator.  

The staff will pursue the question of the minimum Keowee voltage needed for 
acceptable operation of the Oconee loads discussed above. The staff will also 
pursue with Duke Power the need for the additional protective features 
described above. In the interim, it is believed that the combination of 
equipment design features, modifications, protective features, permissives, 
and alarms will help to keep the likelihood and consequences of the Keowee 
degraded voltage and frequency event to a reasonably low level.  

3.1.3 Modeling the Effects of a Keowee Out-of-Tolerance Voltage or Frequency 
on Oconee Electrical Loads 

Duke Power performed a detailed reliability analysis of-Keowee using 
PRA techniques. This PRA includes a detailed reliability analysis of the 
Keowee voltage regulator and speed governor. Appendix A of the Keowee PRA 
includes a description of the voltage regulator and governor, their operation, 
maintenance, tests, regulator and governor-related significant operating 
events, and the reliability data and assumptions used in the reliability 
model. Appendix C of the Keowee PRA provides the details of the.  
Keowee failure data analysis that was done to develop the reliability data 
used in the PRA. It also provides a brief description of the component 
failures collected over a ten year period at Keowee that were retained for use 
in the Keowee model.  

The top failure gate in the Keowee PRA is "Oconee.Transformers CT3 and CT4 
Fail To Receive Power From Keowee." Keowee voltage regulator and governor 
failures are accounted for as events which eventually input to the top gate.  
Although-some of these events deal with the potential that a governor or 
regulator failure could result in an out-of-tolerance voltage or frequency, 
the resulting outcome is .simply taken to be a loss of power from Keowee. This 
is to be expected since the Keowee PRA is intended to only model the 
reliability of the emergency power sources, and the subsequent sequence of 
events involving this type of failure were not developed further. PRAs do not 
normally model the potential for an out-of-tolerance voltage .or frequency to 
disable redundant safety equipment. The Oconee electrical design however, 
unlike other designs, is particularly sensitive to these kinds of failures 
since redundant electrical divisions are fed from a common Keowee generator; 
and data in Appendix C of the Keowee.PRA identifies voltage regulator failures 
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.that result in low machine output voltage. Duke Power was therefore asked to 
comment-on the lack of such a model in the Oconee and Keowee PRAs.  

As indicated in the previous section of this report, Duke responded in their 
January 31, 1996, letter with a rough study on this issue. They took an event 
from the existing Oconee study (common cause failure of breakers NI and N2 to 
open) that has similar consequences to a Keowee degraded voltage or frequency 
event (render all plant equipment except the SSF unavailable), and changed the 
event probability and recovery to correspond to those assumed for the degraded 
voltage/frequency event. It was assumed that 10 percent of the Keowee voltage 
regulator, turbine, and governor component failure probabilities in the Keowee 
PRA, which ranged from approximately 2.OE-05 to 2.OE-03, would result in a 
degraded voltage or frequency from Keowee. This gave the failure probability 
of 1.OE-04 which was used in the study. This was combined with an estimated 
failure to recover of 0.1 and the failure of the SSF at 0.2, which resulted in 
a total contribution to CDF of approximately 1.8E-07 (approximately 0.2 
percent of the total CDF).  

Duke indicates that, for the example given, there is significant margin in the 
values before any appreciable contribution to the CDF is observed. Duke, 
however, has also acknowledged that an accurate calculation of the 
contribution to CDF from degraded failure modes of the Keowee voltage 
regulator, turbine, or governor is difficult due to the lack of observed 
failures in the modes of concern; and the consequences of these postulated 
failures are not easily.quantified. The staff agrees with this and believes 
that, as a result, there could be relatively wide variations in the failure 
probability and recovery numbers used. Verification of the non-recovery 
estimate of 0.1 for example, would require a detailed .analysis of individual 
equipment vulnerabilities to out-of-tolerance voltages and frequencies and the 
protection in place on that equipment to minimize the damaging effects.  
Finally, the ability of operators to react to the problem and reset or replace 
protective devices would also have to be determined. Actual damage to just a 
few key pieces of redundant equipment could greatly increase the non-recovery 
estimate and thereby greatly increase the total contribution to CDF.  

Duke has not provided a sensitivity study that examines the change to the 
Oconee CDF given an increase in the failure to recovery probability. However, 
the additional voltage and frequency protective features the staff has 
recommended in the previous section of this report should keep the likelihood 
and consequences of these events to a reasonably low level.  

3.1.4 Loading of the Keowee Underground Path 

During a LOCA, if a loss of offsite power (LOOP) should occur at very nearly 
the same time as the initial LOCA signal, and both Keowee units were in 
standby, the Keowee unit connected to the underground path would pick up the 
accident loads at approximately 11 seconds following Keowee start with the 
Keowee output voltage and frequency at approximately 60 percent. The accident 
loads would remain energized from that Keowee unit while it continued to 
accelerate to full speed and voltage. A constant volts/hertz ratio would be 
maintained at the output of the Keowee generator by a volts/hertz limiter 
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circuit in the generator voltage regulator that keeps generator per-unit 
voltage to within 105 percent of generator per-unit frequency.  

There is at.least one particular LOOP scenario (no LOCA) that would also 
result in loading Oconee loads to the Keowee underground path at approximately 
60 percent voltage and frequency as described above. This is the case where, 
following a plant trip, a loss of power to the main feeder buses (MFBs) occurs 
due to a failure of the startup transformer or a failure of the MFBs to 
transfer to the startup transformer. Duke indicates that approximately 4 MVA 
of load is expected to be energized by the Keowee underground path during this 
scenario, including two HPI pumps, two LPSW .pumps, and two MDEFW pumps.  

The only tests that have been performed to demonstrate the ability of the 
Keowee underground path to satisfactorily energize the Oconee emergency loads 
at approximately 60 percent voltage and frequency are tests that energized 
only approximately 2 MVA of shutdown loads; versus the 4 MVA of load required 
for the LOOP event identified above and the approximately 4.6 MVA of LOCA load 
identified in the Oconee USAR.. The 2 MVA of shutdown loads energized in the 
tests, also did not .likely consist of large motors which draw a large inrush 
MVA as seen in design basis scenarios.  

The most recent analytical work done by Duke to verify the capability of the 
Keowee underground path to adequately energize the emergency loads was 
performed in calculation OSC-5952. This calculation consists of an analysis 
utilizing the CYME computer model. That model however is not capable of 
simulating load application at reduced voltage and frequency as described 
above. Duke Power, therefore, ran the analysis with the Keowee unit assumed 
at a nominal steady.state voltage and frequency. There was no basis provided 
in the calculation regarding how the results correlated to satisfactory 
operation of the Keowee units at reduced frequency and voltage. The staff 
therefore pursued this issue with Duke.  

Duke has indicated that the constant volts/hertz ratio maintained by the 
Keowee generators during acceleration with the energized Oconee loads will 
result in satisfactory operation of the-loads. It is true that maintaining a 
constant volts/hertz ratio across an ac induction motor will result in 
satisfactory operation. (starting and running) of the motor at reduced speed.  
This is one of the techniques used in adjustable speed drives to obtain speed 
control of these motors. The constant volts/hertz level in the Oconee case, 
however, will only be maintained at the.output of the Keowee generator (actual 
voltage at equipment terminals will be less); and the reduced frequency and 
voltage will be seen by all the Oconee electrical equipment, not just the 
motors.  

With regard to the question of non-motor electrical equipment operating at the 
reduced frequency and voltage, Duke Power has information from the equipment 
vendors that the equipment will generally operate satisfactorily at a constant 
volts/hertz with the reduced frequency in the range of that which would 
normally be expected on the underground path. With regard to the question of 
equipment terminal voltage being at a lower level than the constant volt/hertz 
level seen at the output of the Keowee generator, Duke has provided only 
qualitative judgements supporting satisfactory operation at the reduced 
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voltage levels. In-their January 31, 1996, letter however, Duke Power has 
provided a commitment to modify the permissives on the emergency power path to 
delay loading of the Keowee units until the voltage and frequency are within 
approximately 90 percent of their nominal values. This modification, 
therefore, should resolve this issue.. The staff will review the particulars 
of the modification when they are available.  

The staff notes that in the discussion of this issue the LOOP was assumed to 
occur very quickly following the LOCA. Duke Power in fact has assumed it 
occurs simultaneously with the LOCA. In reality, if a LOOP were to occur 
following a LOCA, there would likely be some time delay after the LOCA signal, 
before the LOOP signal came in. The shortest delay would occur if the 
transfer to the startup transformer failed following the trip of the unit 
generator. The small amount of delay would be due to relay operating times 
and MFB motor residual voltage decay. Longer delay times would occur if the 
LOOP were due to grid instability as a result of the loss of generation 
following the unit trip, or due to a switchyard degraded voltage as a result 
of the loss of generator MVARs to the grid. The degraded voltage logic at 
Oconee has a built in 9 second delay before it actuates. For some of these 
scenarios the Oconee emergency loads will be energized by the degraded offsite.  
system before they are transferred to the Keowee generators. The additional 
time delay should allow the Keowee underground path unit to accelerate up 
nearer to its final nominal frequency and voltage. The negative effects of 
the time delay, however, such as how the logic would perform or the effects on 
the motors (multiple starts, etc.) and the hydraulics (water hammer, etc.) 
have not been determined. The staff has issued an Information Notice (IN 
93-17, Revision 1) on this subject and is pursuing the need to address 
scenarios involving a LOCA and a delayed LOOP generically (Generic Issue 171).  
Therefore, this is not being pursued separately in this report.  

3.1.5 Grid Operation 

Duke Power periodically operates the Keowee generators as commercial 
generating units (single unit or both simultaneously) supplying electrical 
power to the Duke Power grid by generating to the Oconee Switchyard. More 
recently operation in this manner was restricted to a single unit because of 
the electrical configuration the Keowee units were required to be maintained 
in (disconnects of the Keowee overhead path output breaker open on the Keowee 
unit aligned to the underground path), in order to avoid the potential single 
failure described in LER 269/92-16 (zone overlap problem). Following a 
modification to eliminate the single failure (NSM ON-52966) Duke will again 
simultaneously operate both generators to the grid.  

Operation of the Keowee units generating to the grid creates operational 
considerations that require special attention. For example, in LER 269/93-01 
Duke Power has indicated that, if the Keowee units are generating to the grid 
and an emergency start signal is received from any of the Oconee units, the 
Keowee units will reject their grid operating load by opening their output 
circuit breakers and a resulting overspeed condition would ensue. This 
overspeed condition could result in the Oconee loads being energized at 
greater than their rated frequency or later than the Oconee accident analysis 
would allow. The Duke power Nuclear Station Modification NSM ON-52966 will 
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correct this problem by installing overfrequency permissives on the Keowee 
generator output breakers set at 110 percent. The following section address 
additional considerations related to Keowee grid operation.  

3.1.5.1 The Potential for a Ground Fault to Simultaneously Trip Both Keowee 
Units While Generating to the Grid 

A Ground-Fault protective scheme is applied to both Keowee Hydro Units. The 
particular scheme used to protect each of the Keowee units is an overvoltage 
relay (59G) connected across the resistance-loaded secondary of the generator 
grounding transformer. This type of ground fault protection scheme is applied 
at Keowee to enable the detection of high impedance ground faults, and is 
typical of ground-fault protective schemes used to protect high impedance 
grounded generators. Because this type of ground-fault protection is 
sensitive to low fault current, ground faults beyond the protected generator 
could also actuate the overvoltage relay. The potential for the overvoltage 
relay to actuate for faults beyond the protected generator includes faults on 
the high voltage side of a delta-wye connected step-up transformer, and occurs 
as a consequence of the zero-sequence capacitive coupling that exists between 
the windings of a transformer. Incorporating a short time delay in the 
overvoltage relay ensures this type of ground-fault protective scheme will 
coordinate with other protective relays and prevents unwanted actuation of the 
protective scheme due to grid disturbances.  

The licensee reviewed the coordination of the ground-fault protective schemes 
used for the Keowee units by considering ground faults in the 230 kV 
switchyard, on the overhead transmission line from.Keowee, and on the high 
voltage side of the Keowee main step-up transformer. In all cases, the 
licensee concluded that the Keowee ground-fault protective relays (59G) would 
not operate to trip the Keowee units before these faults were cleared by other 
differential protective relay schemes. In reaching this conclusion, the 
licensee was not required by its design basis to cpnsider the failure of a 
safety-related breaker to clear a fault on a safety-related portion of the 
Keowee overhead emergency power path. A subsequent single failure of a 
safety-related breaker to clear a fault on the overhead emergency power path 
could potentially cause the lockout of both Keowee units if they were 
generating to the grid. The occurrence of this postulated scenario concurrent 
with a large-break LOCA however-is considered extremely unlikely and therefore 
insignificant by the staff. Should this postulated scenario occur concurrent 
with a LOOP, Keowee operators could recover the hydro units in sufficient time 
to prevent core damage in any of the three Oconee units. It is noted, 
however, that if these events were considered in the Keowee PRA, they could 
increase the common cause actuation of Keowee generator lockout probability to 
a degree that generating both units to the grid would be found to be slightly 
less reliable rather than slightly more reliable, as concluded in the 
sensitivity study done for dual unit generation.  
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3.1.5.2 The Potential for an Electrical Fault to Simultaneously Trip Both 
Keowee Units While Generating to the Grid Due to Actuation of Loss
of-Excitation Protection 

Loss-of-Excitation protection is included in the protection scheme applied to 
both Keowee Hydro Units. This type of protection it typical for large 
synchronous generators that operate in parallel with a system grid. The 
purpose for applying loss-of-excitation protection (40G relays) to the Keowee 
units is: (1) to avoid a loss-of-system-stability which can be caused by an 
under-excited generator operating in parallel with the grid; and (2) to 
prevent a loss-of-generator-synchronism and possible damage to the machines.  

A synchronous generator is usually operated such that it supplies reactive 
power to the grid in order to help maintain grid voltage. If a partial or 
total loss-of-generator-excitation occurs, reactive power will enter the 
machine from the grid and could cause ,a reactive power deficit in the system.  
The deficit of reactive power in the system would then start a slow voltage 
decay of the grid. If the system can not make-up for the lost reactive power 
from its standby reserve, the grid will become unstable and eventually break 
apart. As a result of a loss-of-excitation, a generator may lose synchronism 
with the grid and begin to overheat. If it is not removed from the grid 
before it exceeds its thermal capability limit, damage to the machine will 
result. To prevent these undesirable conditions from occurring, 40G relays 
are applied to synchronous generators to separate them from the grid following 
a loss-of-excitation. The parameters monitored by the 40G relays to detect a 
loss-of-excitation condition are bus undervoltage, low impedance, and reactive 
power flow into the machine.  

During a Self-Initiated Technical Audit (SITA) conducted at Oconee prior to 
the NRC's EDSFI inspection, Oconee engineers were asked if there was any 
credible fault which had the potential to lockout both Keowee units when they 
were generating to the grid. The Oconee engineers responded to the SITA 
team's question by stating that a fault on the Greenville line could possibly 
trip the 40G relays at Keowee and cause a relay lockout of both units. This 
reply was based on the fact that a fault on the Greenville line will cause the 
low impedance contacts of the Keowee 40G relays to pickup and power to 
oscillate between the Keowee machines and the grid. If a low voltage 
condition were to occur simultaneously with power flowing into the Keowee 
units for more than 0.25 seconds, then the 40G relays would trip and cause a 
unit lockout. The potential for a relay .lockout of the Keowee units is 
dependent upon both the magnitude and duration of the grid disturbance, and 
the set points of the 40G relays. Following the SITA, Duke's Transmission & 
Distribution (T&D) Department performed a limited stability analysis for 
faults in or near the Oconee switchyard. The results of this analysis were 
used by Oconee engineers to conclude that no single failure could cause the 
lockout or loss of both Keowee units when they were generating to the grid.  

The conclusion that no single failure (e.g., a fault not cleared by its 
primary protection) could cause a lockout of both Keowee units while 
generating to the grid was discussed with a Duke T&D engineer who performed 
the limited stability analysis and an Oconee engineer who performed the Keowee 
single failure study. As a result of these discussions, it was determined 
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that the limited stabilitystudy conducted by Duke Power did not conclusively 
support the conclusion that a fault would not lockout both Keowee units if 
they were generating to the grid. The limited stability study was considered 
inconclusive by the staff because it did not model all credible faults (e.g., 
the guide wire on the Greenville towers breaks and shorts out all lines on the 
right-of-way) nor did it model all possible system configurations (e.g., one 
Oconee unit not generating to the grid) to determine how changes in the 
system's configuration effected operation of the 40G relays. Also, past IEEE 
papers have documented the fact that loss-of-excitation relays (40G) may trip 
during certain fault conditions. This is due to the fact that the same 
conditions monitored by 40G relays to detect a loss-of-excitation may be 
present during some system faults.  

The potential for a relay lockout of both Keowee units like that addressed 
above was modeled in the Keowee probability risk assessment (PRA) as a common 
cause actuation of generator lockouts. The potential for this to occur was 
given a basic event probability of 4.06 E-06 in the PRA. This figure may be 
low, but it would have to increase substantially before it could have a 
noticeable effect on the Keowee reliability. The staff does not believe that 
the situations not analyzed by the licensee in its stability studies would 
substantially increase the probability of a lockout such that the final Keowee 
reliability could be significantly affected.  

In addition to grid disturbances, the Office for Analysis and Evaluation of 
Operational Data has also identified past instances where operator actions 
have resulted in the unwanted actuation of 40G relays. For example, an 
operator may cause unwanted actuation of a 40G relay by misadjusting generator 
field excitation level in response to a dispatcher's request to change 
reactive power. The potential consequences of such operator actions however 
are not considered to be significant with regard to the safety of the Oconee 
units. If an operator were to accidently cause the Keowee units to trip and.  
lockout while generating to the-grid, it is not likely that the lost 
generation would make the grid unstable and lead to a loss of offsite power 
(LOOP). However if a LOOP were to occur,.it is very unlikely that it would 
immediately result in a concurrent loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA) at one of 
the Oconee units. If the LOOP occurred the only likely result therefore would 
be a station blackout event. Since the Keowee operator who caused the event 
would be in the control room for this postulated scenario, and because the 
operator would be immediately aware the Keowee lockouts were likely caused by 
his or her actions, it is reasonable to assume that the operator would take 
immediate and proper recovery actions to restore the Keowee units. In each 
postulated scenario considered by the staff, with the exception of an 
extremely unlikely concurrent LOCA event, it was concluded that Keowee 
operators would likely have time to recover the Keowee units and restore 
emergency power to the Oconee units before any core damage would occur. It is 
noted, however, that if these events were considered in the Keowee PRA, they 
could increase the common cause actuation of Keowee generator lockout 
probability to a degree that generating both units to the grid would be found 
to be slightly less reliable rather than slightly more reliable, as concluded 
in the sensitivity study done for dual unit generation.  
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3.1.6 Testing and Analyses 

Concerns have been identified that.testing of the Keowee units in a more 

integrated fashion would have predicted many of the complications seen in 

several of the Oconee events, and in particular the October 19, 1992, LOOP 
event reported in LER 270/92-04. In order to evaluate this issue, the 
periodic and one-time tests that have been or will be performed on the 

emergency ac electrical power systems at Oconee were examined to determine how 

well they reflected the actual performance of the systems tested during a 
design basis event. Because integrated tests typically cannot be set up to 
identically reflect the actual system performance seen during design basis 

events, the overlapping tests and the analyses performed on the emergency ac 
power system were also looked at to determine how well they filled in the 
voids.  

The type of tests conducted at Oconee were compared against the emergency ac 

power system surveillances contained in the Improved Standard Technical 

Specifications (ISTS) for plants with diesel generator emergency power 
sources. Although this is not actually a valid comparison because the design 
of the Oconee emergency ac power system is sufficiently unique from that of a 

diesel generator plant, it was done to get a sense of what tests may be 
lacking. It is notedthat this is a very severe comparison because the diesel 

generator plants of the Oconee vintage typically do not have Standard 
Technical Specifications and, as a result, have only some of the surveillance 

requirements identified in the ISTS. A comparison matrix of ISTS tests to 
somewhat similar tests conducted at Oconee is provided in Table 3-2.  

Duke Power Company has identified thirteen specific tests (Duke letters 
November 17, 1995, and January 31, 1996) in the testing program for the 
Oconee/Keowee emergency electrical power system. These specific tests as well 
as other tests are identified and addressed in the following sections. It is 
noted that in a letter dated March 11, 1993, Duke Power has submitted a 

complete rewrite of Oconee Technical Specification section 3.7, "'Electrical 
Power Systems," that makes use of the ISTS format. Section 3.7 of the 

proposed technical specifications includes the emergency ac power electrical 

system tests and surveillances. While many of the current Oconee technical 

specification requirements are simply carried over to the new format, a number 
of the requirements are modified or deleted (e.g. various surveillances, 
action statements, and completion times). This report addresses some of the 

changes that are pertinent to the purposes of this report.' The full.body of 
the changes, including those that are addressed in this report, will be 
addressed in detail during the staff's review of the proposed technical 
specification changes.  
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Table 3-2 

Comparison Matrix of ISTS Tests to Somewhat Similar Oconee Tests 

Improved Standard Technical Keowee Hydro Unit Similar Testing 
Specifications Required EDG Testing 

1. Start Test - SR 3.8.1.2 
(Typically Monthly) 

Demonstrate proper EDG start up Keowee Hydro Units monthly start 

from standby conditions, and verify test from the Unit 1 and 2 
that the required design voltage control room - SR 4.6.1.a 
and frequency is attained.  

2. Load-Run Test - SR 3.8.1.3 
(Typically Monthly) 

Demonstrate 90 to 100 percent of Keowee Hydro Units monthly 
the continuous rating of the EDG synchronization to 230 kV 
for an interval of not less than 1 switchyard, grid, and startup 
hour and until temperature transformer circuit - SR 4.6.1.b 
equilibrium has been attained.  

3. SR 3.8.1.4 (Monthly) 

Verify each day tank [and engine Not applicable 
mounted tank] contains > a 
specified number of gallons of fuel 
oil.  

4. SR 3.8.1.5 (Monthly) 

Check for and remove accumulated Not applicable 
water from each day tank [and 
engine mounted tank]..  

5. SR 3.8.1.6 (Quarterly) 

Verify the fuel oil transfer system Not applicable 
operates to [automatically transfer 
fuel oil from storage tank(s) to 
the day tank [and engine mounted 
tank].  
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Improved Standard Technical Keowee Hydro Unit Similar Testing 
Specifications Required EDG Testing 

6. Fast-Start Test - SR 3.8.1.7 
(Semi-Annually) 

Demonstrate that each .EDG unit Keowee Hydra Units annual 
starts from standby conditions. Emergency Start Test using 
Verify that the EDG reaches emergency start circuits in each 
required voltage and frequency control room SR4.6.2.a
within acceptable limits and time 
as defined in the plant TSs.  

7. Single-Load Rejection Test - SR 
3.8.1.9 (18 Months) 

Demonstrate the EDG's ability to Oconee Unit 2 EPSL Refueling 
reject a loss of the largest single Functional Test-procedure requires 
load while operating at a power Keowee Hydra Unit-to.separate from 
factor between 0.8 and 0.9 and the grid while carrying 5 MWe load.  
verify that the voltage and Five MWe load is greater than the 
frequency requirements are met and single largest emergencyload for 
the unit will not trip on one Oconee Unit, but is not larger 
overspeed. than a single unit's total load.  

SR 4.6.4 

8. Full-Load Rejection Test - SR 
3.8.1.10 (.18 Months) 

-Demonstrate the EDG's capability to ProposedKeowee Hydra Unit Load 
reject a load equal to 90 to 100 Rejection test; Licensee to 
percent of its continuous rating Amendment TSs to include this test.  
while operatinggat a power factorM 
between 0.8 and 0.9 and verify that 
the voltage requirements are met 
and that the EDG will not trip on 
overspeed. fitscontinuousrating 
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Improved Standard Technical Keowee Hydro Unit Similar Testing 
Specifications Required EDG Testing 

9. Loss-of-Offsite-Power Test - SR 
3.8.1.11 (18 Months) 

Demonstrate by simulating a loss- Oconee Unit 2,EPSL Refueling 
of-offsite power that (1) the Functional Test procedure requires 
emergency buses are deenergized and Keowee Hydro overhead and 
the loads are shed from emergency underground power paths to energize 
buses, and (2) the EDG starts on and operate Oconee unit shutdown 
the autostart signal from its loads. SR 4.6.4 
standby conditions, attains the 
required voltage and frequency and 
energizes permanently connected 
loads within acceptable limits and 
time, energizes the autoconnected 
shutdown loads through the load 
sequencer, and operates for greater 
than or equal to 5 minutes.  

10. Safety Injection Actuation 
Signal (SIAS) Test - SR 3.8.1.12 
(18 Months) 

Demonstrate that, on a SIAS, the Keowee Hydro Units annual Emergency 
EDG starts on the autostart signal Start Test using emergency start 
from -its standby conditions, circuits in each control room. SR 
attains the required voltage and 4.6.2.a 
frequency within acceptable limits 
and time, and operates on standby 
for greater than or equal to 5 
minutes.  

1u nProtective Trip Bypass Test uSR 
3.8.1.13 (18 Months) 

Demonstrate that all autoamatic EDG No similar TS required Keowee Hydro 
trips (except engine overspeed, Unit test.  
generator differential and those 
retained with coincident logic) aree 
automatically bypassed upon an 
-SIAS.___________________ 
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Improved Standard Technical Keowee Hydro Unit Similar Testing 
Specifications Required EDG Testing 

12. Endurance and Margin Test - SR 
3.8.1.14 (18 Months) 

Demonstrate full-load carrying Keowee Hydro Unit annual Emergency 
capability at a power factor Start Test requireseach unit to be 
between 0.8 and 0.9 for an interval synchronized to the grid and loaded 
of not less than 24 hours, of which at least to the combined load of 
2 hours are at a load equal to 105 the auxiliaries actuated.by 
to 110 percent of the continuous . engineered safeguards signal in one 
rating of the EDG, and 22 hours are unit and auxiliaries of the other 
at a load equal to 90 to 100 two units in hot shutdown. SR 
percent of its continuous rating. 4.6'2.b In addition, the routine 
Verify that voltage and frequency periodic Keowee generation to the 
requirements are maintained. grid for commercial purposes 

demonstrates this capability to 
some degree.  

13. Hot Restart Test - SR 3.8.1.15 

Demonstrate hot restart functional No similar TS required Keowee Hydro 
capability at full-load temperature Unit test.  
conditions (after it has operated 
for 2 hours at full load) by 
verifying that the EDG starts on a 
manual or autostart signal, attains 
the required voltage and frequency 
within acceptable limits and time, 
and operates for longer than 5 
minutes. This test may be 
performed following the endurance 
and margin test describe in SR 
3.8.1. 14.  
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Improved Standard Technical Keowee Hydro Unit Similar"Testing 
Specifications Required EDG.Testing 

14. Synchronizing Test - SR 
3.8.1.16 (18 Months) 

Demonstrate the EDG ability to (1) No similar TS required Keowee Hydro 
synchronize the EDG unit with Unit test. However, following the 
offsite power while the unit is October 1992 event, the licensee 
connected to the emergency load, developed a procedure to transfer 
(2) transfer this load to the Oconee main feeder bus loads 
offsite power, and (3) restore the powered by a Keowee Hydro.Unit 
EDG to ready-to-load status. generatorto the offsite power 

system grid without loss of power 
to Oconee main feeder buses.  

15. Test Mode Change-Over Test - SR 
3.8.1.17 (18 Months) 

Demonstrate that with the EDG No similar TS required Keowee Hydro 
operating in a test mode while Unit test. However, the Oconee 
connected to its bus, a simulated Unit 2 EPSL Refueling Functional 
SIAS overrides the test mode by (1) Test procedure requires a Keowee 
returning the EDG to standby Hydro Unit to separate from the 230 
operation and (2) automatically kV switchyard and grid system and 
energizing the emergency loads from return to standby.  
offsite power.  

16. Sequencer Interval Test -SR 

3.8.1.18'(18 Months) 

Verify interval between each Not applicable (Oconee design block 
sequenced load block is within a loads all engineered safeguards 
design specified interval for each loads and only delays the automatic 
emergency [and shutdown] load loading of certain non-safety 
sequencer. loads.) 
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Improved Standard Technical Keowee Hydro Unit Similar Testing 
Specifications Required EDG Testing 

17. Combined SIAS and LOOP Tests 
SR 3.8.1.19 (18 Months) 

Demonstrate that the EDG can Degraded Grid and Switchyard 
satisfactorily respond to a LOOP in Isolation Functional Test is.  
conjunction with SIAS. A partially similar in that it 
simultaneous LOOP/LOCA event would requires a Keowee Hydro Unit to 
be demonstrated by simulating a load reject, the switchyard yellow 
LOOP and SIAS and verifying that bus to isolate, and re-energizing 
(1) the emergency buses are the isolated power path through the 
deenergized and loads are shed from startup transformer to the E 
the emergency buses, and (2) the breakers. Proposed SR 3.7.7.1 
EDG starts on the autostart signal 
from its standby conditions, 
attains the required voltage and 
frequency and energizes permanently 
connected loads within acceptable 
limits and time, energizes 
autoconnected loads through the 
load sequencer, and operates for 
greater than or equal to 5 minutes.  

18. SR 3.8.1.20 (10 years) 

Verify when started simultaneously No similar TS requirement.  
from standby condition, each DG 
achieves a specified voltage and 
frequency limits within a specified 
time.olationFunctionalTestis 
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3.1.6.1 Keowee Monthly Start Test - SR 4.6.1.a 

In the present Oconee Technical Specifications, surveillance SR 4.6.1.a 
requires that each Keowee Hydro unit be automatically started from the Unit 1.  
and 2 control room. Duke Power Company has not identified such a monthly test 
in their response to a staff question to describe the periodic tests that are 
being performed to demonstrate the ability of the emergency power sources to 
perform.their required design-basis actions. It is not clear from the wording 
in the Oconee Technical Specifications if the automatic start from the control 
room is an emergency start or a normal start of the Keowee Hydro units. This 
test appears to be similar to the surveillance in the ISTS that requires a 
monthly start of the emergency diesel generators. The ISTS does not specify 
how the diesels must be started, but in typical diesel generator starting 
sequences the only difference between the normal starting sequence and the 
emergency starting sequence are the signals which initiate the start (LOOP, 
LOCA, manual, etc.) and a number of protective trips which are bypassed.  
Testing of the initiation and bypass signals are required to be tested in 
other ISTS surveillances at a refueling cycle frequency.  

In the Keowee design however, the differences between a normal and an 
emergency start include not only the initiation and bypass signals, but also 
differences in the flashing of the generator field, use of the auto 
synchronizer, and timing and application of gate limits in the governor 
system. These features are tested at an annual frequency during the emergency 
start test required by the Oconee Technical Specifications. Because the 
normal start test will not necessarily detect failures of these features that 
could affect the emergency start sequence, and because-these failures could 
affect the unit's ability to supply an acceptable voltage and frequency, the 
staff believes they should be tested on a monthly frequency by using an 
emergency start signal to initiate the monthly start test. The staff will 
pursue this issue with Duke Power. The staff will also determine and evaluate 
the acceptance criteria used for this test at that time.  

3.1.6.2 Keowee Monthly Overhead Path Synchronization Test - SR 4.6.1.b.  

Oconee Technical Specification surveillance SR 4.6.1.b requires that each 
Keowee Hydro unit be synchronized through the 230 kV overhead circuit to the 
startup transformers on a monthly frequency. Duke Power Company has not 
described such a monthly test in their responses to the staff for this report.  
From the description of the test in the Oconee Technical Specifications 
(existing and proposed), it appears that this test is similar to the monthly 
diesel generator load run test contained in the ISTS. The ISTS surveillance 
is a test which loads the diesel generator by paralleling to the grid and 
picking up load to its approximate continuous rating. Because the Keowee 
units periodically supply commercial power to the grid they likely satisfy the 
monthly loading surveillance requirement. The staff will verify with Duke 
Power that this test is similar to the ISTS monthly test.  
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3.1.6.3 Monthly Energization of the 13.8 kV Underground Feeder - SR 4.6.1.c 
Monthly Exercising of Main Feeder Bus S and E Breakers - SR 4.6.1.d 
Monthly Verification of Underground Feeder Breaker Interlock - SR 
4.6.3 

Oconee Technical Specification surveillance SR 4.6.1.c requires that each 
Keowee Hydro unit energize the 13.8 kV underground feeder on a monthly 
frequency. Surveillance SR 4.6.1.d requires that-the Main Feeder Bus S and E 
circuit breakers from the-standby buses and startup transformers respectively, 
be exercised on a monthly frequency. Surveillance SR 4.6.3 requires that the 
Keowee underground feeder circuit breaker interlock be verified on a monthly 
frequency. Duke Power Company has not described these monthly tests in their 
responses to the staff for thisreport. These surveillance requirements are 
unique to the Oconee design. There are not comparable surveillances in the 
ISTS. This is because the diesel generator output breakers and paths to the 
safety buses are exercised as part of the ISTS monthly loading surveillance 
described in the previous paragraph, and in other ISTS surveillances. This is 
not necessarily the case in the Oconee design.. As a result these overlapping 
tests are necessary to, as a minimum, verify the overhead and underground 
paths to the Main Feeder Buses can be energized from the Keowee units. In 
addition, in the new Oconee Technical Specifications proposed by Duke Power, 
Duke has included a new technical specification section with operability 
requirements for the trip coils of the N and SL circuit breakers and a 
surveillance that requires monthly exercising of the N and SL breakers. This 
new specification is applicable above cold shutdown when a breaker is closed.  
Duke has also proposed a frequency of six months for the interlock 
surveillance SR 4.6.3. in lieu of the present monthly testing.  

The existing Oconee Technical Specification tests in this area appear to be 
generally appropriate to the Oconee design. The proposed changes from the 
existing specifications also appear appropriate; however, the staff will 
provide its final evaluation of these changes following completion of its 
review of the changes. The staff will also evaluate the acceptance criteria 
to these surveillances during that review.  

3.1.6.4 Keowee Emergency Start Test - SR 4.6.2 

The Keowee Emergency Start test is associated with.Technical Specification 
Surveillance 4.6.2. This test is performed annually and is intended to verify 
Keowee's ability to emergency start upon receipt of a Keowee emergency start 
signal and to accelerate to rated speed and voltage within the committed time 
of 23 seconds. In addition, during this test the Keowee unit is paralleled to 
the grid and loaded to.the design basis accident load level of three Oconee 
units . Further, this test verifies the setpoint of the Keowee overhead air 
circuit breaker (ACB) re-closure timers. The acceptance criteria for this 
test are: (1) each Keowee unit reaches rated speed of approximately 128.8 RPM 
and a voltage of between 13.5 kV and 14.1 kV in less than 23 seconds following 
and emergency start signal, (2) statalarms and emergency start initiated 
lights operate as required by the surveillance test procedure, (3) each Keowee 
unit supplies greater than or equal to 25 MW to the grid with the load being 
added at its maximum practical rate, (4) both Keowee units continue to operate 
until manually shutdown, and (5) the reclosure timers associated with the 
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Keowee ACBs actuate within the designed specified times of 6 to*7 seconds for 
Unit 1 and 4 to 5 seconds for Unit 2.  

Test acceptance criterion 1 demonstrates appropriate operation of the voltage 
regulator and speed control governor following startup of each Keowee unit.  
The failure of equipment resulting in inadequate voltage or frequency build-up 
would be detected by this test. The time requirement demonstrates the ability 
of the emergency power sources to support the required emergency core cooling 
system injection time of 48 seconds. Acceptance criterion 2 verifies that the 
appropriate alarms and indications are received. The third criterion 
demonstrates that Keowee has adequate capacity to supply the accident loads 
for Oconee. Criterion 4 assures that the Keowee units operate as expected 
until manually shutdown. The fifth acceptance criterion verifies that the 
reclosure timers attendant to the Keowee overhead ACBs are set as specified by 
the design.  

As indicated in the above section on the Keowee Monthly Start.Test - SR 
4.6.1.a, the staff believes this test should be the monthly start and load 
test performed for the Keowee units. The staff will pursue this issue with.  
Duke Power.  

3.1.6.5 Proposed Degraded Grid and Switchyard Isolation Functional Test 

The Degraded Grid and Switchyard Isolation Functional Test is a test that Duke 
Power has identified in proposed Technical Specification Surveillance 3.7.7.1.  
On a refueling cycle frequency, this test is intended to verify proper 
operation of the degraded grid protection system (DGPS), the Keowee overhead 
ACBs, and switchyard Power Circuit Breaker (PCB) 9 during switchyard 
isolation. This test is also intended to demonstrate Keowee's ability to load 
reject upon receipt of an emergency start signal from the switchyard isolation 
circuitry, and for the overhead Keowee unit to energize the 230 kV yellow bus 
and the startup transformer attendant to each-Oconee unit. The acceptance 
criteria for this test are: (1) the DGPS actuates as designed in that the 
proper circuit breakers trip and/or close as expected and appropriate alarms 
and indications are received, (2) the overhead power path Keowee unit 
separates from the grid and energizes the startup transformers from the 
isolated yellow bus, and (3) the underground power path Keowee unit energizes 
the underground path and transformer CT-4.  

Test acceptance criterion 1 is intended to demonstrate that major elements in 
the emergency power system perform as expected during the occurrence of .a 
degraded grid condition concurrent with an engineered safeguards actuation.  
The other two acceptance.criteria are intended to demonstrate Keowee's ability 
to energize the emergency power paths in accordance with design basis 
requirements. Energization of the overhead and underground power paths.is 
verified by observation of nominal voltage and frequency on the Oconee control 
room indicators.  
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3.1.6.6 Emergency Power Switching Logic Functional Test - SR 4.6.4 

The Emergency Power Switching Logic (EPSL) functional test is associated with 
Technical Specification Surveillance 4.6.4. On a refueling frequency (for 
each Oconee unit), this test is intended to verify the ability of the EPSL 
system to maintain the main feeder buses (attendant to the Oconee unit under 
test) energized by a reliable power source without operator action. Duke 
Power indicates the acceptance criteria for this test are: (1) the EPSL 
circuitry operates properly in accordance with the functional test procedure, 
(2) after load shed, all load shed equipment breakers are open and all non
load shed equipment breakers remain closed, (3) the reclosure timers for the 
non-safety automatically reclosing circuit breakers are within 57 to 63 
seconds for one group, 33 to 37 seconds for another group, and 30 to 34 
seconds for the remaining group, (4) following an emergency start both Keowee 
units reach rated speed (approximately 128.8 RPM) and voltage (13.5 - 14.1 
kV), the overhead ACBs are open, (6) transformer CT-4 is energized, (7) 
following a transfer to the standby buses (whether powered from a Lee 
combustion turbine-generator or Keowee underground power path) the MFB 
undervoltage relays are reset and a nominal voltage of 4160 volts is on the 
MFB, (8) the SL breakers trip upon loss of the Lee combustion turbine line, 
and (9) after the SL breakers trip, the SK breakers close.  

Duke Power indicates the following bases for the test acceptance criteria: 
Test acceptance criteria 1 and 2 are intended to demonstrate the ability of 
the EPSL circuitry and breaker operations to align an Oconee unit auxiliaries 
to an appropriate power path. The loss of power sources resulting in the 
transfer to standby and retransfer to startup sources are simulated as may 
occur during design basis conditions. Test criterion 3 is intended to 
demonstrate that, when required, the non-safety load groups are not loaded 
until the appropriate time delay has elapsed. Test criteria 4, 5, and 6 are 
intended to demonstrate Keowee's ability to emergency start as a result of 
loss of power to the MFBs and the LOCA actuations. During this test, the 
Keowee unit's voltage and frequency are verified to be at their nominal values 
with the overhead ACBs open and CT-4 energized by the underground power path.  
Criteria 7 is intended to demonstrate that the MFBs are reenergized with 
nominal voltage and that the appropriate statalarms are reset. Test 
acceptance criteria 8 and 9 are intended to demonstrate that the interlocks 
between the SL and SK circuit breakers are operable. Further, test criteria 8 
and 9 are intended to demonstrate that the SL breakers can trip and that the 
SK breakers can close to reenergize the standby buses if the power path from 
Lee is lost and a Keowee unit is available. In addition, Duke Power notes 
that the Keowee underground path unit black starts during the Oconee Unit 1 
EPSL test. This would occur if the Keowee underground path unit were started 
following a loss of the Oconee Unit 1 auxiliary loads as a result of the 
simulated loss of power on the Oconee unit.  

Duke Power provided the above information regarding the EPSL functional test 
in their responses to staff questions dated November 17, 1995, and January 31, 
1996. They also provided the staff a copy of the EPSL functional test 
procedure in their January 31, 1996 letter. The EPSL functional test 
procedure provided does not appear to accomplish what Duke has indicated 
above. For example, the procedure indicates that the Keowee units are started 
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in the normal mode vice the emergency mode, and they are started prior to the 
simulated loss of power to the Oconee unit so that the Keowee underground path 
unit would not undergo a black start when the Oconee Unit 1 EPSL test is done.  
There is also no indication of a LOCA signal called for in the procedure as 
indicated above. It is noted that in their responses Duke Power has indicated 
that the EPSL testing is actually separated into four separate tests - the 
functional test (described here), the normal source voltage sensing test, the 
startup source voltage sensing test, and the standby bus voltage sensing test.  
It may be that the testing criteria Duke has referred to is in these other 
tests, although they don't identify that criteria in their discussion of those 
tests. The staff will clarify this issue with Duke Power Company.  

The EPSL functional test procedure Duke Power provided the staff indicates 
that the Keowee overhead path unit is loaded to the grid to approximately 5 MW 
load. Later in the test the overhead Keowee unit is automatically separated 
from the grid rejecting its 5 MW.load. This test is similar to the single 
largest load rejection test called for in the ISTS. The ISTS rejection test 
is intended to demonstrate that, if the largest load connected to a diesel 
generator during an event were suddenly deenergized, the remaining loads still 
connected to the diesel generator would continue to function properly in spite 
of the voltage and frequency transients caused by the rejection. The test 
prescribes that the voltage and frequency transients stay within defined 
bounds following the load rejection during the test, in order to demonstrate 
this capability.  

In the Oconee design, following a three unit LOOP event, a load rejection of 
an entire unit could occur (e.g. in the course of reestablishing. offsite power 
to one of the units) which the two units remaining connected to Keowee would 
have to tolerate. The 5 MW load used in the EPSL test would not necessarily 
bound the maximum load that could be rejected (e.g. Keowee overhead path 
powering Oconee loads including reactor coolant pumps). Also, it does not 
appear that the EPSL functional test procedure provides transient voltage or 
frequency acceptance criteria for the load rejection. A bounding test should 
be provided unless the acceptance criteria for the proposed degraded grid and 
switchyard isolation functional test or Keowee load rejection test will 
provide the needed assurance that the single load rejection limits would not 
be violated if those tests were passed.  

3.1.6.7 EPSL Sensing Circuit Tests 

The EPSL sensing circuit tests are three separate tests that are performed on 
a refueling cycle frequency as prerequisites to the EPSL functional test 
described above. The three tests performed are the normal source voltage 
sensing test, the startup source voltage sensing test, and the standby bus 
voltage sensing test. These tests are intended to verify that the normal, 
startup, and standby bus source undervoltage logic performs as designed. Each 
two-of-three circuit configurations is verified via test lights. The 
acceptance criteria are that the lights, relay statalarms, and computer points 
function as required by the procedure.  
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. 3.1.6.8 Keowee Load Rejection Test 

Duke Power has indicated that the Keowee Load Rejection test is associated 
with the Keowee overfrequency and governor protection modification. An 
amendment to the Technical Specifications has been proposed by Duke Power in a 
letter dated February 15, 1996, that incorporates this test into Technical 
Specification Section 4.6. This test is to be performed on a refueling 
frequency and is intended to verify Keowee's ability to load reject and 
realign to the appropriate power path within the committed time. The 
acceptance criteria for this test will require that the Keowee units have been 
verified to decelerate to 110 percent of nominal speed in less than 22 seconds 
following a maximum power load rejection condition. The maximum power load 
rejection will be based on allowed operating conditions on the day of the 
test. The allowed operating conditions are to be contained in the Oconee 
Selected Licensee Commitment manual. Power to the power paths is to be 
reestablished within the committed time required to support the 48 second ECCS 
injection time.  

This test is similar to the full load rejection test contained in the ISTS.  
Such a load rejection would occur for example if an emergency start signal 
were received by a diesel generator while it was paralleled to the grid for 
its monthly start and load surveillance. The purpose for the ISTS test is to 
verify that the diesel generator and the equipment that stays connected to the 
diesel generator (controls, voltage regulator, governor, etc.) are not 
disabled by the transient overfrequency-(overspeed) and overvoltage that 
occurs following the load rejection.  

In the Oconee/Keowee design the test takes on added importance because the 
Keowee units are routinely paralleled to the grid for commercial generation.  
purposes, the hydroelectric units undergo a large overfrequency excursion 
following the load rejection, and the Keowee generators are automatically 
connected to the Oconee loads following the load rejection. The staff will 
review the details and acceptance criteria for this test during its review of 
the proposed Oconee Technical Specification revision submitted by Duke Power.  

3.1.6.9 One Time Tests 

Duke Power has identified a number of Keowee related one-time tests that were 
performed for various reasons. Several Keowee load rejection tests were 
performed to collect data associated with the response of the Keowee units to 
a loss of load. These tests were performed in conjunction with the 
overspeed/permissive modification (NSM ON-52966) that was developed for the 
Keowee units. Duke Power indicates that the tests were performed at power 
levels ranging from 60 to 90 MW and consisted of both single and dual unit 
load rejections. Actual emergency start signals were used to initiate each 
load rejection.  

A Keowee black start test was performed as part of the pre-operational startup 
testing for Keowee and was reverified during a one-time test in December of 
1992. This test is intended to demonstrate Keowee's ability to emergency 
start with only dc power (black start - .no ac power) available to its 
auxiliaries. Duke Power has stated that this feature is also periodically 
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verified during the EPSL functional test when it is performed on'Oconee 
Unit 1. As indicated in the section of this report that addresses the EPSL 
functional test, the test procedure for this test did not substantiate that 
claim. The staff will be pursuing this with Duke.  

The Keowee overhead path reactor coolant pump test was a one time test that 
was performed on May 31, 1993 to collect data for the certification of the 
CYME computer model. This model is used to calculate the electrical loading 
characteristics of the Oconee emergency ac power system. During the test a 
decoupled 9000 hp reactor coolant pump motor was block loaded onto an idling 
Keowee overhead path unit. Since the purpose of the test was to collect data, 
no test acceptance criteria was established.  

The Keowee low power test was a one-time test that was performed in November 
of 1995 to collect data on Keowee while the Keowee unit was loaded during its 
acceleration phase from a standby start. The EPSL logic at Oconee will load 
the Keowee underground path unit with the Oconee unit accident loads during 
Keowee acceleration (at approximately 11 seconds) if a LOCA were to occur 
followed very quickly by a LOOP. If the overhead path were to fail, the 
Keowee underground path unit would also have to pick up the other two Oconee 
units' LOOP loads shortly after Keowee came up to full speed and voltage.  
This test was intended to collect data on that scenario. The staff has not 
yet seen all the data collected during this test; however, as indicated in the 
section of this report which discusses the 11 second loading scenario, Duke 
Power has provided a commitment to modify the permissives on the emergency 
power path which should resolve this issue. The staff will review the 
particulars of the modification when they are available.  

3.1.6.10 Integrated Testing and Analyses 

Integrated tests, as opposed to individual component or equipment tests, are 
tests that are configured in an attempt to test the integrated functioning of 
the various individual components that make up the complete system. The tests 
are an attempt to determine if there are any undesirable interactions between 
the individual components when they function together in the fashion they may 
be called upon during an actual design basis or operating event. The tests 
are therefore typically designed to test the operability of the systems as a 
whole under conditions as close to design as practical, and to test the full 
sequence that bringslthe systems into operation.  

An example of an integrated electrical test in the ISTS is the LOCA/LOOP test.  
This test simulates a LOCA together with a LOOP and then monitors the 
operation of the electricalfunctions (diesel generator start,load shed, load 
sequencing of the safety loads onto the diesels, etc.) and electrical system 
characteristics, necessary to ensure proper operation of safety equipment 
during an actual LOCA/LOOP scenario. There are, however, practical 
limitations to simulating an actual accident or operating event scenario on a 
periodic basis. As a result some pumps, such as safety injection pumps, may 
be operated on a minimum flow bypass loop, and some valves may not be cycled, 
or may not be cycled against the same differential pressures they might see 
during an actual event.  
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The difficulty of performing integrated tests on the Oconee emergency ac power 
system that are comparable to a typical diesel generator plant can be seen by 
comparing the LOCA/LOOP scenario in both designs. In a typical diesel 
generator plant the electrical safety divisions and their controls are 
separated into two independent divisions, each powered by its own diesel 
generator emergency power source. Single failures of the emergency power 
sources or distribution systems are accommodated by ensuring the operation of 
the opposite division is electrically and physically independent of the failed 
division. Because the divisions are assumed to operate simultaneously and 
independently of each other, a single integrated LOCA/LOOP test of each 
division provides reasonable assurance the systems do not have any undetected 
failures that would disable both divisions, without the need to actually test 
for those failures. The assurance is not necessarily 100 percent however, 
because of the limitations discussed above and some degree of interdependence 
that may exist between some systems such as interconnected piping in service 
water systems.  

In the Oconee design the emergency ac power system works in a serial fashion 
with a single emergency power source feeding all redundant divisions. On a 
failure of the first power source or its feeder path to the safety loads, the 
design switches the safety loads to the redundant emergency power source and 
its associated feeder path. On a failure of that source the design will make 
an attempt to retransfer to the startup source if it is available. The 
emergency power sources at a given point in time can be any two of the two 
Keowee hydroelectric units and one of the three Lee gas turbine units. The 
emergency power source feeder paths to the safety loads include the overhead 
and underground paths which can be aligned to either Keowee unit, and the 
overhead transmission path to the Lee gas turbines. Prior to a LOCA/LOOP 
event (once modification NSM ON-52966 is installed), either one or both Keowee 
units may be generating to the grid with the other in emergency standby.  

As can be seen from the above discussion there are many combinations and 
permutations of emergency power sources, feeder paths, initial state of 
emergency power sources, and transfer combinations dependent on assumed single 
failures that can exist prior to and during the example LOCA/LOOP scenario.  
To provide an integrated LOCA/LOOP test for each possible combination and 
permutation is not practical. In the Oconee emergency ac power system design 
therefore, more reliance has to be placed on component specific tests, 
overlapping-tests, partial integrated tests, and analyses.  

Some of the most complex portions of the Oconee emergency ac power system 
design are the system logic circuits comprised of interlocks, controls, 
permissives, protective features, etc. that transfer the Oconee loads amongst 
the emergency power sources given various failures. For this report the staff, 
did not review these circuits to ensure that all the components that makeup 
these circuits are tested by the existing or proposed tests at Oconee. The 
EPSL tests are examples of such tests that are presently performed at Oconee.  
The staff did question Duke Power regarding the thoroughness of the EPSL 
tests, in particular with regard to the redundant features in that logic, 
Duke responded that during the functional test, both channels of the EPSL 
logic are tested to ensure that the load shed,.transfer to standby and 
retransfer functions occur on the simulation of a loss of power and engineered 
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safeguards. They also indicated that the redundancy within the individual 
channels is tested during the EPSL functional test. The staff has also 
recently issued a Generic Letter (GL 96-01, "Testing of Safety Related Logic 
Circuits") dated January 10, 1996, to the licensees of all nuclear power 
reactors that requests that they review the testing of their safety-related 
logic circuits to ensure that all portions of the logic circuits are 
adequately tested. The action Duke Power will need to take to respond to this 
generic letter should increase assurance that all individual logic components 
in the Oconee emergency ac power.system design are being tested. Therefore 
the staff has not pursued this aspect of the testing issue in this report.  

A unique design feature of the Oconee emergency ac power system is that, 
following an emergency start from standby conditions or from operation to the 
grid, the Keowee generators will block load a large portion of the Oconee 
Units 1, 2, and 3 electrical loads, equal to approximately 4 MVA for an Oconee 
Unit LOOP load and approximately 4.7 MVA for an Oconee Unit LOCA load.  
Depending upon the scenario, the block load could be a combination of the 
three Oconee units' LOOP loads (approximately 12 MVA total), or one Oconee 
unit LOCA load and two Oconee units' LOOP loads (approximately 12.7 MVA 
total). Other loads, such as reactor coolant pumps, can be manually energized 
from the emergency power sources by the operator. The Lee gas turbine would 
also be loaded in a somewhat similar fashion when' it is substituting for a 
Keowee unit during Keowee maintenance. The differences in Lee gas turbine 
automatic loading are due to bypass of a standby HPI pump and staggered 
loading of-certain non-safety load centers.  

The testing performed by Duke Power has not block loaded the emergency power 
sources (Keowee or Lee gas turbines) utilizing the actual emergency loads in 
an integrated fashion, or any other loads in a simulated fashion, to the above 
indicated levels. The analytical work performed by Duke Power for the various 
loading scenarios must therefore be relied upon to a larger degree to provide 
the level of assurance necessary that the safety loads will start and operate 
properly, and the analysis must address each potential loading scenario.  

There are two possible initial conditions an available Keowee unit could be in 
prior to receiving an emergency loading signal - standby or generating to the 
grid. For the Lee gas turbines there is only one possible condition 
(energizing the standby buses) preceding automatic loading. Regarding the 
Keowee standby start scenario, in the present design 'there are two possible 
initial block loading scenarios here. The possible scenarios are that a 
Keowee unit could load early while still accelerating from standby, or after 
it has reached a higher value of frequency and voltage as allowed by installed 
permissives. The early loading while accelerating scenario will no longer 
apply following implementation of a Duke Power commitment discussed in detail 
in the section of this report addressing the 11 second loading of the 
underground path. The two remaining Keowee initial block loading scenarios 
are therefore, block loading from a standby start condition at the minimum 
frequency and voltage allowed by permissives, or from grid operation at the 
maximum frequency allowed by permissives.  

The analysis performed by Duke Power for the above Keowee and Lee gas turbine 
loading scenarios consist of load flow and voltage drop calculations utilizing 
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a CYME computer model. The staff found that, in at least one case, the 
results from the analysis indicate that there are small margins to tripping of 
a safety motor and the starting time of the motor is very sensitive to its 
starting current. It was noted that in the Keowee analysis for emergency 
start from grid operation (Oconee-Keowee Overhead Path Analysis, OSC-5701), 
the starting time and current for the Reactor Building Spray Pump motor for 
case 3L was 156 amps for 370 cycles (approximately 6.2 seconds). Because the 
overload protective relay setpoint for the motor was given as 180 amps for 180 
cycles (3.0 seconds) the motor was assumed to trip for this case. In appendix 
K of the calculation the motor starting current and time are predicted.to be 
166 amps for 120 cycles (2.0 seconds) and the motor was assumed to start 
without tripping its overload relay.  

The above case indicates that for a 10 amp increase (6 percent) in Reactor 
Building Spray Pump motor starting current, the calculated motor starting time 
decreased from approximately 6.2 seconds to 2.0 seconds. Also, the resulting 
margin to pump trip for the 2.0 second start case is extremely small 
(something a bit more than a second depending on protective relay inverse time 
characteristic and motor starting current decrement characteristic). Because 
of this and other questions the staff has regarding the analyses (such as how 
the Reactor Coolant Pump signature data was used to verify the accuracy of the 
ECCS motor models and the source voltages assumed for the overhead and 
underground paths) the staff cannot confirm at this time that the analyses 
provide the level of assurance necessary that the safety loads will start and 
operate properly. It is also noted that a Duke Power Problem Investigation 
Form dated December 7, 1995, (PIP Serial No. 0-095-1635) for the Oconee 
Nuclear Station identifies an error in the Keowee LOOP calculations. In the 
CYME Keowee voltage/load analyses for the LOOP-only'case only one high 
pressure injection pump was assumed to start in each Oconee unit rather than 
the two high pressure injection pumps that might actually start. The staff 
also notes that only one low pressure service water pump is assumed to start 
in that analysis.  

The staff will pursue its questions on the analyses with Duke Power in order 
to determine the accuracy of the results. If the results are found to be 
highly accurate but there are still small margins to motor tripping, than the 
staff will need to pursue the accuracy and reliability of the motor overload 
protective devices. If the staff cannot establish to a reasonable degree of 
confidence from the analyses, that the safety systems will perform properly 
without motor tripping or thermal damage, than additional more fully 
integrated loading tests may need to be performed to obtain the necessary 
level of confidence.  

3.1.7 Procedures 

Emergency operation of the Keowee hydro units is covered by two abnormal 
procedures. These two procedures are AP/0/A/2000/001, Keowee Hydro Station 
Natural Disaster, and AP/0/A/2000/002, Keowee Hydro Station - Emergency Start.  
Abnormal procedure AP/0/A/2000/001, Keowee Hydro Station - Natural Disaster, 
provides the instructions for an inspection of the Keowee hydro station and 
surrounding structures following an earthquake or a natural disaster. The 
inspection includes each level of the Keowee station, the Keowee main step-up 
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transformer, and the-Keowee hydro station building. Assistance would be 
requested from area operating personnel to inspect the intake and spillway 
structures, the Keowee dam, the Oconee intake dam, and the Little River dam 
and dikes. Information collected during the inspections would be recorded in 
the procedure and communicated to the Oconee Operations Shift Manager, the 
Charlotte coordinator, the Keowee Supervisor, Keowee security personnel, and 
the Keowee Utility Supervisor (responsible for dam inspections). Keowee 
operators are trained on this procedure as part of their initial operator 
training, and re-trained on this procedure every two years. Oconee operators 
do not train on this procedure.  

Abnormal procedure AP/O/A/2000/002, Keowee Hydro Station - Emergency Start, 
provides guidance to ensure proper operation of both Keowee units following an 
emergency start signal. It directs Keowee operators to verify that all 
automatic actions required for an emergency start signal have occurred, to 
establish communications with the Oconee control room, and to take manual 
actions necessary to compensate for any automatic actions that may have 
failed. Compensatory actions covered in this procedure include what to do if 
a Keowee unit fails to start and what to do if a.c. power to the Keowee 
auxiliary loads fails. Keowee operators are trained on this procedure as part 
of their initial operator training, and re-trained on this procedure annually.  
The annual re-training includes operator performance of the job performance 
measures (JPMs) created to address the critical activities necessary for 
proper execution of the procedure. All Oconee licensed operators are trained 
on these Keowee JPMs. During annual re-qualification training, Oconee 
licensed operators are also selected at random to perform the Keowee JPMs.  

NRC Examination Report No. 50-269/93-301 specifically addressed these JPMs, 
and Keowee and Oconee operator training on these JPMs. No concerns related to 
either the JPMs or the training operators received on the JPMs were identified 
in the examination report. NRC Inspection Report No. 50-269/94-37 also 
addressed operator training and use of this procedure and noted that it was 
adequate.  

3.2 LEE GAS TURBINES 

As previously indicated in this report, another electrical power path can be 
manually connected to the Oconee main feeder buses. This power path is 
established by way of a Lee gas turbine generator, an electrically isolated 
transmission line, transformer CT-5, circuit breakers, interconnecting 
cabling, and standby buses. There are three gas turbine generators 
(designated as 4C, 5C, and 6C) located at Lee Steam Station approximately 30 
line miles from the Oconee Nuclear Station site. Any one of the three gas 
turbine generators can be connected to the above power path to Oconee; but gas 
turbine generator 6C is most commonly used, because the electrical 
configuration at Lee would allow the remaining gas turbine generators to be 
used as peaking units, which is not the case if the 4C or 5C units were 
connected to Oconee. Gas turbine generator 4C is the only unit that can be 
started without the need for ac power from an external source (black start 
capability). The Oconee Technical Specifications require that a Lee gas 
turbine generator energize the Oconee standby buses for various inoperability 
conditions of the Oconee offsite power sources and Keowee hydroelectric power 
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sources. The most likely reason that a Lee gas turbine generator would be 
energizing the Oconee standby buses would be due to required maintenance of 
the Keowee units.  

3.2.1 Lee Gas Turbine Voltage Requlator and Governor - Failure Considerations 

The same consequences exist for failures of the Lee gas turbine voltage 
regulator and governor as exist for the Keowee voltage regulator and governor.  
If a Lee gas turbine generator is energizing the Oconee standby buses prior to 
a LOOP or LOOP/LOCA event the Oconee loads will be first transferred to the 
Lee gas turbine. As with Keowee, the Lee gas turbine powers all the redundant 
safety loads of the three Oconee units. A failure of the Lee gas turbine 
voltage regulator or governor that results in an.out-of-tolerance voltage or 
frequency, could expose the redundant safety equipment of the three Oconee 
units to that voltage and frequency, unless protective trips separate the 
Oconee equipment. The staff is aware of undervoltage protection that exists 
or will exist to separate the Oconee loads from CT5 when CT5 is being supplied 
from the 100 kV Central Switchyard power source. This protection may also be 
available during periods when CT5 is being powered from a Lee gas turbine 
generator; but the staff is not aware of any additional protection available 
to guard against an underfrequency, overfrequency, or overvoltage condition 
from a Lee gas turbine generator. The staff is also not aware of any failure 
analyses performed on the Lee gas turbine governor or generator voltage 
regulator that analyzes the potential for an out-of-tolerance voltage or 
frequency to occur. Consistent with the similar issue on the Keowee 
generators, the staff believes a system of voltage and frequency protection 
which does not rely on operator intervention should be provided to fully guard 
against these failures. The staff will pursue this issue with Duke Power 
Company.  

3.2.2.Testing and Analyses 

The Oconee Technical Specifications contain three specific surveillance tests 
related to the Lee gas turbine generators and their power path to Oconee.  
These surveillances are identified as a 100 kV Power Supply and Extended 
Keowee Outage test, a 100 kV Power Supply from Lee Steam Station test, and a 
Lee Combustion Turbine-Generator to the Grid Verification test.  

3.2.2.1 100 kV Power Supply and Extended Keowee Outage Test 

The 100 kV power supply and extended Keowee outage test is associated with 
Technical Specifications Surveillance 4.6.6. This test is intended to 
demonstrate annually that a dedicated Lee combustion turbine generator can 
energize the Oconee main feeder buses. The Technical Specifications 
surveillance requires that annually and .prior to planned extended Keowee 
outages it be demonstrated that a Lee Station combustion turbine can be 
started and connected to the 100 kV line. This surveillance also requires 
that it be demonstrated that the 100 kV line can be separated from the rest of 
the system and supply power to the Oconee 4160 volt main feeder buses. The 
acceptance criteria for this test are: (1) attendant power path circuit 
breakers operate as specified in the functional test procedure and (2) the 
standby buses are energized from a dedicated Lee combustion turbine generator.  
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Meters in the Oconee control room provide indication of the standby and main 
feeder bus voltage readings.  

3.2.2.2 100 kV Power Supply from Lee Steam Station Test 

The 100 kV power supply from Lee Steam Station test is associated with 
Technical Specifications Surveillance 4.6.7. The intent of this test is to 
demonstrate on an 18 month frequency that a Lee combustion turbine generator 
can be started, connected to the isolated 100 kV line, and loaded with Oconee 
main feeder bus loads that are approximately equivalent to the maximum 
expected safeguards loads ,of one Oconee unit. The acceptance criteria for 
this test are: (1) attendant power path circuit breakers operate as specified 
in the functional test procedure, (2) the Oconee main feeder buses are 
supplied from an isolated Lee combustion turbine generator, and (3) the Lee 
combustion turbine generator is loaded to approximately 5 MW within one hour 
of the notification to Lee that power is required. During this test, the 
ability of the Lee combustion turbine generator to satisfactorily carry the 
load is verified at the Lee Station. The staff notes that Duke Power has 
indicated that this load is not actually started from the Lee combustion 
turbine generator, but rather is transferred to the Lee combustion generator 
during the testing without a loss of power.  

3.2.2.3 Lee Combustion Turbine-Generator to the Grid Verification Test 

Technical Specifications Surveillance 4.6.8 requires a. Lee Combustion Turbine
Generator to the Grid Verification test. This surveillance requires that it 
be demonstrated annually that a Lee combustion turbine generator can supply 
loads to the system grid equivalent to the safeguard loads of one Oconee unit 
plus the safe shutdown loads of the other two units. The acceptance criteria 
for this test is that each Lee combustion turbine generator operate 
satisfactorily on the system grid at greater than or equal to 22 MW.  

3.2.2.4 Analyses 

The above required periodic tests do not test the Lee gas turbines and 
associated power path in a manner that is identical to that which would be 
expected for emergency conditions. For example, as indicated in the Keowee 
integrated testing and analyses section of this report, the Lee gas turbine 
may have to load as an initial load block a combination of LOOP/LOCA or all 
LOOP loads for the three Oconee units. To supplement the testing, the 
licensee uses analyses. These analyses include the use of the CYME computer 
program to model the Lee to Oconee power path circuit. This program permits 
modeling of the power source, distribution network, and electrical loads.  
Review of the results of this analysis indicate very small margins to motor 
tripping; at least one case in the range of a second or less. Recommendations 
are made in the analysis to: move motor over-load relay settings nearer to the 
motor thermal damage curves to obtain more margin, reduce the reactive droop 
compensation in the Lee voltage regulators, have the Oconee operators contact 
the Lee operators to increase frequency before manually adding load during an 
event. The staff also notes that there appears to be a discrepancy between 
the number of non-safety load centers that are assumed to be automatically 
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reenergized in the Lee gas turbine analysis (OSC-3290) as compared to the EPSL 
functional test procedure (PT/2/A/0610/01J).  

The staff will pursue with Duke Power the status of the recommendations made 
in the analysis and the other issues associated with the analysis. If the 
analysis results are found to be highly accurate but there are still small 
margins to motor tripping, than the staff will need to pursue the accuracy and 
reliability of the motor overload protective devices.. If the staff cannot 
establish to.a reasonable degree of confidence from the analyses, that the 
safety systems will perform properly without motor tripping or thermal damage, 
than additional more fully integrated loading tests will need to be performed 
to obtain the necessary level of confidence.  

3.2.2.5 Proposed Technical Specifications Submittal 

In the proposed Technical Specifications submittal, Duke Power proposes to 
replace the three technical specification surveillances described above with 
three other ones. One of the three proposed specification surveillances 
requires annual verification that the dedicated 100 kV line is operable by 
energizing both standby buses by a Lee gas turbine generator. Another 
proposed technical specification surveillance requires monthly verification 
that the S circuit breakers are operable by fully cycling these breakers. The 
remaining proposed specification surveillance requires annual verification 
that Lee can be started, connected to the system grid, and supply the 
equivalent of an Oconee LOCA/LOOP unit loads and two Oconee LOOP units loads 
by generating to the grid, within one hour. The staff has expressed concern 
regarding these proposed changes, since the requirement that a Lee combustion 
turbine supply the maximum expected safeguards load of one Oconee unit through 
the isolated 100 kV line has been eliminated. Loading a Lee gas turbine by 
picking up system grid load does not demonstrate the ability of the unit to 
instantaneously energize a load block as would be.required during an actual 
event. This issue will be further pursued during staff review of the proposed 
replacement Oconee Electrical Technical Specifications.  

3.2.3 Procedures 

Emergency operation of the Lee combustion turbines are covered by operating 
procedures OP/0/A/1107/03, 100 KV Power Supply (Lee Combustion Turbine), and 
OP/0/A/1107/03A, ONS and Lee Steam Station Procedure for Furnishing Emergency 
Power or Backup Power to Oconee. Procedure OP/0/A/1107/03 provides Oconee 
operations personnel with guidance for isolation of the dedicated 100 kV 
transmission line from the Duke grid. The line is used to supply emergency 
power from the Lee station to the Oconee station when the Keowee hydro units 
are out-of-service, or during other specified Oconee Technical Specification 
conditions. This procedure also coordinates the actions of the Oconee and the 
Lee Steam Station operators when energizing the Oconee standby busses from a 
Lee combustion turbine-generator via transformer CT-5. Procedure 
OP/O/A/1107/03A contains guidance for the Lee Steam Station .operators on how 
to place a combustion turbine-generator into service to supply emergency or 
backup power to the Oconee units.  
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3.3 OCONEE SWITCHYARD 

The Oconee switchyard provides the interface between the Duke Power 
transmission system and the Oconee Nuclear Generating Station and the Keowee 
Hydroelectric Generating Station. There is a 230 kV section arranged in a 
breaker-and-a-half configuration and a 525 kV section arranged in a breaker
and-a-half configuration. There are two primary buses in each yard designated 
as the red bus and the yellow bus. The 230 kV yard and the 525 kV yard are 
interconnected through an autotransformer. The Oconee Unit 1 and Unit 2 
generators feed to the 230 kV switchyard and the Unit 3 generator feeds to the 
500 kV switchyard. The Keowee generators are connected to the 230 kV 
switchyard. Offsite power is provided to the three Oconee unit startup 
transformers from the 230 kV switchyard.  

The 230 kV switchyard also provides one of the emergency .power paths from the 
Keowee generators to the Oconee electrical loads. This power path must be 
isolated from the normally connected transmission lines and the Oconee 
generators following an emergency condition to ensure there are no 
interactions that might disable the emergency power circuit. The control 
system and logic that initiates this isolation in the 230 kV switchyard is the 
external grid trouble protection system (EGTPS). The EGTPS monitors the 
voltage and frequency in the 230 kV yard; and for conditions involving a LOOP 
or grid disturbance, the EGTPS isolates the 230 kv switchyard yellow bus by 
opening switchyard power circuit breakers (PCBs) 8, 9, 12, 15, 17, 21, 24, 26, 
28, and 33. The EGTPS also sends a signal to emergency start the Keowee 
units; and when the switchyard is isolated, the Keowee unit assigned to the 
overhead path closes onto the yellow bus by closing the associated air circuit 
breaker (ACB) to the Keowee step-up transformer and closing PCB 9 in the 230 
kV yard.  

The switchyard relaying and protective actions require dc power, provided by a 
two train switchyard battery system for each of the 230 kV and 500 kV 
switchyards.  

3.3.1 Testing 

The testing associated with the Oconee switchyard is addressed in the Keowee 
Testing. section of this report.  

3.3.2 Loss of Battery Chargers 

The Oconee 230 kV and 525 kV Switchyards each have their own 125 V dc power 
systems. These two dc power systems each consist of two batteries and battery 
chargers and an additional standby battery charger. The switchyard battery.  
chargers are powered by Oconee Units 1 and 2. Each of the switchyard 
batteries serves a dc distribution center which in turn serves four 
panelboards. The NRC Electrical Distribution Functional Inspection Report on 
Oconee (No. 50-269/93-02, 50-270/93-02, and 50-287/93-02) dated May 7, 1993, 
indicated that cables from the 1TE and 2TE Oconee switchgear that feed some 
switchyard components, including the battery chargers, are identified as 
nonsafety related and are loadshed under accident conditions. The staff 
therefore asked Duke Power to provide some information regarding switchyard 
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battery capacity and the potential for a switchyard battery discharge to go 
undetected.  

Duke Power has indicated that the 230 kV switchyard batteries are each sized 
to carry the entire load of the 125 Vdc system for one hour without charger 
support during any postulated event. Upon loss of power to any of the battery 
chargers, a battery trouble alarm should be generated in the Oconee unit 1 
control room which is continuously manned. After receiving a battery trouble 
alarm, operators would dispatch personnel to determine the cause of the alarm 
and to take appropriate corrective actions. An alarm response procedure 
provides guidance on how to align the standby charger if required. The random 
failure of a switchyard battery charger therefore would likely be detected and 
corrected in sufficient time to prevent the switchyard batteries from being 
.totally discharged. However, in the case of an event which will automatically 
result in load shedding of the chargers and subsequent discharging of the 
batteries, the staff believes the recovery of the chargers should also be 
included in the emergency recovery procedures. The staff will verify with 
Duke Power that such recovery actions are included in the emergency 
procedures.  

3.4 STATION BLACKOUT CONSIDERATIONS 

Because topics addressed in this report include Keowee availability, Lee gas 
turbine availability, Standby Shutdown Facility (SSF) availability, and 
offsite power/weather-related interactions that are primary considerations in .Station Blackout (SBO) scenarios; the SBO rule implementation on Oconee was 
examined. The staff's SBO evaluations on Oconee- are contained in NRC letters 
to Duke Power Company dated March 10, 1992, and December 3, 1992. Oconee uses 
a combination of coping analysis and alternate AC source availability 
(SSF diesel generator) to meet the requirements of the SBO rule. Based on the 
guidance in NUMARC 87-00 and RG 1.155 a four-hour coping duration had been 
established for Oconee and found acceptable.  

The staff consultant's Technical Evaluation Report (TER) for the Oconee 
SBO review indicates that: testing has demonstrated the ability of plant 
operators to start the SSF diesel within 10 minutes of the recognition of an 
SBO, the SSF is completely independent of the normal plant systems, and the 
SSF has the capability of maintaining hot shutdown conditions in all three 
units for approximately three days following a loss of normal AC power. The 
SSF therefore could have been utilized as the sole means of meeting the 
SBO requirements without reliance on coping analysis, except that it did not 
meet the staff position regarding manning of the control room; and cooling of 
reactor coolant pump (RCP) seals was questionable.  

With regard to manning of the control room, it was Duke Power's intent to 
maintain command and control from the main control room using the turbine 
driven emergency feedwater (EFW) pump, and then transfer control to the 
already operable SSF when the emergency feedwater pump control is degraded, or 
the control room becomes uninhabitable. The staff view of the SSF was that, 
because it does provide some of the functions which are required for minimum 
SBO coping capability, it is considered to provide an acceptable means to 
assist in control of the plant during an SBO. However, it was the staff's 
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position that the control room should be maintained fully operable and manned 
in order to provide assurance of plant safety while coping with and recovering 
from an SBO. Additional procedures and analyses on battery endurance and 
ventilation were therefore required to allow manning of the main control room 
for the full four hours.  

With regard to the cooling of the RCP seals and the loss of inventory through 
those seals, the staff consultant had a.number of questions regarding the 
capability of the make-up pumps powered by the SSF. As a result, the staff's 
consultant performed an RCS inventory calculation utilizing a 25 gpm RCP seal 
leak rate for PWRs that was agreed to between NUMARC and the NRC pending 
resolution of Generic Issue 23. Results of the calculation indicated that, 
even if the additional water supplied by the make-up pumps is not considered, 
the core will not become uncovered during a four-hour SBO event. On this 
basis the issue was resolved for Oconee. It is also noted that the 
consultant's TER states that the licensee provided the results of its MAAP 
calculations which also indicated that the core would not become uncovered 
during a four-hour SBO event assuming unavailability of the SSF powered make
up pump. A more detailed discussion of the RCP seal cooling issue is 
contained in the Oconee SSF section of this report.  

With the capability to man the control room for four hours and RCP seal 
cooling accepted without regard to SSF capability, it appears that Duke Power 
could have taken credit for controlling the plant for the full four-hour SBO 
duration from the control room, except that backup nitrogen supplies to the 
air-actuated EFW flow control valves were designed to last for only two hours.  
Duke Power apparently did not address compressed air in its submittal because 
it was pursuing the use of the SSF diesel generator as a 10-minute alternate 
AC source which does not require the use of compressed air. However, the 
staff consultant's TER states that during a meeting with Duke Power, a list of 
the sequence of events was provided which indicates that a diesel air 
compressor will be connected to the instrument air header. It also states 
that, even though compressed air is not required, Duke is planning on having a 
diesel-driven air compressor available. This would allow operators to use 
condensate-grade water to the steam generators from the EFW system versus raw 
water from the lake using the SSF auxiliary service water pump. Although it 
appears that during an SBO event control of the plant would take place from 
the main control room for the first two to four hours (depending.on the 
availability of the diesel-driven air compressor), the commitment to start.the 
SSF diesel generator within 10 minutes was still retained. This was 
apparently because of Duke Power's concern for cooling the RCP seals based on 
information from the RCP vendors.  

Disregarding the seal cooling issue, it appears that Oconee may have redundant 
means of coping with a four-hour SBO event. They could potentially handle it 
from the main control room utilizing the turbine driven emergency feedwater 
pump (assuming the diesel-driven air compressor is available and RCP seal 
leakage is acceptable), or the SSF utilizing the SSF auxiliary service water 
pump. This would indicate a somewhat robust design with respect to SBO, but 
as indicated below, this needs to be.weighed against other factors.  
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The SBO guidance contained in RG 1.155 and NUMARC 87-00 is based on designs 
using onsite diesel generators as emergency standby power sources that are 
independent of the offsite power system. The Oconee/Keowee design is unique 
not only in that the Keowee power sources are hydro-electric units, but also 
that one of the emergency power paths to Oconee is through the station 
switchyard and offsite power path, and both units are periodically operated to 
simultaneously supply commercial power to the grid. The maintenance outage 
duration of the Keowee units are also potentially longer than those of diesel 
generators.  

The staff's SBO safety evaluation and its consultant's TER addressed the issue 
of unavailability (primarily due to maintenance) for both the Keowee units and 
the Oconee SSF. Historical data.was reviewed to determine the yearly average 
unavailability of these systems, and the staff expressed a concern that the 
combination reliability and unavailability of the SSF was low. Additional 
information from the licensee and commitments to minimize certain SSF 
maintenances, to eliminate simultaneous SSF and Keowee planned maintenance, 
and to track reliability/availability of the SSF resolved these concerns.  

With regard to the overhead path and dual unit generation, the staff and its 
consultant essentially used the guidance contained in RG 1.155 and .  
NUMARC 87-00 to judge the adequacy of the Oconee/Keowee design against the SBO 
requirements. As a result the overhead emergency path from Keowee with its 
commonality to the offsite power system and multiple required circuit breaker 
switching actions was not specifically addressed, nor was the question of dual .Keowee unit generation to the grid. Diesel generator designs, on which the 
guidance was based, are not allowed to generate to the grid for commercial 
purposes, are supposed to be independent of the offsite system, and do not 
generally require multiple circuit breaker switching actions to be aligned to 
the safety buses. As a result, the reliability of their onsite systems are 
primarily dominated by the -start and run reliability of the diesel generators 
themselves. This is not necessarily the case for Oconee/Keowee.  

While the SBO review did not specifically address these subjects, the review 
did result in what may be two methods of coping with a four-hour SBO (from the 
main control room and from the SSF). Also, insight into the SBO vulnerability 
of the Oconee/Keowee design can be gained by examining the Keowee and Oconee 
PRAs which do include the other considerations.  

The Keowee PRA includes fault trees on the overhead and underground paths as 
well as the results of a sensitivity study on dual Keowee unit generation to 
the grid. The Keowee PRA also identifies an Ocohee/Keowee AC power integrated 
fault tree model that combines the Keowee fault trees with the Oconee AC power 
fault trees. This model includes the loss of offsite power initiating event 
frequency which is broken into three categories (Grid-related, frequency = 
0.027/yr; Switchyard-related, frequency = 0.049/yr; and Weather-related, 
frequency = 0.014/yr). The switchyard and weather-related events are assumed 
to disable the emergency overhead path, while the grid and weather-related 
events are assumed to cause the loss of power from the 100kV.circuit to 
Central Switchyard/Lee Steam Station (for the grid-related events power is 
assumed recoverable to this circuit from the Lee gas turbines with a failure 
probability of 0.05). Finally, the Keowee PRA includes an Oconee/Keowee core 
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damage fault tree that takes the output from the integrated Oconee/Keowee 
AC power fault tree and combines it with the Oconee EFW and SSF fault trees to 
obtain a solution which is modified by offsite-power recovery factors to 
obtain core damage frequency for loss of AC power events.  

The Keowee PRA indicates that solution of the above models results in a core 
damage frequency (CDF) of 1E-6 for loss of AC power events. This is less than 
the Commission's expectations of 1E-5 as a result of the SBO rule 
implementation. However, in the section of this report that addresses the 
Keowee PRA in detail, the staff indicates that the SBO CDF may be 
underestimated due to questionable reliability assumptions for the Lee gas 
turbines during a grid-related LOOP. In their January 31, 1996, response to 
staff questions Duke Power has committed to include the Lee/Central power 
system (which includes the Lee gas turbines) in the Oconee maintenance rule as 
a risk significant system.  

It appears that the Oconee SBO induced CDF meets the Commission's expectations 
relative to SBO rule implementation, if the targeted reliability and/or 
availability of the Lee gas turbines are achieved during plant operation.  
Because of this and the apparent dual means of coping with an SBO event at 
Oconee (for at least some minimum period of time), it is not believed there is 
a need to further pursue the question of the adequacy of the implementation of 
the SBO rule at Oconee at this time. However, Duke Power Company plans to 
perform an integrated test of the SSF (see section 4 of this report), the 
results of which could provide greater or lesser confidence in its ability to 
perform its function, that in turn could affect SBO CDF results. This issue 
may be revisited if the outcome of the SSF test is not satisfactory, or if the* 
targeted reliability/availability of the Lee gas turbines is not achieved 
during plant operation.  

3.5 ELECTRICAL FIRES 

3.5.1 LER 287/80-03 

Two LERs at Oconee have been identified that involve electrical fires. The 
first is LER 287/80-03. This LER reported on an overheated bus connection in 
cabinet 3B1T-3 which burned off adjacent epoxy insulation. This resulted in 
smoke which was observed emanating from the cabinet during a routine tour of 
the Oconee Unit 3 Blockouse on February 5, 1980. The smoke was observed 
coming from ithe cabinet during a period when the Unit 3 No. 1 Main Feeder Bus 
was being supplied from the Unit 3 Auxiliary Power Transformer 3T, and the No.  
2 Main Feeder Bus was being supplied from the Unit 3 Startup Transformer CT3.  
Because MFB-1 and MFB-2 were both feeding common downstream switchgear groups, 
this effectively tied the'Auxiliary Power and Startup Transformers together in 
parallel through the switchgear groups.  

The LER states that review of hourly megawatt readings indicate that 
transformer 3T was reading approximately 15 megawatts higher than normal, and 
transformer CT3 was supplying no power. The conclusion drawn from this in the 
LER is that approximately 15 megawatts was flowing from transformer 3T through 
transformer CT3 back into the 230 kV switchyard, possibly due to differing 
secondary voltages for the two transformers. This is a reasonable assumption 
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.based on the observed readings because transformer 3T is connected to the 
output of the Unit 3 generator which is tied to the 500 kV switchyard through 
the main step-up transformer, while transformer CT3 is connected to the 230 kV 
switchyard. As indicated in the LER, it is therefore likely the excessive 
current caused the bus connection in cabinet 3B1T-3 to overheat and burn off 
the adjacent epoxy insulation. Resolution of this problem would be to ensure 
the transformers are not connected in parallel except possibly for load 
transfer. The LER stated that various means for assuring that the 
transformers are not used in parallel were under investigation. The staff 
could not determine if any follow-up corrective action had been implemented.  
The staff will pursue with Duke Power whether any action has been taken on 
this issue.  

3.5.2 LER 269/89-02 

The second LER identified was LER 269/89-02. This LER describes an event that 
was initiated by a fire in Oconee Unit 1 Reactor Coolant Pump Switchgear ITA.  
The fire occurred with the reactor at 26 percent power during power escalation 
following a manual transfer of the 6.9 kv Switchgear ITA and 1TB power source 
from Startup Transformer CTI to the Main Transformer IT. Once the swap had 
occurred, phase differential alarms were received on transformer IT and a 
Generator lockout occurred. Initial fire fighting efforts to extinguish the 
fire using dry chemical extinguishers were unsuccessful and the fire was then 
extinguished using water.  

The AIT report associated with this event indicates that inspection of the ITA 
switchgear showed heat and smoke damage to the external components. The door 
to the ITA Normal Supply Breaker compartment was found to be attached by two 
fastening screws and the hinges had been blown off by the explosion. Internal 
inspection of the Normal Supply Breaker compartment revealed extensive fire 
damage and mechanical damage. The control section for the breaker was heavily 
damaged by fire and heat, and the adjacent cubicles also suffered fire and 
heat damage.  

The AIT report states that, although there was-an explosion and fire, the 
breaker remained closed. After the breaker was removed from the cubicle 
severe damage was noted. The insulators and load side connectors had 
vaporized and there were large holes in the metal separator between the buses, 
as well as the fire and heat damage.  

The AIT report indicates that the determination by the vendor representatives 
was that the fire lasted too long and the damage was so severe that a single 
cause could not be identified. It also indicated, however, that some possible 
causes were developed and under evaluation: the most prevalent theory being 
that a cracked insulator led to the failure.  

LER 269/89-02 also stated that it was not possible to determine the cause of 
the fire with any certainty, although various theories were postulated.  
Arcing at "plug-in" connections which resulted in cross phase arcing and a 
fire in the dc control circuit cabling which caused cross phase arcing, were 
two theories identified in the LER.  
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A concern has been identified that the maximum available fault current that 
the Normal Supply Circuit Breaker may be called on to interrupt is in excess 
of the circuit breaker interrupting capability by approximately 6 to 7 
percent. It is postulated that this may have been the cause of the fire in 
the 1TA switchgear.  

It is true that a fault current in excess of a circuit breaker's interrupting 
capability could create a fire in the breaker cubicle. A review of the above 
identified AIT report and LER for this event could not, however, identify any 
information on the level of the fault current during the event. Also, there 
was not a lot of detail on the as-found condition of the breaker or switchgear 
cubicle; however, the postulated theories identified in the LER suggest that a 
cross phase arcing fault at the breaker connections may have caused the fire.  
If an arcing fault was the source of the fire it is not likely the fault 
current level exceeded the interrupting capability of the circuit breaker.  

With regard to the lack of sufficient interrupting capability, the staff has 
identified this problem on a number of other plants as well (see Generic 
Letter 88-15 and Information Notice 91-29, supplement 1). In at least one of 
these plants (H. B. Robinson Unit 2) the staff was successful in getting the 
licensee to make modifications to provide sufficient fault current 
interrupting capability in the safety-related distribution system. At H. B.  
Robinson a significant number of the fault cases analyzed (27 out of 72) 
exceeded the circuit breaker interrupting rating. In addition, the staff 
found that the magnitude of the fault current in 12 of the 72 cases could 
result in catastrophic damage of the emergency bus that could extend to the 
redundant emergency bus due to its close proximity, if the maximum fault 
current occurred.  

It does not appear that the lack of interrupting capability at Oconee is as 
wide spread or as severe as that found at H. B. Robinson. The Oconee Unit 2 
Voltage and Load Study (OSC-2060) indicates that there are only two fault 
locations (just outside the load side of the feeder breakers to load center 
transformers 2X4 and 2X8) in the 4.16 kV engineered safeguards switchgear 
where the fault current rating of the feeder breakers would be slightly 
exceeded (0.15 percent). This compares to H. B. Robinson where the 
interrupting capability of safety-related circuit breakers in the emergency 
switchgear were exceeded in some cases by as much as 67 percent.  

The worst cases of fault currents potentially exceeding the interrupting 
capability of circuit breakers at Oconee occurs in the 6.9 kV reactor coolant 
pump switchgear. Calculation OSC-2060 identifies three cases where the 
interrupting capability of 6.9 kV circuit breakers is exceeded by 6.61 
percent, 16.26 percent, and 3.49 .percent. These 6.9 kV reactor coolant pump 
switchgear are located at the front of the turbine building, while the safety
related 4.16 kV switchgear are located towards the rear of the building. For 
a 6.9kV switchgear fire to affect the 4.16 kV switchgear therefore, a turbine 
building exposure fire would have to ensue. The risks related to turbine 
building fires is addressed in section 6 of this report.  
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3.6 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS ON THE OCONEE EMERGENCY AC ELECTRICAL 
SYSTEM 

The design of the Oconee emergency ac electrical power system is unique among 
U.S. nuclear power plants. That uniqueness is not only due to the use of 
hydroelectric generators as emergency power sources, but also extends to the 
site switchyard which doubles as an emergency power path from the emergency 
power sources, and to the serial nature of the design which seeks one capable 
emergency power source after another to power the entire complement of 
emergency loads. The size of the emergency power sources makes the emergency 
ac power system capable of powering a large complement of non-safety equipment 
(including reactor coolant pumps) depending upon the scenario, the emergency 
power source, and the emergency power path available. Following are the 
individual conclusions and recommendations relative to the Oconee emergency ac 
electrical system configuration addressed in the previous sections of this 
report.  

3.6.1 Conclusions 

It does not appear from the Keowee PRA results that the underground 
Keowee auxiliary ac power path from Oconee Unit 1 represents an unusual 
portion of the total Keowee auxiliary power unreliability. (Section 
3.1.1) 

The lack of a Keowee degraded voltage/frequency model in the Oconee PRA 
does not appear to have a significant effect provided that Duke Power 
installs the additional voltage and frequency protective features the 
staff has called for in this report. (Section 3.1.3) 

In their January 31, 1996, letter Duke Power has provided a commitment 
to modify the permissives on the emergency power path to delay loading 
of the Keowee units until the voltage and frequency are within 
approximately 90 percent of their nominal values. This modification 
should resolve the early loading issue relative to the Keowee 
underground path. The staff will review the particulars of the 
modification when they are available. (Section 3.1.4) 

The occurrence of certain ground faults on the switchyard side of the 
Keowee main step-up transformer, together with a subsequent single 
failure of a safety-related switchyard circuit breaker to trip which 
would result in lockout in both Keowee units, is not considered 
significant by the staff and therefore will not be pursued further.  
These events, however, could increase the common cause actuation of 
Keowee generator lockout probability to a degree that generating both 
units to the grid would be found to be slightly less reliable, rather 
than slightly more reliable, as concluded in the sensitivity study done 
for dual unit generation in'the Keowee PRA. (Section 3.1.5.1) 

The occurrence of certain events involving tripping of generator loss
of-excitation relays are not considered significant by the staff and 
therefore will not be pursued further. These events, however, could 
increase the common cause actuation of Keowee generator lockout 
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probability to a degree that generating both units to the grid would be 
found to be slightly less reliable, rather than slightly more reliable, 
as concluded in the sensitivity study done for dual unit generation in 
the Keowee PRA. (Section 3.1.5.2) 

The following existing Oconee Technical Specification tests appear to be 

generally appropriate to the Oconee design: Keowee Monthly Overhead 
Path Synchronization Test (SR 4.6.1.b), Keowee Monthly Energization-of 
the 13.8 kV Underground Feeder (SR 4.6.1.c), Monthly Exercising of Main 
Feeder Bus S and E Breakers (SR 4.6.1.d), Monthly Verification of Keowee 
Underground Feeder Breaker Interlock (SR 4.6.3). (Sections 3.1.6.3) 

It is not practical in the Oconee design to provide an integrated test 
for each possible combination and permutation of emergency power 
sources, feeder paths, initial-state of emergency power sources, and 
transfer combinations. More reliance therefore has to be placed on 
component specific tests, overlapping tests, partial integrated tests, 
and analyses. The action Duke Power will need to take to respond to.  
Generic Letter 96-01 should increase assurance that all individual logic 
components in the Oconee emergency ac power system design are being 
tested. Therefore the staff has not pursued this aspect of the testing 
issue in this report. (Section 3.1.6.10) 

The testing performed by Duke Power has not block loaded the emergency 
power sources (Keowee or Lee gas turbines) utilizing the actual 
emergency loads in an integrated fashion, or any other loads in a 
simulated fashion, to the levels that could be seen during an actual 
event. The analytical work performed by Duke Power for the various 
loading scenarios must therefore be relied upon to a larger degree to 
provide the level of assurance necessary that the safety loads will 
start and operate properly. The following item addresses Duke's 
analysis in this area. (Section 3.1.6.10) 

The staff does not have enough information on the .CYME computer analyses 
performed for the Oconee emergency ac power systems to confirm at .this 
time that they provide the level of assurance necessary that the safety 
loads will start and operate properly. The staff will further pursue 
its questions on these analyses with Duke Power. (Sections 3.1.6.10 and 
3.2.2.4) 

Duke Power should not delete from the Oconee Technical Specifications 
the Lee gas turbine load application test that utilizes Oconee loads.  
While this test does not actually load the Oconee loads in the manner it 
would during an event, and the magnitude of the load energized is not 
what may occur during an event, it is the only step-load test that is 
performed on the machines.. The staff will determine whether more .  
realistic loading tests should be performed on the Keowee and Lee gas 
turbine generators following its discussions with Duke Power on the CYME 
computer analyses performed with these units as power sources. (Section 
3.2.2.5) 
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The Keowee PRA indicates that the Oconee station blackout (SBO) induced 
core damage frequency (CDF) is approximately 1.OE-6/yr. Based on this 
it appears that Oconee meets the Commission's expectations relative to 
SBO rule implementation. Because of this and the apparent dual means of 
coping with an SBO event (for at least some minimum period of time) 
using the turbine driven emergency feedwater (EFW) pump or SSF; it is 
not believed there is a need to further pursue the question of the 
adequacy of the implementation of the SBO rule at Oconee at this time.  
However, Duke Power Company plans to perform an integrated test of the 
SSF (see section .4 of this report), the results of which could provide 
greater or lesser confidence in its ability to perform its function, 
that in turn could affect SBO CDF results. This issue, therefore, may 
be revisited if the outcome of the SSF test is not satisfactory.  
(Section 3.4) 

If an arcing fault was the source of the fire identified in LER 269/89
02 it is not likely the fault current level exceeded the interrupting 
capability of the circuit breaker. (Section 3.5.2) 

3.6.2 Recommendations 

A system of voltage and frequency protection, permissives, and limiters 
which does not rely on operator intervention should be provided to fully 
guard against out-of-tolerance voltage and frequency occurrences on the 
Keowee generators. The protective trips should have suitable time 
delay, redundancy, and coincidence to ensure proper operation.  
Setpoints of new and existing trips should allow satisfactory operation 
of safety equipment. As a minimum it appears that overfrequency 
protection on the underground and overhead paths, and undervoltage 
protection on the underground path should be installed to supplement 
protection that is already in place. The volts/hertz limiter feature in 
the Keowee voltage regulator may be used together with an undervoltage 
trip to provide underfrequency protection if it can be shown that the 
comparable underfrequency setpoint will allow satisfactory operation of 
safety equipment. (Section 3.1.2) 

A failure of the Lee gas turbine voltage regulator or governor that 
results in an out-of-tolerance voltage or frequency, could expose the 
redundant safety equipment of the three Oconee units to that voltage and 
frequency, unless protective trips separate the Oconee equipment. The 
staff does not know what protection of this kind is available when a Lee 
gas turbine is powering Oconee electrical equipment. The staff is also 
not aware of any failure analyses performed on the Lee gas turbine 
governor or generator voltage regulator that analyzes the potential for 
an out-of-tolerance voltage or frequency to occur. Consistent with the 
above similar issue on the Keowee generators, the staff believes a 
system of voltage and frequency protection which does not rely on 
operator intervention should be provided to fully guard against these 
failures. The staff will pursue this issue with Duke Power. (Section 
3.2.1) 
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Because there are substantial differences in the Keowee emergency start 
sequence as compared to the normal start sequence, a normal start test 
may not detect failures that could affect the emergency start sequence.  
In addition some of these-failures could affect the unit's ability to 
supply an acceptable voltage and frequency. The staff therefore 
believes the Keowee units should be tested on a monthly frequency by 
using an emergency start signal to initiate the monthly start test.  
(Section 3.1.6.1) 

The 5 MW load used in the Oconee EPSL test would not necessarily bound 
the maximum partial load that might be rejected during a three unit LOOP 
event (e.g. one entire Oconee unit including reactor coolant pumps).  
Also, it does not appear that the EPSL functional test procedure 
provides transient voltage or frequency acceptance criteriafor the load 
rejection. A bounding test should be provided unless the acceptance 
criteria for the proposed degraded grid and switchyard isolation 
functional test or keowee load rejection test will provide the needed 
assurance that the single load rejection limits would not be violated if 
those tests were passed. (Section 3.1.6.6) 

Duke Power should ensure that procedures are in place in each Oconee 
unit to prevent paralleling of the Unit Auxiliary Transformer and the 
Unit Startup Transformer except for brief power transfer evolutions.  
(Section 3.5.1) 

In the case of an event which will automatically result in load shedding 
of the Oconee switchyard battery chargers and subsequent discharging of 
the switchyard batteries, the staff believes the recovery of the 
chargers should be included in the emergency recovery procedures.  
(Section 3.3.2) 

4.0 STANDBY SHUTDOWN FACILITY 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

Although the standby shutdown facility (SSF) at Oconee may have been 
identified in.a number of event trees and various safety evaluations for 
beyond design basis events, the SSF has only been evaluated and credited in 
licensing basis analyses for safe shutdown for a limited number of events, 
namely certain fires, turbine building flooding, and station blackout (SBO).  
The original staff safety evaluation (SE) [issued April 28, 1983] was 
performed to address safe shutdown requirements for fire protection 
(Appendix R), turbine building flooding (worst case caused by seismic failure 
of the circulating water system), and physical security. The staff's 
acceptance of the SSF to meet the SBO rule (with a 4 hour coping capability) 
was included in the supplemental SE for station blackout issued on December 3, 
1992.  

In the 1983 SE the staff concluded that the SSF has the capability of 
maintaining hot shutdown conditions in all three units for approximately 3 
days following a loss of normal alternating current (ac) power. The staff 
also concluded that the SSF is designed to withstand the safe shutdown 
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earthquake (SSE), tornado loads and the effects of tornado generated missiles.  
Technical Specifications (TSs) for the SSF were accepted by the staff in a 
license amendment package issued on May 11, 1992.  

The staff's final acceptance of the SSF to meet the SBO rule was documented in 
a supplemental SE for station blackout issued on December 3, 1992. In that SE 
the staff,s acceptance was based on a demonstrated historical availability of 
the entire SSF (including the diesel generator [DG]) of approximately 95 
percent since-the DG was considered by the staff as a minimum capability 
alternate ac (AAC) power source.  

A July 28, 1989 SE also identified the SSF auxiliary service water (ASW) as 
one method that could be used to feed the steam generators of all three units 
in the event of loss of emergency power due to tornado missile damage to the 
Keowee dam structures and components. The loss of emergency power increases 
the probability of loss of emergency feedwater (EFW) in the event of a 
tornado. This issue was raised during the post-TMI review of auxiliary 
feedwater systems. In this SE the staff concluded that with the SSF-ASW 
system, the Oconee plant design satisfied the Standard Review Plan 
probabilistic criterion for protection against tornado missiles.  

4.2 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 

The SSF is a standby system designed to provide an alternate (backup to normal 
safe shutdown systems) means to achieve and maintain hot shutdown conditions 
at all three Oconee units. This includes the capability to maintain reactor 
coolant system (RCS) inventory and boron concentration, cool the reactor 
coolant pump (RCP) seals, and maintain steam generator inventories to remove 
decay heat from the.reactor via natural circulation. Because it is a backup, 
it is not designed to meet the single failure criterion. The SSF is made up 
of the following subsystems: 

1. SSF Structure 
2. SSF reactor coolant makeup (RCM) system 
3. SSF auxiliary service water (ASW) system 
4. SSF electrical power system 
5. SSF support systems 

The SSF structure contains virtually all of the SSF systems and components 
except for the RCM pumps and valves for each Oconee unit. One RCM pump (one 
for each unit) and associated valves are located in the reactor building of 
each unit. -The structure is a reinforced concrete seismic Category I 
structure consisting of a diesel generator (D/G) room, control room, 
mechanical pump room, electrical equipment room, central alarm station (CAS), 
and ventilation (HVAC) equipment room.  

The.SSF-RCM system provides borated makeup water from the spent fuel pool to 
the RCS via the seal injection lines to provide RCP seal cooling and RCS 
inventory control. SSF controlled letdown is also returned to the spent fuel 
pool. The system design is intended to ensure that sufficient borated water 
is available from the spent fuel pools to allow the SSF to maintain hot 
shutdown conditions for up to 72 hours at all three units while maintaining at 
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least one foot of water above the top of the spent fuel racks (see discussion 
below for radiation effects). During SSF operation there is no spent fuel 
pool cooling available and the temperature of the pool water increases with 
time throughout the SSF event due to decay heat and reactor coolant letdown.  
This higher temperature causes the RCP seal leakage to increase slightly 
during the event (makeup pump capacity was increased by 3 gpm and maximum 
allowed normal controlled seal leakoff for Unit I was decreased to account for 
this higher temperature). The RCM positive displacement cooling pumps are 
each capable of supplying 29 gallons per minute (gpm) total to the seal 
injection lines. It is assumed in the SSF licensing analyses that the makeup 
pump has sufficient capacity such that a portion of the seal injection flow 
will exit via the number 1.seal leakoff line of each RCP to make up for RCP 
seal leakage while the remainder flows into the RCS to makeup for volume 
shrinkage and other RCS leakage. The SSF-RCM system also contains its own 
letdown capability to aid in RCS inventory control. There is a select bank of 
pressurizer heaters that can be powered and controlled from the SSF control 
panel within the SSF. Pressurizer level control can be accomplished by 
control of steam generator inventory (via the SS-F-ASW system)-, control- of-RCM 
pump flow to the RCS and control of the RCM letdown flow. The letdown flow is 
returned to the spent fuel pool for reuse by the RCM system. Additional RCS 
inventory control can be accomplished by the reactor vessel (RV) head vent.  
SSF-D/G power can be connected to the RV head vent within 8 hours after the 
start of an event requiring SSF operation.  

The SSF-ASW system provides lake water to the steam generators of all three 
units to remove heat from the RCS and promote natural circulation cooling of 
the core. The large single ASW pump and the major valves are all located 
within the SSF. The ASW pump takes suction from the embedded Unit 2 condenser 
circulating water (CCW) system piping. Usually, siphon flow from Lake Keowee 
provides an unlimited source of lake water to keep the Unit 2 CCW piping 
filled and maintain ASW pump net positive suction head (NPSH). In the event 
this siphon source is lost, a submersible pump is available to replenish the 
water supply from the lake to the embedded CCW piping volume. The ASW flow 
rate to each unit's steam generators is controlled using the motor operated 
valves (MOVs) on each units SSF supply header.. Separate control valves within 
the reactor building of each unit are also provided to control flow to the 
individual steam generators. The SSF-ASW system pump and valves can only be 
operated from the SSF. The ASW enters the steam generators via the normal 
emergency feedwater (EFW) ring headers.  

The SSF electrical power system consists of the necessary switchgear, load 
center, motor control centers, panelboard, batteries, chargers, inverters, a 
D/G unit, relays, control devices, and interconnecting cable to -supply the 
appropriate loads for maintaining hot shutdown via the SSF. The auxiliaries 
required to assure proper operation of the D/G unit are supplied entirely from 
the SSF power system and the D/G unit can only be started from the SSF. The 
D/G uses a compressed air starting system with four storage tanks. Each set 
of two tanks will supply sufficient air to start the diesel unit five 
successive times.  

The major support systems are the HVAC system, the diesel engine service water 
(DESW) system, and the HVAC service water (SW) system. The HVAC SW system, 
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which operates continuously, has two pumps.and supplies cooling water to the .HVAC condensers. One pump is normally running with the other pump idle acting 
as a backup. The DESW system, which operates only when the diesel operates, 
has one pump and provides cooling water to the diesel engine jacket water heat 
exchangers. The HVAC system consists of two subsystems, a ventilation system 
and an air conditioning system. The ventilation system ventilates those areas 
that do not require close control of ambient temperatures such as the D/G 
room, switchgear room, pump room, and HVAC equipment room. Areas that require 
close control of temperature are handled by the air conditioning system which 
tempers the air to maintain required temperature-and humidity.  

4.3 DISCUSSION/EVALUATION 

4.3.1 SSF Reactor Coolant Makeup System 

4.3.1.1 General 

Probably more issues have been raised associated with the operability and 
design capability of the RCM system than for any other particular SSF system.  
Many of these issues have been identified either during NRC inspections or 
during licensee self-assessments. These issues mostly relate to the adequacy 
of the flow to make up for RCS leakage, the ability to adequately distribute 
the flow to all the RCPs without test demonstration, the ability to initiate 
RCP seal flow within 10 minutes as required by the design basis, and a number 
of LERs where the licensee determined and corrected design deficiencies that 
existed since the SSF was licensed. These deficiencies could be considered to 
affect the 95 percent SSF availability that is required to be maintained for 
SBO purposes. However, the 4 hour coping analysis required for SBO has been 
performed (by SAIC for the staff and also by the licensee) without taking 
credit for makeup to the RCS and an assumed RCS inventory loss of 111 gpm.  
Thus, the SSF can essentially meet the SBO rule without the RCM system.  

As a matter of clarification, Unit 1 has Westinghouse RCPs while Units 2 and 3 
have Bingham RCPs. This clarification is necessary to understand why some 
issues may just apply to only Unit 1, to only Units 2 and 3, and some to all 
three units. The Westinghouse RCP seals operate with significantly higher RCP 
seal leakoff and are, in general, considered to be more susceptible to RCP 
seal failures and increased seal leakage due to loss of seal cooling.  

4.3.1.2 Letdown Orifice Problem 

IR 95-99 reported as closed the licensee's followup to LER 270/93-03 which 
discussed a RCM design deficiency for Units 2 and 3. This design deficiency 
related to the RCM letdown orifices being too small for certain SSF scenarios 
and was identified by the licensee. These scenarios assumed full letdown flow 
with no RCS leakage, no RCP seal leakage and no operator action for 
approximately 9 hours. The net result was overfill of the pressurizer. As a 
result the licensee concluded that the RCM for Units 2 and 3 had been 
technically inoperable since licensing. The licensee installed new and larger 
orifices to resolve this concern. In the IR.the inspector concluded that the 
licensee's inoperability determination was overly conservative and that the 
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new orifice installation was acceptable. It should also be noted that the 
requirement for a 4 hour SBO coping capability was.not affected.  

4.3.1.3 Spent Fuel Pool Temperature Increase Effects 

The initial design basis did not take into account the fact that the fuel pool 
temperature would increase over time as the SSF was in operation. This would 
occur because of no spent fuel .pool cooling during an SSF event, plus the fact 
that RCM letdown is routed back to the spent fuel pool.. This lack of 
understanding affected a number of design calculations and led to several 
inoperability determinations (see LERs 269/93-03, 270/93-03, and 269/93-07).  
The higher temperature basically affected the volumetric makeup flowrate 
assumed in analyses, the RCP seal leak rates assumed in analyses, and the 
functioning of a Nitrogen charged pressure/flow stabilizer at the suction of 
the RCM pumps. The results were not enough seal injection flow on Unit 1, too 
much seal injection flow (overfill potential) on Units 2 and 3, and an 
eventual potential "pressure lock" at the suction of the RCM positive 
displacement pumps (i.e., loss of makeup flow). Without operator 
intervention, all three events could have resulted in the SSF's inability to 
perform its design basis function. In all of these cases the SSF could have 
functioned initially but would not have operated continuously for the design 
basis 72 hour.period without operator corrective actions. Also, in each 
instance the system would have operated for the required 4 hour SBO duration 
given no other failure modes.  

4.3.1.4 Improper Relief Valve Setting 

The initial design also did not take into consideration that the relief valves 
on the discharge of the RCM pumps may have been set to low (2510 psig) if the 
RCS was at the primary relief valve setpoint (2500 psig) which would likely 
occur before SSF-ASW was initiated to reduce RCS pressure. Under these 
circumstances adequate seal flow to the RCP seals may not occur within the 
10-11 minute time frame assumed in the SSF analyses. The pump vendor for all 
three units initially indicated that the pump seals may be in jeopardy if seal 
cooling were not initiated within this time frame. For Units 2 and 3, this 
time frame has since-been increased to 20 minutes. The relief valve deficiency 
was corrected with new higher setpoint relief valves and changes to the EOPs 
to initiate ASW flow before RCM flow, thereby assuring maximum total RCP seal 
flow. However, as noted above the plant could have still coped with a design 
basis 4 hour duration SBO.  

4.3.1.5 Integrated Testing 

Over the years a number of questions has been raised regarding the RCM pump 
capacity and the.system flow capability. One of these issues relates to the 
fact that the injection flow will not be equally distributed amongst the four 
RCPs. The licensee has flow models that model the flow path differences that 
indicate adequate flow distribution but has not performed an integrated system 
test at this point in time.to verify the models. Unit 1 is the most sensitive 
to this issue because of the Westinghouse RCPs which operate with a 
significant amount of controlled leak-off, about 3 gpm nominally at most 
plants with Westinghouse pumps. At Unit 1, the licensee has a maximum allowed 
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limit of about 4.5 gpm per pump for this controlled leak-off which essentially 
becomes RCS leakage when there is no injection flow. In order to ensure 
adequate injection flow to each pump, the flow to each pump must be more than 
the leak-off rate to maintain injection along the pump shaft (injection 
pressure must be maintained about 50 pounds.higher than RCS pressure) into the 
RCS in lieu of reactor coolant out-leakage along the shaft. When there is no 
injection flow, this out-leakage eventually (in about 10 minutes) displaces 
the cooler water contained within the RCP resulting in increased seal leakage 
for Unit 1 (about 20 minutes without increased seal leakage for Units 2 and 
3). It is our understanding that integrated testing from the spent fuel pool 
via the SSF makeup flow path is planned in order to verify the system flow 
models. However, in the interim we have no technical justification to 
conclude (based on no identified flaws in the flow models beyond verification 
by test) that the flow disparities would be significant enough to reduce the 
flow to any one pump to a degree that would jeopardize the RCP seal (i.e., 
result in a flow rate less than the leak-off rate).  

4.3.1.6 Makeup Pump Capacity Versus Operational Leakage Limits 

In Inspection Report (IR) IFI 93-02, the inspection team noted concerns 
relative to the design capacity of the RCM pump being inadequate to keep up 
with RCS leakage following an SSF event. The team's conclusions were based on 
a design pump capacity of 26 gpm. This capacity has since been upgraded to 
29 gpm to resolve other minimum flow concerns identified by the licensee. The 
IR concern revolves around the technical specification (TS) limit identified 
in TS 3.1.6.9 which identifies that when added together the total RCS losses 
should not exceed 30 gpm. This TS could, therefore, allow operation with 
leakage that exceeds the SSF makeup pump capacity. The licensee responded 
that the makeup capacity is based upon expected RCS leak rates and cited the 
staff's SSF SER. In that SER, the staff stated that the capacity of the SSF 
RCS makeup subsystem is sized 'to account for normal RCS leakage and shrinkage.  
We revisited this issue and conclude that the RCM pump is adequately sized 
(the absence of integrated testing not withstanding) to handle any design 
basis event requiring SSF operation if it is assumed that the SSF makeup pump 
is initiated within 10 minutes following loss of seal cooling. This 
conclusion is based in part on the assumption that plants don't normally 
operate anywhere near the maximum TS allowed RCS total leakage rate limits and 
the SSF analyses are based on normal operating conditions. For analysis 
purposes we agree with the licensee's assumption that the RCS leak rate will 
not increase throughout the course of an SSF event. It is the staff's 
understanding that if one of the Oconee units (Unit 1 is the only plant where 
this could realistically occur) did indeed approach an identified leak rate 
that would exceed'the SSF makeup pump capacity, the licensee has 
administrative controls in place to declare the SSF makeup pump inoperable.  
At Unit 1 the licensee has reduced the maximum allowed RCP controlled leak-off 
rate to reduce the potential for inadequate RCM system pump flow events 
similar to those that have occurred in the past.  

4.3.1.7 Activation Time .Requirements and Adequate Seal Cooling 

For Unit 1, the licensee has identified (and Westinghouse agrees) a design 
basis activation time for operation of the SSF of 10 minutes. The basis for 
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the 10 minutes primarily involves providing cooling water to the RCP seals via 
injection from the RCM system.  

To further explain and understand the importance of the licensee's 10 minute 
activation requirement for the SSF system, we must discuss an apparent staff 
inconsistency in the assumed RCP seal behavior (time to seal failure) used for 
Appendix R analyses and the behavior assumed by the SBO rule. In general, the 
time to re-initiate seal injection or thermal barrier cooling for safe 
shutdown following a fire is determined by the licensee based on RCP vendor 
supplied information and plant specific analyses. For most Westinghouse 
plants, Appendix R evaluations performed by the staff assume that if seal 
cooling is restored within 30 minutes no seal failures will occur. However, 
this does not preclude increased seal leakage after 10 minutes. Both the 
staff and Westinghouse agree that if all seal cooling is lost for over.  
10 minutes, the leak rate will increase to about 21 gpm per pump. This also 
assumes that when adequate seal cooling is restored within 30 minutes the 
increased seal leakage caused by the loss of seal cooling (increases to 
approximate 21 gpm leak rate after 10 minutes) the leak rate will return to 
the leak rate existing prior to the loss of cooling. The staff and 
Westinghouse generally agree that if adequate seal cooling is restored 
(assuming the seal has not failed) within 30 minutes the seal will likely 
return to its original configuration and, hence, its original leakoff -rate.  
Additionally, even if the seals continued to leak at a relatively high rate, 
adequate makeup is available (after restoration) to compensate for the loss 
similar to the post SBO makeup capability. The licensees usually have no 
problem showing that they can.get a charging pump (150 gpm) back on line 
within 30 minutes, therefore, that is the time assumed in most Appendix R 
analyses. A seal LOCA accident only occurs when the leak rate is greater than 
the makeup rate. At Oconee, if the assumed leak rate increased to 21 gpm per 
pump, the small capacity makeup pump will not provide adequate RCP seal 
cooling and the RCP seal may not return to its original configuration, 
thereby, resulting in a seal LOCA. At some non-Westinghouse pump plants, 
restoration of seal cooling is not even required for the Appendix R safe 
shutdown analyses, because the seals are not predicted to fail throughout the 
course of the fire event (however, seal leakage may increase). At these 
plants the seal behavior is consistent with SBO analyses which assumed that 
the seals do not fail without seal cooling for up to 4 hours. The SBO 
assumption of 4 hours without seal failure (assumed maximum leak rate of 
25 gpm) for all plants was, at the time, thought to be temporary until the 
resolution of Generic Issue 23. It was assumed that the resolution of Generic 
Issue 23 would either confirm no seal failure and conclude that the 25 gpm was 
acceptable, or result in a change to the SBO assumptions. Seal failures are 
estimated by Westinghouse to result in leak rates somewhere between 57 gpm to 
480 gpm. The longer the time to restore cooling flow, the higher the 
probability of a seal failure occurring. Based of the large uncertainties 
involved in predicting seal failures and the low probability of an extended 
SBO event, the staff believed that the 25 gpm and no seal failure assumptions 
provided adequate protection until Generic Issue 23 could be resolved.  
However, because of the large uncertainties and unpredictability of RCP seal 
behavior, Generic Issue 23 has yet to be fully resolved. For Appendix R, most 
licensees could demonstrate restoration of adequate seal cooling via normal 
plant systems (charging and makeup) within a reasonable amount of time, and 
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therefore, no further assumptions related to seal failures-had to be made. At 
Oconee (or Catawba and McGuire, which have basically the same SSF for 
Appendix R scenarios), because normal plant makeup systems are assumed not to 
be restored for up to 72 hours following a SSF design basis event, the .  
probability of seal failure is greater than at most other plants unless seal 
cooling is restored within 10 minutes.  

The licensee identified in LER 269/91-12 that the pump vendors (both 
Westinghouse and Bingham) specify that the RCP seals are in jeopardy without 
restoration of adequate flow within 10-11 minutes following a complete loss of 
seal cooling (as previously noted this has subsequently been increased to 20 
minutes for Units 2 and 3). The staff also closed out Generic Safety Issue 
(GSI) 23 "Reactor Coolant Pump Seal Failures" for the Oconee units based, in 
part, on the SSF's independent seal cooling capability and the assumption that 
it could be initiated within 10 minutes. The inability to not consistently 
meet this 10 minute criterion during the performance of some SSF drills has 
been identified as a nonconforming condition in some inspection reports and 
was the subject of a TIA from Region II in August 1995 (TIA 95-008). While 
this 10 minute activation time is important, it may not be a make or break 
success criterion. Westinghouse and the staff generally agree that a failure 
to restore seal cooling within 10 minutes will result in the Number 1 seal 
leakage increasing to approximately 21 gpm if the seals do not fail. It is 
also agreed that if no seal failure occurs the'seal leakage will return to its 
initial rate when adequate seal cooling is restored. However,.there is a high 
degree of uncertainty regarding when and if seal failure will occur. There is 
a finite probability that the seals may fail soon after the cooled volume of .water within the pump internals is exhausted (i.e., after 10 minutes).  
However, for Unit 1, if the SSF initiation time is much longer (possibly just 
an additional few minutes) than 10 minutes, it is expected that the seal.  
leakage rates would at least temporarily exceed the limited capacity of the 
SSF makeup pump because the seal leakage will increase to 21 gpm. Further, 
because of the makeup pump's limited capacity, with the seals leaking at the 
rate of 21 gpm, the pump may not be able to develop the necessary pressure 
(50 pounds above RCS) to assure no RCS out-leakage along the pump shaft. In 
this case the seal would not return to its original configuration because of 
the hot reactor coolant preventing adequate seal cooling. Therefore, while 
the capacity of the SSF makeup pump may meet all of the system's design and 
licensing bases, it should be considered marginal and highly dependent.upon an 
initiation time of 10 minutes following loss of seal cooling.  

4.3.1.8 Spent Fuel Pool Inventory Loss 

An issue related to the licensee's analysis for the use of the spent fuel pool 
inventory for the standby shutdown facility was identified as an unresolved 
item (URI 94-31-06) in a followup SSWOPI. It was noted as a deficiency in the 
area of design control related to a failure to complete analyses/calculation 
related to procedures. The deficiency was identified as a failure to fully 
account for the high radiation levels (the licensee's preliminary analyses 
estimated about 2 million Rads per hour at the pool surface due to direct 
radiation shine in a primarily vertical direction) of the spent fuel pools in 
a timely manner when thewater level dropped to one foot above the top of the 
spent fuel (following an SSF event). There were no specific time requirements 
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for restoration of spent fuel pool makeup and access to the spent fuel pool 
area to initiate pool makeup would be prevented by the high local radiation 
levels. The licensee has committed to provide remote makeup capability to 
allow refilling the pool without entering the fuel pool area.  

These modifications are complete for Units 1 and 2, and will be complete on 
Unit 3 by July, 1996. The staff concludes that this is acceptable.  

4.3.2 SSF Auxiliary Service Water System 

The main issues associated with the ASW system have been related to the 
ability of the operators to control flow to-each steam generator (2/unit) 
without having performed an integrated system test and the ability to maintain 
a source of water to the suction of the pump for the duration of an SSF event.  
In 1986, the licensee reported (LER 269/86-012) design deficiencies related to 
the SSF service water systems (includes the ASW system), including an 
insufficient water supply volume to enable the SSF to accomplish its function 
during certain design basis SSF events. In .that LER, the licensee further 
identified the potential for overheating the SSF diesel cooling water, 
subjecting of the ASW pump to runout conditions, air collection in the suction 
line (common to all SSF service water), and flooding in the SSF pump room from 
a seismic event. The following plant modifications were made as a result 
these discoveries: 

1. A high capacity low head portable pumping system has been made available 
to replenish the SSF ASW water source by taking water from the intake 
canal and discharging it to the embedded Unit 2 CCW pipe.  

2. The diesel service water discharge path was modified so that the heated 
diesel cooling water can be discharged directly to the yard instead of 
returning it to the embedded Unit 2 CCW pipe.  

3. New calculations were performed and new procedures were made available 
that will prevent ASW pump runout. The manual ASW control valves were 
later replaced with remote control valves on each unit for better flow 
control.  

4. An air ejector was added to the common SW suction line to remove air 
before it could collect and interrupt flow, and 

5. Portions of the sump pump discharge line were qualified to seismic 
Category I requirements to preclude seismic induced flooding of the SSF 
pump room.  

Although there are no open items from inspection reports, concerns may still 
exist as to the adequacy of the licensee's testing of the ASW system without 
integrated tests to actually verify flow and flow control capability to the 
steam generators. The licensee's present testing includes pump testing (on 
recirculation flow) and independent backflow flushing through the piping that 
was added as part of the SSF system. This ensures that the pump is operable 
and that there is no blockage up to the point where the system connects to the 
emergency feedwater (EFW) system header. While this type of testing does not 
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give the operators experience with a "hands-on feel" for controlling the steam .generator levels via the ASW pump, we have no reason to believe that the 
operators would be incapable of adequately controlling the steam generator 
levels via the SSF configuration. This is because in addition to flow models 
and limited tests, the system has the necessary control valves and 
instrumentation (for each generator) that would allow an operator to control 
flow to each steam generator and the operators should already have adequate 
experience at manually controlling steam generator levels via the EFW system.  
Further, each unit has its own operator to control the flows to the steam 
generators in lieu of one operator to control flow to all three units and each 
operator should be well aware of the safety importance of maintaining core 
cooling via the steam generators. Steam generator level control may take more 
adjusting and "tweaking" than would be required using the EFW system, but the 
process is not alien to an operator and it is one of the few basic functions 
that the operator will be able to control. Once a steady-state level is 
reached, further necessary adjustments should be infrequent and minimal.  
Integrated testing for this system with flow to the steam generators is very 
impractical as it would require extensive modifications to use a secondary .  
system grade water in lieu of the existing service water. The staff does not 
require such integrated testing of other EFW systems that similarly rely on 
service Water as the safety grade source of feedwater supply to the EFW pumps.  
Because of the cost and complexity of such testing it could only be a one time 
event which would not provide operators with any kind of lasting experience or 
confidence in controlling the steam generator levels using the SSF system.  
Therefore, the usefulness of such a test is questionable'and not worth the 
problems and expense that would accompany such a test.  

In Inspection Report IR 269/93-25 a Notice of Violation was issued related to 
the failure to perform preoperational testing that involved the simultaneous 
operation of the SSF's three service water pumps as assumed in numerous design 
calculations. This integrated test of the three service water pumps has been 
completed with satisfactory results as documented in NRC Inspection Report No.  
50-269/96-08.  

4.3.3 Electrical Power 

4.3.3.1 Loss of Battery Charger 

The normal ac power for the Standby Shutdown Facility (SSF) when its diesel 
generator is not operating is received from Oconee Unit 2. AC power is needed 
to maintain the SSF in a ready standby condition for such'systems as lighting, 
fire protection and detection, heating ventilation and air conditioning, and 
sump drainage. AC power is also needed for the SSF battery chargers to 
maintain the batteries in a fully charged condition. The Duke Power LER (LER 
270/92-04) that reported on the 1992 Oconee Unit 2 loss of offsite power 
event, indicated that the SSF was in a degraded condition due to the loss of 
normal ac power from Oconee Unit 2. For this report therefore,, the staff 
asked Duke Power to provide some information relating to the SSF dc system, 
and the potential that the SSF battery chargers could be lost without the 
knowledge of the Oconee operators.  
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Duke indicated that the SSF is equipped with an independent 125 V dc power 
system that is capable of powering a minimum of instrumentation.and control 
circuits needed to safely shutdown all three Oconee units. This dc power 
system consists of two 125 V dc batteries each equipped with its own battery 
charger. Each battery is sized to start and run the SSF diesel generator, its 
auxiliaries, and other SSF equipment without battery chargers for a period of 
one hour. Normally, only one battery and its associated charger are connected 
to the SSF dc distribution center. The second battery and its associated 
charger are kept as standby equipment. The two battery chargers are capable 
of receiving power from the SSF diesel generator and Oconee Unit 2 switchgear 
2B2T. A loss of power to the SSF battery charger aligned to the dc 
distribution center requires that the SSF be declared inoperable, and requires 
all three Oconee units to enter an action statement (TS 3.18.5).  

If an SSF battery charger fails while in service, the charger internal status 
contacts would generate an alarm in the SSF control room. This control room 
however is not continuously manned and the alarm could go unrecognized. If 
the SSF battery connected to the dc distribution center began to discharge as 
a result of a failed battery charger, then a dc bus undervoltage alarm set 
just below the battery open circuit voltage would be generated. This bus 
undervoltage alarm provides an indication in the SSF equipment room and also 
rolls to an alarm station which is continuously monitored by security 
personnel. A security alarm response procedure requires that the Security 
Shift Supervisor notify operations personnel whenever the dc bus undervoltage 
alarm is received. After notification, operations personnel would investigate 
the alarm in the SSF equipment room. An alarm response procedure directs 
operations personnel to align the standby battery and battery charger to the 
dc distribution center. The design of the SSF 125 V dc system therefore would 
prevent the battery connected to the SSF dc distribution center from 
discharging to any large degree due to a random power interruption, without 
operators becoming aware of the discharge in time to take appropriate 
corrective actions. The second battery that is not normally connected to the 
SSF dc distribution center would also be available in a fully charged state.  

The SSF feeder breakers from Oconee Unit 2 are tripped on an Oconee Unit 2 
load shed signal. This will deenergize the battery chargers. Duke Power has 
stated that, upon loss of power to the'SSF, operations procedures currently 
instruct the Oconee Unit 2 control room to reset load shed and to close the 
4160 V switchgear breaker supplying power to the SSF. Duke indicates that 
load shed will be reset very soon after an event occurs, just after 
verification that emergency safeguards switchgear, motor control centers, and 
battery chargers are energized and main feeder bus transfer switches are 
placed in manual. Duke states SSF power recovery will be the first action 
taken after load shed is reset in.Oconee Unit 2. The foregoing indicates that 
sufficient procedures are in place to recover SSF battery charging power when 
it is lost following an Oconee Unit 2 load shed signal. The second battery 
that is not normally connected to the SSF dc distribution center would also be 
available in a fully charged state.  
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4.3.3.2 SSF Diesel Generator Testing 

The standby shutdown facility (SSF) diesel generator is credited as an 
alternate ac (AAC) power source that meets the criteria specified in NUMARC 
87-00, Appendix B, and that is available within 10 minutes from the 
recognition of a station blackout.event. Criterion B.10 in NUMARC 87-00, 
Appendix B, requires that the AAC power source shall be started and brought to 
operating conditions that are consistent with its function as an AAC source at 
intervals not longer than three months, following manufacturer's 
recommendations or in accordance with plant developed procedures. Criterion 
B.10 further requires that once every refueling outage, a timed start (within 
the time period specified under blackout conditions) and rated load capacity 
test of the AAC power source shall be performed.  

The licensee meets the NUMARC 87-00, Appendix B, AAC power source testing 
requirements stated above by performing two periodic tests: PT/0/A/600/21 SSF 
Diesel Generator Test; and PT/O/A/400/11 Diesel Engine Performance Test.  
Periodic test PT/0/A/600/21 is performed monthly and tests the ability of the 
SSF diesel generator to start from standby. The acceptance criteria for this 
periodic test ensure that the SSF diesel generator both starts and runs 
properly. Periodic test PT/0/A/400/11 is performed quarterly and tests the 
ability of the SSF diesel generator to both start and supply the design basis 
electrical load. The acceptance criteria for this periodic test ensure that 
the SSF diesel generator operates at a 3100 kW for a 60 minutes. See sections 
4.3.1.7, 4.4, and 4.5 for a discussion of the activation time requirement 
contained in Criterion B.10.  . The preceding monthly and quarterly test requirements are contained in 
surveillance requirements 4.20.3.a.1 and 4.20.3.a.2 to the Oconee Technical 
Specifications. The Oconee Technical Specifications also contain requirements 
to periodically verify the SSF diesel generator fuel inventories, to 
periodically sample and analyze the fuel oil, and to periodically inspect the 
diesel generator in accordance with the manufacturer's recommendations. The 
specifications also contain SSF battery surveillance requirements.  

4.3.4 Procedures 

Emergency operation of the Standby Shutdown Facility (SSF) is covered by 
abnormal procedure AP/0/A/1700/25, SSF Emergency Operating Procedure. This 
procedure provides guidance which is needed for emergency operation of the SSF 
systems that are required to maintain hot shutdown of all three Oconee units 
following a station fire, a station blackout, a sabotage event, or a flood.  
The guidance covers emergency operation of the SSF diesel generator, SSF 
reactor coolant makeup pumps, and the SSF auxiliary service water pump. This 
procedure is also used to verify proper operation of the SSF support systems.  
All licensed operators at Oconee receive training on the use of this procedure 
at least once every two years during re-qualification training. NRC 
Examination Report No. 50-269/300 describes operator performance in using this 
procedure. In the report, NRC examiners questioned the ability of operators 
to activate the SSF within the 10 minutes required by the licensee's job 
performance measure. Resolution of this issue is being tracked under IFI 95
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09-01, "SSF activation time" (See sections 4.3.1.7, 4.4, and 4.5 for a 
discussion of this issue). No other concerns were identified in the report.  

4.4 CONCLUSION 

Based on our review, we conclude that the only significant existing concerns 
relative to the SSF are the SSF makeup pump's marginal capacity (which results 
in a required initiation of 10 minutes) and the lack of integrated testing of 
the makeup pump's ability to supply balanced seal flow to all four reactor 
coolant pumps. The balanced flow concern is that one or more pumps could be 
starved for flow (or below the minimum required for adequate seal cooling), 
thereby causing seal heatup and inducing increased seal leakage (beyond the 
capacity of the makeup pump) and possible seal failure during an SSF event.  

The licensee is currently in the process of.developing an integrated test 
program for the makeup pumps. The actual conduct of the test would not occur 
until at least July, 1996. This integrated test is intended to verify the 
flow models used in analyses by demonstrating approximately equal flow to each 
of the four RCPs. Our understanding is that the present plans are to test 
flow up to the RCP injection point; this will verify the flows to each pump 
with the injection piping disconnected (does not include backpressure from 
pump and leakoff flow path). Thus, their proposed integrated flow test will 
only test a portion of the entire flow path and will not include the RCPs.  
The staff is concerned that the planned flow testing will not provide 
sufficient data to verify adequate seal cooling flow to each pump (while 
maintaining injection pressure at least 50 pounds above the RCS pressure) 
during actual SSF makeup pump injection. This concern is associated with the 
significant difference in the seal return flow path (which could result in 
inadequate or fluctuating backpressure caused by relief valve operation) 
during SSF operation compared to the normal configuration. During SSF 
operation, the normal seal leakoff flow path to the letdown storage tank is 
isolated and the seal return water is redirected to the quench tank via a 
relief valve (installed for SSF) in the common seal leakoff return piping.  
The staff believes that the installed seal performance instrumentation used 
during normal operation to monitor the condition of the Number 1 seal should 
provide adequate information to determine the effectiveness of seal injection 
cooling when using the SSF makeup pump. Because of the marginal capacity of 
the makeup pumps, integrated testing which includes the seal return flow path 
should be performed to assure adequate seal cooling and to demonstrate 
adequate backpressure (to prevent two-phase flow) is maintained on the 
Number 1 seal during SSF events. The licensee should develop acceptance 
criteria for these tests which include Number 1 seal leakoff flow rate and 
differential pressure for each pump. The importance of maintaining adequate 
backpressure on the Number 1 seal was made evident by the licensee's recent 
event notification (EN 29995) which identified that the spurious (hot short) 
operation of the RCP standpipe and makeup valve (during an Appendix R fire-SSF 
event) could decrease the back pressure on the Number 1 seal resulting in RCS 
leakage rates greater than assumed in previous calculations. It was 
determined that the backpressure could drop low enough to result in two-phase 
flow across the seal. Westinghouse confirmed that there is no analysis method 
available to determine the effects that two-phase flow would have on seal 
integrity. Thus, the licensee concluded that seal degradation or failure 
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could have occurred during this scenario. Considering the capacity of the SSF 
makeup pump, it would take only a small amount of seal degradation to result 
in excessive seal leakage during an SSF event. Therefore, adequate integrated 
testing should be performed.  

Oconee Unit 1 concerns related to the small capacity and 10 minute time 
restriction on operation of the makeup pumps are not so readily resolved.  
During fire protection safe shutdown (Appendix R) reviews (inspections) 
similar SSF makeup pump capacity concerns were raised at Catawba and McGuire 
(Westinghouse RCPs also) which have basically the same type of SSF, although 
it is only relied on for certain fire scenarios from a licensing basis 
standpoint. At these plants the operators must also get the system up and 
running within 10 minutes to preclude possible excessive increases in RCP seal 
leakage. However, the staff did accept these designs because there are no 
postulated random failures associated with fire events and no regulations 
which would allow the staff to require a longer initiation time (i.e., to 
conclude that the.10 minute initiation time is unacceptable). The same 
licensing basis was used for Oconee, i.e., no failures (such as increased seal 
leakage) are assumed coincident with an SSF event. Also, because of the 
uncertainty and unpredictability of the RCP seals (with RCPs idle) when seal 
cooling is not available, the staff cannot definitively conclude that 
excessive RCP seal leakage will occur (and if it did occur that it would not 
return to normal after restoration of cooling) if seal cooling is not restored 
within 10, 15 or even 20 minutes. How the seals will react cannot be 
conclusively predicted.  

The staff, in Generic Letter (GL) 86-10, "Implementation of Fire Protection 
Requirements," provided guidance regarding the design basis transient which 
should be considered when designing the capacity and capability of the 
dedicated shutdown system (refer to .the staff's response to GL 86-10 Question 
5.3.10). However, the system design basis had been accepted by the staff 
prior to the issuance of GL 86-10 and, therefore, further staff requirements 
would have to be considered a backfit. Therefore, in order to require a 
larger capacity SSF makeup pump, the staff would have to perform backfit 
analyses based on risk assessments that include the probability of an SSF 
event (licensee says 3.3 X 10-4), the probability of event duration, the 
likelihood of getting the makeup pump operating within 10 minutes, and 
whatever other uncertainties or risk factors are involved. It should be 
recognized that such an assessment would have a wide uncertainty margin 
because of the unpredictable RCP seal behavior and the uncertainties 
associated with operator actions. However, because we have confidence that 
adequate seal cooling can be maintained (assuming acceptable integrated test 
results) if injection is restored within 10 minutes, the licensee should place 
more emphasis on operator training and drills to assure this capability can be 
consistently and confidently maintained. As described in 4.3.4 above, this 
issue is being tracked under IFI 95-09-01, "SSF Activation Time." 

4.5 SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS RELATED TO THE SSF 

The licensee should perform adequate integrated testing of the SSF 
makeup system and its capability to provide adequate seal cooling.  
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Proposed acceptance criteria for these tests should be reviewed by 
the staff.  

The licensee should put additional emphasis on operator training and 
drills associated with recognizing SSF events and the capability to 
initiate the SSF makeup system within 10 minutes from the loss of 
RCP seal cooling which accompanies all SSF events.  

5.0 DUKE POWER COMPANY'S KEOWEE RELIABILITY ANALYSIS (KEOWEE PRA) 

5.1 BACKGROUND 

As part of an ongoing effort to develop a set of design basis documents (DBDs) 
for the Oconee plant systems, Duke engineering studies identified a number of 
previously unrecognized single failure vulnerabilities in the Oconee-Keowee 
emergency power system during the early 1990 time frame. In addition the 
Keowee station was experiencing an increased rate of equipment problems in the 
early 1990s.  

Prior to these developments, Duke Power Company (DPC) had performed 
quantitative analyses of the reliability of Keowee in the Individual Plant 
Examination (IPE) and as part of the Station Blackout issue. However, these 
earlier studies modeled Keowee as a "super component" or "black box" and 
relied upon data from the large number of Keowee starts and runs for power 
generation (which occurred almost daily). This operational data was used in 
the PRA studies to characterize the reliability of Keowee as an emergency 
source for Oconee.  

These factors, coupled with the Oconee unit 2 LOOP event in October 1992, led 
to heightened regulatory interest and questions regarding actual reliability 
of Keowee to provide emergency power to Oconee. In late 1993, DPC decided to 
undertake a detailed probabilistic analysis of Keowee to analytically 
determine its reliability to provide emergency power to Oconee. DPC informed 
the NRC of this decision by letter of November 10, 1993. This study is 
referred to throughout this document as the Keowee PRA. DPC submitted a draft 
Keowee PRA to the staff in December 1994. The final Keowee PRA was submitted 
in July 1995.  

5.1.1 Scope of Keowee PRA 

The Keowee PRA was performed by Duke personnel. An outside reliability 
consultant (SAROS) was used on a limited basis for review and consultation.  

The scope of the project includes all major pieces of Keowee equipment, 
including the front line and support systems, and the power paths from Keowee 
to Oconee (the underground power path and the overhead power path through the 
switchyard). The power paths start at the Keowee generators and end at the 
Oconee transformers (the standby transformer, CT4, for the underground path 
and the startup transformer for unit 3, CT3, for the overhead path). DPC 
stated that since Oconee unit 3 was the focus of the analysis in the IPE, 
transformer CT3 was selected as the termination point for the Keowee overhead 
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power path in the Keowee PRA. This facilitates the integration of the Keowee 
model with the IPE model.  

The result of the Keowee PRA is the failure probability of either Keowee unit 
to supply emergency power to Oconee unit 3 through either CT3 or-CT4.  

5.1.1.1 Keowee Operating Configurations 

Historically, both Keowee units have been available for simultaneous 
generation to the Duke system grid. During the past couple years, generation 
has been restricted to just one unit generating at a time due to single 
failure vulnerabilities associated with dual unit grid generation that were 
discovered in engineering studies. Grid generation restricted to a single 
unit at a time has the following conditions. The Keowee unit that is 
designated to generate power to the grid is aligned to the overhead path 
through the generator output ACB on an emergency start. Alignment of the unit 
that is in stand-by is through the underground path with the associated ACB 
closed and the disconnects for the overhead ACB open. The operating practice 
has been to swap the standby and operating units on a monthly-basis..  

At the time the Keowee PRA was undertaken, operation was restricted to one 
Keowee unit generating to the grid at a time. Therefore, the base case model 
for the Keowee analysis assumes that operation is restricted to only one unit 
generating power to the grid at a time with the conditions as described above.  

DPC is currently in the process of implementing modifications (under NSM-ON.52966) to address the single failures associated with dual unit grid 
generation in order to resume future dual unit grid generation. During the 
process of performing the PRA, DPC decided to address the reliability of dual 
unit grid generation by including a sensitivity study that modeled dual unit 
grid generation with the requisite modifications.  

5.1.1.2 Oconee AC Power Reliability and AC Power Core Damage Risk 

Although the scope of the project was limited to Keowee reliability, an 
additional study was performed in the Keowee PRA at the request of the staff.  
The study coupled the Keowee PRA with the existing model of the Oconee AC 
power system from the IPE. The results .of this study include: 1) the 
probability of loss of all AC power at Oconee unit 3 (Station Blackout) and 2) 
the Oconee Unit 3 core damage frequency for sequences resulting from 
postulated loss of ac power events. Note that only internal events including 
severe weather were evaluated in this study. (The study was an integration 
with the IPE, not the IPEEE.) The impacts of external events on Oconee's 
emergency electrical systems were not within the scope of the Keowee PRA 
project.  

The likelihood and consequences of electrical system interactions among the 
three Oconee units and the two Keowee units are beyond the scope of the Keowee 
PRA.  
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5.1.2 Modeling 

The CAFTA computer code was used for the fault tree construction and model 
solution. Approximately 700 gates and 1135 basic events were modeled in the 
Keowee PRA. The level of detail in the fault tree models was dictated by the 
availability of reliability data for each component. Equipment controls and 
components were usually taken down to the relay level. Some components like 
the governor did not lend themselves to decomposition and were therefore 
treated as a single component.  

The individual systems and subsystems modeled in the Keowee PRA included: 

Emergency power paths (includes switchyard) 
External grid trouble protection system 
Air circuit breakers 
Keowee start logic 
Generator and generator excitation 
Auxiliary AC and DC power systems 
Switchyard DC power system 
Governor and Turbine 
Governor oil and air systems 
Turbine guide bearing oil system 
Turbine sump pump system 
Turbine generator cooling water system 

A high-level logic model was developed to integrate the system and subsystem 
models and provide an overall failure probability of Keowee. Some of the 
benefits of the high-level logic model are that it provides separate branches 
for the overhead and underground path failures, the individual unit related 
failures, and the start and run type of failures. This feature allows the 
evaluation of the reliability at these lower levels. It also provides a means 
for evaluating various operating modes, including single unit grid generation, 
dual unit grid generation, maintenance, etc.  

For the base case model, the analysis assumes that the unit aligned to the 
overhead path is operated daily while the unit aligned to the underground path 
(stand-by unit) is start tested every 7days. It is important to note that 
while the Keowee PRA assumes the testing frequency of the stand-by Keowee unit 
to be every 7 days (this has been the operating practice), this test frequency 
is not a requirement in the Oconee Technical Specifications. Changes in the 
test frequency have the potential to impact the results of PRA analysis.  

The failure modes associated with the implementation of the NSM-ON-52966 
modification and dual unit grid generation were modeled in the Keowee PRA as a 
sensitivity analysis. The modeling of these modifications was achieved by 
including an event in the model that turns on and off those parts of the model 
affected by the modifications. In addition, the exposure time for certain 
basic events of the standby unit were revised to reflect the daily operation 
of the unit.  
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The Keowee PRA model also includes failure modes of protective relays whose 
spurious operation can create a Keowee failure due to spurious fault 
indications.  

The truncation limit used in the cut set generation was 1.OE-8 (all cutsets 
below this limit were not included as output). With this truncation limit, 
the base case solution consisted of 4144 cutsets.  

The base case model includes operator recoveries. Most of the operator 
recoveries were added to the cutsets (as opposed to modeled in the fault 
trees).  

In the analysis of loss of off-site power events (for the integration of the 
Keowee PRA with the Oconee IPE), the Keowee overhead path is assumed 
unavailable for those LOOP events categorized as initiated by switchyard 
failures and those initiated by severe weather. This assumption is consistent 
with their design. A Keowee emergency start (ES) is accomplished by either an 
External Grid Trouble Protection System (EGTPS) signal, a Main Feeder Bus 
Monitor signal, or the ESFAS associated with each Oconee unit. For the 
overhead power path, however, operation of the EGTPS is necessary to isolate 
the switchyard and establish the connection between Keowee and the startup 
transformers of the Oconee units.  

5.1.3 Data 

5.1.3.1 Keowee Equipment Random Failure Data 

The DPC analysts grouped the Keowee equipment into type codes, each 
representing a population of components of the same type and the same action 
(e.g. check valve fails to open, filter becomes clogged, control switch fails 
to close). The data from all components of the same type code were pooled 
together to determine the type code failure rate. The failure probability for 
a given component was calculated by multiplying.the type code failure rate by 
the appropriate basic event factor.  

Both generic and plant-specific (Keowee) equipment failure data were compiled.  
To obtain the plant-specific reliability data, a 10 year data collection 
period was chosen from January 1, 1984 to December 31, 1993. Component 
unavailabilities were based on historical data from this period as well. In 
contrast, the Oconee IPE data collection period was 1980 to 1987. (It is 
important to note that the integration of the Keowee PRA with the Oconee AC 
power model from the IPE is not completely correlated with respect to the data 
collection periods.) 

Most of the plant specific data information was obtained from the Keowee 
Operator Logs and the Work Request Data Base. The Oconee Operator Logbook was 
used for information on switchyard operations.  

The generic failure rate data in the Davis-Besse PRA was selected as the 
primary generic data source for the Keowee PRA. DPC stated that the generic 
data in the Davis-Besse PRA was an amalgamation of several data sources. The 
INEL report, "Generic Component Failure Data Base for Light Water and Liquid 
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Sodium Reactor PRAs and IEEE Std. 500 were also utilized as sources of generic 
data where the data was not available in the Davis-Besse PRA.  

The base case solution used a Bayesian-update technique which combines generic 
data and plant specific data. Because the Keowee plant specific database was 
extensive the Bayesian updated data is heavily influenced by the plant 
specific data. DPC used an algorithm from the EPRI Component Reliability 
Parameter Bayesian-update Software to perform their Bayesian-update. This 
tool is an approximation technique for Bayesian updating.  

It is important to note that a Bayesian update was not performed on all of the 
basic event data. DPC classified certain basic events as "undeveloped 
events." For these basic events, DPC stated they could not find applicable 
generic data. Therefore, the "undeveloped event" failure rates were 
calculated using plant specific data only. The failure rates of the 
"undeveloped events" (which are denoted with the letters DEX in the basic 
event name scheme) are provided in Table 3-1 of Appendix A in the Keowee PRA.  
In the generic data sensitivity study (where generic data were substituted in 
place of the Bayesian updated data) the "undeveloped event" failure.rates 
remained at their Keowee plant specific values. (There are approximately 64 
DEX basic events out of 1135 total basic events.) 

5.1.3.2 Common Cause Failure Data 

The data collection period for common cause failure spanned a 14 year period 
from 1980 to 1993, instead of 10 years as used for the equipment random 
failure data.  

Unlike previous Oconee risk studies and most typical PRA .studies, Keowee 
common cause events were modeled on a "component-level" rather than on a 
"train-level." DPC chose "component-level" modeling because of a perceived 
importance of common cause failure modes on Keowee and because component level 
analysis led to the identification of failure modes which could be mitigated 
by operator recovery action. A drawback to this approach is limited 
availability of generic or plant-specific common cause failure data. As a 
check, DPC performed a sensitivity study using a "system level" common cause 
model. The overall common cause results of the "component level" analysis 
were compared with the "system level" analysis of Keowee common cause failure 
to start and run. The results of this study are discussed in Section 5.2.8.5.  

The Multiple Greek Letter (MGL) model was used to calculate common cause 
multipliers. (Common cause multipliers are then multiplied by the random 
failure probability for the component.) Basic events for which no common 
cause data were available, were quantified using generic MGL parameters taken 
from NUREG/CR-5801.  

5.1.3.3 Human Reliability Analysis (HRA) 

The Keowee human reliability analysis was performed consistent with the 
process contained in EPRI TR-101711, SHARP 1 -- A Revised Systematic Human 
Action Reliability Procedure. This process includes a walkdown of the system, 
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a review of Keowee and industry operating events, a review of procedures, . numerous interviews, event identification, and an internal-review of the HRA.  

The Keowee HRA considered pre-initiator errors (also referred to as latent 
human errors) and post-initiator errors. Latent human.errors involve the 
improper post maintenance restoration of equipment. NUREG/CR-1278, Handbook 
of Human Reliability Analysis with Emphasis on Nuclear Plant Applications 
Final Report (THERP manual), was used as a guideline to quantify latent human 
errors.  

The post-initiator error types considered were: 

Dynamic Human Errors (DHEs): the correct response is proceduralized, 

Recovery Human Errors (RHEs): the correct response is not 
proceduralized, 

Commission Human Errors: the operator takes a wrong action in 
response to an event which makes the event 
more serious.  

The EPRI TR-100259, An Approach to the Analysis of Operator Actions in 
Probabilistic Risk Assessment, decision tree model was followed to quantify 
DHEs. RHEs were quantified using engineering judgement.  

The base case solution of-the Keowee PRA includes credit for operator recovery .actions (DHEs and RHEs). The "unrecovered" result is also included in the 
Keowee PRA and is discussed in this report. The unrecovered result is the 
base case result with all the DHEs and RHEs set equal to one. Comparison of 
the unrecovered result to the base case provides the sensitivity of the Keowee 
reliability to operator recovery actions.  

Errors of commission are not normally included in PRAs due to the difficulty 
in identifying these types of errors. Two errors of commission occurred at 
Keowee during the October 1992 LOOP event (tripping the output breaker on the 
overhead unit and prematurely resetting the Keowee emergency start signals).  
DPC stated that these errors were not included in the base case model because 
design and procedural changes have since been made that would make these 
errors unlikely in the future. Instead, these errors of commission were 
included in a sensitivity study that considered increased human error 
probabilities for certain events prior to the October 1992 LOOP event. This 
study is discussed in Section 5.2.8.6.2.  

5.1.4 Sensitivity Analyses 

Several sensitivity studies were performed in the Keowee PRA to assess the 
impact on reliability from various changes in either data or operating 
configurations. All sensitivity studies, with the exception of the generic 
data evaluation, were performed using Bayesian updated data. The sensitivity 
studies included: 
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* Generic data evaluation 
* Latent human error importance 
* Human error probabilities that existed prior to the 10/92 LOOP event 
* Varying test/demand challenge frequency 
- MG-6 Relay failure rate change 
* Dual unit grid generation with modifications in place 
* Fraction of time that two units generate to the grid 
- Common cause failure analysis using a "system level" approach 
* Uncertainty analysis 

In addition to sensitivity analyses, importance measures were calculated (for 
the base case Oconee-Keowee AC power integrated model solution only). The 
specific importance measures calculated were Fussel-Vessely, Critic, Birnbaum, 
Risk Reduction Worth, and Risk Achievement Worth.  

DPC also performed additional sensitivity studies after the completion and 
submittal of the Keowee PRA at the request of the NRC staff. These additional 
studies are discussed throughout this report in the sections to which they are 
germane.  

5.2 STAFF EVALUATION OF THE KEOWEE PRA 

5.2.1 Scope of Staff Review 

Unlike other PRA reviews (where the staff reviews the final submittal of a 
PRA), the staff has been following the developments of the Keowee PRA since 
its inception. In addition, the staff enlisted the expertise of an outside 
contractor to assist in the Keowee PRA review process. The staff and 
contractor met with DPC at periodic intervals during the development of the 
PRA. In May 1994, the staff and contractor performed a walkdown of Keowee and 
the Oconee Switchyard.  

The staff and contractor performed a limited review of the draft Keowee PRA.  
During review of the draft report and the final report, the staff and 
contractor sent requests for additional information to DPC. Since the 
submittal of the final report, the staff has had numerous contacts with DPC to 
clarify outstanding issues. The staff also requested additional sensitivity 
analyses by DPC and reassessment of certain issues that are discussed further 
in this report. DPC was very responsive and accommodating to the staff 
requests and questions. They performed many additional studies at the request 
of the staff in a very timely manner.  

As part of the review, the staff's contractor created an independent fault 
tree model of Keowee using their REVEAL W(TM) software. This model was a 
duplication of DPC's Keowee model with enlargement in certain areas to permit 
analysis of each Keowee configuration separately and to perform additional 
sensitivity studies. In addition, as a part of a contract with RES, INEL 
loaded the Keowee PRA model into IRRAS to verify the reported results of the 
Keowee Reliability Analysis.  

The staff and contractor reviewed the data reported in the PRA and also 
reviewed the statistical methods DPC used to apply the data to component 
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failure probabilities, common cause failures, HRA, etc. However, due to time 
limitations, the staff did not perform a rigorous assessment of actual data 
verification (i.e. we did not review log books or the work request database 
and compare against the data submitted in the Keowee PRA). The staff did 
review selected LERs and inspection reports against failures counted in the 
PRA. However, this was not an all-inclusive process.  

Instead, the staff requested that DPC perform a sensitivity study using 
generic data for quantification. This study is used to evaluate the 
sensitivity of the Keowee results to the plant-specific data used and the 
statistical methods used to compute Keowee specific failure probabilities and 
Bayesian updating.  

5.2.2 Findings on Modeling Approach 

The staff finds the CAFTA computer code to be an acceptable tool for modeling 
and quantifying PRAs. (CAFTA has been used in many previous PRA studies.) 
The staff found the fault tree models of the systems and subsystems of Keowee 
to be constructed with an appropriate level of detail (detail was guided by 
the availability of data). Furthermore, the models appeared to be consistent 
with the Keowee diagrams we reviewed and the actual plant configuration. In 
addition, it appears that a comprehensive review was conducted for component 
specific failure modes.  

The staff's contractor was able to reproduce the fault tree solutions, cut 
sets, and the results of the Keowee PRA using their own PRA computer code.  

As stated earlier, the Keowee station can exist in several different 
configurations (eg. one unit generating to grid, one unit in stand-by). In 
the Keowee fault tree model, each configuration was given an occurrence 
probability (fraction of time that Keowee is in that configuration) based on 
historical data. The configurations were analyzed together in a single fault 
tree for the purpose of evaluating a time-averaged failure probability of the 
Keowee station. Therefore, the Keowee PRA result is the time-averaged failure 
probability. The time-averaged failure probability is driven by the amount of 
time the units spend in each configuration. It is important to keep this in 
mind in the understanding of Keowee reliability and when comparing the 
reliability of sensitivity studies such as dual unit grid generation vs.  
single unit grid generation.  

5.2.3 Findings on Data 

5.2.3.1 Findings on Plant-Specific Data 

Most of the plant specific failure rates are lower than their generic 
counterparts. DPC conjectures that this may be due to relatively mild service 
environments and operating stresses of the components in Keowee compared to 
the typical nuclear power plant environment.  

A large amount of the plant specific data was obtained from the experience of 
Keowee during grid generation. Although it is reasonable to assume that the 
majority of this experience data would be applicable to emergency demand 
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situations, there are some subtle differences in operation, such as the 
voltage adjust, for which grid generation experience applicability may be 
questionable. The Keowee PRA does not provide justification for the 
applicability of these cases.  

5.2.3.1.1 Shortcomings with Respect to Quantification of Undeveloped Events 

As stated earlier, DPC classified certain basic events as "undeveloped 
events." The failure probabilities for these basic events were calculated 
using plant specific data only (due to lack of DPC finding corresponding 
generic data). The staff's contractor performed a preliminary review of 
available generic data sources and found operating data that may be applicable 
for some of the undeveloped events. Because the generic values are similar to 
the Keowee plant specific values, using these generic values are not expected 
to significantly alter the results.  

To calculate the failure probabilities for "undeveloped events," DPC divided 
the number of component failures by the total number of demands or run hours.  

For components that.had not experienced a failure, they used the Chi-Squared 
variate at the 50 percent cumulative probability level from an equation 
specified in the Advanced Light Water Reactor Utility Requirements Document 
(ALWRURD). However, this equation actually produces a probability value at 
the 20 percent confidence level, not the 50 percent confidence level indicated 
by the ALWRURD and the Keowee study. After review of this equation and 
discussion with statisticians at the NRC, the staff believes that the 
referenced equation is not appropriate with respect to the number of degrees 
of freedom that it specifies for the Chi-squared distribution. Using the 
equation can be misleading since it produces a probability estimate that is 
about a factor of 3 lower than the 50 percent confidence value. (The equation 
referenced in the ALWRURD is an industry-wide concern that is currently being 
pursued separately.) 

The basic events that are affected by use of the ALWRURD equation are listed 
in Table 5-1. The staff asked the licensee to perform a sensitivity study 
using the 50 percent upper confidence interval values obtained from the Chi
squared distribution with 2 degrees of freedom, as specified in statistical 
text-books. The results are discussed in Section 5.2.8.4.  

It should be noted that in A.E. Green and A.J. Bourne, Reliability Technology, 
using 1 failure over the number of demands or run hours is suggested as an 
upper confidence limit in cases where zero failures are reported.  
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TABLE 5-1 
* UNDEVELOPED BASIC EVENTS WITH ZEROREPORTED FAILURES 

ABIACCUDEX ACB I Accumulator air pressure low 

AB2ACCUDEX ACB 2 Accumulator air pressure low 

AB3ACCUDEX ACB 3 Accumulator air pressure low 

AB4ACCUDEX ACB 4 Accumulator air pressure low 

AB6MECHDEX ACB 6 fails to open due to a mechanical failure 

AB7MECHDEX ACB 7 fails to open due to a mechanical failure 

EK1FLDMDEX Unit 1 field breaker fails to close due to mechanical 
failure 

EK2FLDMDEX Unit 2 field breaker fails to close due to mechanical 
failure 

EKlFLSMDEX Unit 1 field flashing breaker fails to close due to 
mechanical failure 

EK2FLSMDEX Unit 2 field flashing breaker fails to close due to 
mechanical failure 

EKIBASEDEX Unit 1 base adjust fails to maintain generator output within 
acceptable range 

EK2BASEDEX Unit 2 base adjust fails to maintain generator output within 
acceptable range 

PK1PACKDEX Keowee Unit 1 turbine packing fails 

PK2PACKDEX Keowee Unit 2 turbine packing fails 

WK1GVRNDEX Keowee Unit 1 governor fails to position wicket gates while 
running 

WK2GVRNDEX Keowee Unit 2 governor fails to position wicket gates while 
running 

WK1TBRNDEX Keowee Unit 1 turbine fails with the Unit running 

WK2TBRNDEX Keowee Unit 2 turbine fails with the Unit running 

WKlTBCDDEX Keowee Unit 1 turbine fails during a cold start 

WK2TBCDDEX Keowee Unit 2 turbine fails during a cold start 

WK1GVCDDEX Keowee Unit 1 governor fails to position wicket gates during 
a cold start 

WK2GVCDDEX Keowee Unit 2 governor fails to position wicket gates during 
a cold start 

WK1TBHTDEX Keowee Unit 1 turbine fails during a hot start 
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WK2TBHTDEX Keowee Unit 2 turbine fails during a hot start 

WKIGVHTDEX Keowee Unit 1 governor fails to position wicket gates during 
a hot start 

WK2GVHTDEX Keowee Unit 2 governor fails to position wicket gates during 
a hot start 

WK1SPD2DEX Keowee Unit 1 governor failure creates an overspeed 
condition 

WK2SPD2DEX Keowee Unit 2 governor failure creates an overspeed 
condition 

GKlFIREDEX Unit 1 spurious actuation occurs of Keowee generator C02 
fire suppression system 

GK2FIREDEX Unit 2 spurious actuation occurs of Keowee generator C02 
fire suppression system 

Another concern with a few of the undeveloped events is the lack of plant 
specific data available to statistically determine a failure rate. For 
example, the basic events "a Keowee unit turbine fails during a hot start 
(footnote)" and "a Keowee unit governor fails to position wicket gates during 
a hot start" were not quantified using the Chi-squared approximation because 
the number of demands was small (11). Instead, the cold start failure rate 
was arbitrarily increased by an order of magnitude and applied as a screening 
value (3.5E-4). Had DPC applied the Chi-squared approximation to the limited 
data, the failure probability would have reached the E-2 range. The staff 
requested that DPC perform a sensitivity analysis for these basic events. The 
results are discussed in Section 5.2.7.2.  

Footnote: When a unit is in standby and is called upon to start for emergency 
power to Oconee it is referred to as a "cold start." When a unit is 
generating to the grid and is called on to start for emergency power to Oconee 
it is referred to as a "hot start." 

5.2.3.2 Findings on Generic Data 

Most of the generic data used in the Keowee PRA appear to be comparable to the 
values found in standard sources of data for nuclear applications, such as 
NUREG-1150. It is important to note that generic reliability data for some 
process industry components such as motor-driven, centrifugal pumps are lower 
than the generic reliability data of the same components in the nuclear 
applications. Unless requirements equivalent to those requirements imposed on 
nuclear power plant hardware are imposed on Keowee equipment, usage of generic 
nuclear power plant data may underestimate some failure probabilities.  
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The generic failure probabilities of the Power Circuit Breakers (PCBs) to open .and close used in the Keowee PRA (from IEEE-STD500) is approximately a factor 
of 75 and 40 respectively lower than the generic PCB failure probabilities 
from NUREG-1150. Because the IEEE standard applies to high voltage circuit 
breakers (200-300KV) like those in the Oconee switchyard, and the Oconee 
switchyard breaker plant specific data agrees with the IEEE standard generic 
values, the staff finds the generic values used for the PCBs in the Keowee PRA 
to be acceptable. However, it is important to note that the PCB failure 
probabilities have a negligible impact to the results of the Keowee PRA, as 
discussed in Section 5.2.5.2.  

5.2.3.3 Findings on Bayesian Updating Process 

DPC used an algorithm from the EPRI Component Reliability Parameter Bayesian
update Software to perform their Bayesian-update. This algorithm fits either 
a beta or a gamma distribution into the lognormal prior distribution. This 
fitting process produces an approximation technique for Bayesian application.  
As a check of DPC's Bayesian updating method, the staff's contractor performed 
an independent Bayesian update using a discretization technique and applying 
the data from the Keowee PRA. The discretization technique is a precise 
implementation of Bayesian updating.  

Although the EPRI approximation technique has been used in some PRA studies 
and generally produces satisfactory results, the staff's contractor identified 
cases in the Keowee PRA where the estimates for posteriors were slightly lower 
than a precise implementation of Bayesian updating predicted. While DPC's .Bayesian updated data are generally acceptable, the approximation technique 
they used does not offer the level of accuracy now available through advances 
in numerical calculations.  

5.2.3.4 Findings on Common Cause Analysis 

In general, the common cause analysis in the Keowee PRA was found to be 
reasonable. Unlike previous Oconee risk studies and most typical PRA studies, 
Keowee common cause events were modeled on a "component-level" rather than on 
a "train-level." This is a much more detailed approach to common cause 
failures then is provided in a typical PRA. A drawback to this approach is 
limited availability of generic or plant-specific common cause failure data.  
For this reason, common cause parameters were assigned generic values using 
NUREG/CR-5801, Procedures for Treating Common Cause Failures i'n Safety and 
Reliability Studies, A. Mosleh, April 1993.  

As a check, DPC performed a sensitivity study using a "system level" common 
cause model. The overall common cause results of the "component level" 
analysis were compared with the "system level" analysis of Keowee common cause 
failure to start and run. The results of this study are discussed in Section 
5.2.8.5.  

DPC made "adjustments" to the generic beta factors for certain Keowee plant 
defenses that they considered to be substantially stronger than the average 
plant defenses. For example, the Keowee PRA states that the use of at least 
one Keowee unit for daily grid generation provides a strong defense against 
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certain common cause failures. (By providing a frequent "test," the exposure 
time of the units to a common failure mode is reduced). Basic events that 
were considered "strongly defended" were assigned a Beta-factor that was a 
factor of two lower than the generic Beta-factor for that system. The DPC 
analysts used NUREG/CR-5801, Section 5.5.1.4.1 as a guide for adjusting common 
cause parameters based on qualitative plant differences.  

5.2.3.5 Findings on Human Reliability Analysis 

The HRA in the Keowee PRA was in general found to be adequate and reasonable.  
As a result of the HRA, several hardware (e.g., set points) and procedural 
modifications were made to improve the reliability of certain actions. These 
modifications were assumed to be in place for the quantification of the Keowee 
HRA values.  

A number of operator actions including latent human errors and recovery 
actions (both procedural responses and non-procedural recovery actions) were 
identified and incorporated. DPC identified and quantified 40 latent human 
errors. Latent human errors were quantified using NUREG/CR-1278 (THERP 
manual) as a guide and the estimates appeared to be reasonable.  

The Keowee HRA quantified 8 DHEs (proceduralized recovery actions) and 3 RHEs 
(non-proceduralized recovery actions). The EPRI TR-100259 decision tree model 
was used to quantify the DHEs. This model focuses on quality of procedures, 
training level,.and staffing level as opposed to timing. The staffing level 
at Keowee is somewhat unusual compared to a nuclear power plant. After normal 
working hours and on weekends, Keowee has just one roving watch operator. The 
licensee stated that the roving watch operator is a normal Keowee operator 
that receives annual training in the Keowee Abnormal Procedures. Therefore, 
the roving watch operator can successfully perform proceduralized recovery 
actions (DHEs). However, this roving watch operator does not have the 
expertise to trouble shoot Keowee equipment problems (cannot perform the non
proceduralized actions (RHEs)). If Keowee receives an emergency.start, the 
roving watch is expected to contact one of two on call technical specialists 
immediately. These on-call technical specialists receive special training and 
can perform the non-proceduralized actions. The on call technical specialist 
is expected to be at Keowee within one hour of being notified. The licensee 
stated that the Keowee roving watch operator may also need help from an Oconee 
non-licensed operator (NLO) to perform proceduralized recovery actions such as 
cleaning the service water strainers. Oconee personnel.are trained to 
dispatch NLOs to Keowee if needed. An NLO is expected to be at Keowee in 10 
minutes after the request.  

The staffing level was taken into consideration in the identification and 
quantification of the human recovery actions. It was assumed that the roving 
watch operator could provide the necessary recovery actions for recoveries 
that were proceduralized. The values estimated for the DHEs seemed reasonable 
and comparable to values estimated from THERP tables, provided the roving 
watch operators are well.trained in the Keowee abnormal procedures and that 
ergonomics are adequate.  
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Because the EPRI decision tree model presupposes the presence of procedures, 
RHEs were quantified based on engineering judgement. These recovery actions 
rely on the knowledge of the on call technical specialists. The time windows 
for these actions appear to be tight. Given favorable weather conditions, the 
values estimated for these actions seem reasonable, but possibly optimistic.  
Given severe weather conditions, the travel time to the site may be 
questionable. Due to the importance of having-a skilled technical specialist 
at the Keowee site during periods of severe weather, and the unpredictable 
nature of traveling in these conditions, the staff believes that a Keowee 
technical specialist should be stationed at the site in advance whenever 
severe weather is predicted to occur.  

5.2.4 Characterization of DPC Results 

5.2.4.1 Base Case Results 

The result of the top gate of the Keowee PRA, Oconee Transformers CT3 and CT4 
Fail To Receive Power From Keowee, was calculated in the final report to be 
0.0074 or 7.4E-3. This value represents the base case solution in which the 
Bayesian updated database was used, and the effect of operator recovery 
actions were included. The equivalent failure probability without accounting 
for operator recoveries is 0.010 or 1.OE-2.  

Dominant contributors to the results were unavailability due to maintenance, 
components of the auxiliary AC power system,(most notably ACBs 5 thru 8), the 
voltage regulator, and common cause failures of auxiliary AC power breakers .and clogging of the common intake header of the generator cooling water 
strainers. Common cause failures played an important role in Keowee 
unreliability, contributing 11.7 percent to the total Keowee failure 
probability after recoveries were applied and 35 percent before applying 
recoveries.  

Collectively, including operator recovery of equipment reduces the Keowee 
overall failure probability by approximately 27 percent. Important operator 
recovery actions included recovering the underground supply by aligning the 
overhead Keowee unit to the underground path, recovery of Keowee auxiliary 
power breakers by manual control, and recovery of clogged common cooling water 
filters. Some enhancements to the alarm response procedure and the Keowee 
emergency start procedure were recommended based on this analysis.  

5.2.4.2 Generic Data Results 

The Keowee PRA result of the top gate using the generic.data instead of the 
Bayesian updated data was calculated to be 0.013 or 1.3E-2. Recoveries were 
not applied to this case. An increase of about 50 percent is observed in most 
of the intermediate gate values when generic data is used. Because the 
KEOWTOP event is dominated by Keowee unit maintenance unavailability, the 
impact in the overall result is smaller at 31 percent. The above 
probabilities are depicted in Table 5-2.  

DPC performed the generic data sensitivity study by first solving the tree 
with the Bayesian updated data (with no credit for recoveries) to obtain the 
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cut sets and then loading the generic data into the existing cut set file.  
This method may not adequately account for the changes in the data since 
applying-different data to a fault tree model can result in the generation of 
different cut sets.  

Because most of the generic unreliability data are lower than the plant 
specific (and therefore the Bayesian-updated) data, it is likely that more cut 
sets would be expected to result from solving the fault tree model with the 
generic data than with the Bayesian-updated data, holding the truncation limit 
constant at 1.OE-8. Furthermore, the results can be highly non-linear with 
respect to the input data. This is depicted in a detailed example in Section 
5.1 of Appendix A.  

For these reasons, during the review of the Keowee PRA the staff requested 
that DPC resolve the fault trees using generic data. DPC agreed and provided 
the result and top 100 cut sets to the staff. (Please note that this is not 
in the Keowee PRA Volumes as it was performed after the submittal of the PRA).  
Although the result changed only by a modest value 1.29E-2 to 1.31E-2, the 
number of cutsets generated increased from 4144 to 4812 (668 additional 
cutsets).  

It is important to note that "undeveloped event" failure probabilities 
remained at their Keowee plant-specific values for the generic data 
sensitivity study. Because plant specific data is used for the undeveloped 
events, the generic data result is not a completely generic data assessment.  
There are approximately 64 undeveloped basic events (compared to 1135 basic 
events total) This-adds a degree of uncertainty to the generic data results.  

5.2.4.3 Results Characterized in Terms of LOOP Types 

None of the above failure probabilities recognize the potential overhead path 
unavailability for certain types of Losses of Offsite Power (LOOPs) that can 
occur.  

Losses of offsite power can be grouped as follows (for internal events) on the 
basis ofitheir frequency and on their recovery characteristics: 

Plant-centered (includes switchyard failures) 
Grid-related 
Severe weather 

The overhead path to Oconee's emergency busses is not expected to be available 
given a plant-centered-LOOP or a severe weather LOOP. Therefore, the Keowee 
failure probabilities, as reported in the Keowee PRA and shown in the first 
row of Table 5-2, are meaningful when considering a grid-related LOOP only.  

The failure .probability of the Keowee system given either a plant-centered 
LOOP or a severe weather LOOP is equal to the failure probability of the 
underground path and its aligned Keowee unit. This failure probability was 
calculated to be 3.OE-2 from the Keowee PRA (using Bayesian updated data).  
This value does not consider the recovery action of aligning the Keowee unit 
designated to the overhead path to the underground path. (This recovery 
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action is given a failure probability of 6.4E-2 in the Keowee PRA). The 
. Keowee failure probability including recovery is calculated to be 8.6E-3.  

These failure probabilities were not discussed in the text or the tables of 
the Keowee PRA. (The values are implicitly accounted for in the calculation 
of station blackout probability in the integration of the Keowee PRA with the 
Oconee IPE). Explicitly including these values in the Keowee PRA would have 
provided a clearer representation of the Keowee failure probability. These 
failure probabilities are shown in the second row of Table 5-2.  

5.2.4.4 Keowee Start and Run Results 

Ignoring the pathways to the Oconee emergency buses and just considering the 
Keowee units, the failure probability of a Keowee unit to start and run for 24 
hours (not including maintenance unavailability) was calculated to be 0.02.  
This failure probability is comparable to an emergency diesel generator 
failure probability to start and run. Therefore, the reliability of a single 
hydro unit is comparable to the reliability of a single EDG. However, the 
overhead pathway to Oconee's emergency buses and the dual unit maintenance 
configuration reduce the overall reliability of the Keowee system in 
comparison to an EDG system that has typical pathways to emergency buses and 
no allowance (or need) for dual unit maintenance. (Another difference is that 
the Keowee system is vulnerable to external initiating events. This is 
discussed in the external event section of the SER.) 

5.2.5 Integration of Keowee Model with Oconee AC Power Model (from IPE) 

5.2.5.1 Oconee AC Power Model 

At the request of the staff, the Keowee PRA was integrated into the AC power 
model from the Oconee IPE to provide information on the reliability of the 
overall emergency AC power system for Oconee. The AC power model includes the 
initiating events which cause an interruption of power on the Main Feeder 
Buses (MFBs), the failures of the various backup power sources for the MFBs, 
MFB maintenance unavailabilities, and potential faults within the MFBs.  

TABLE 5-2 
FAILURE PROBABILITY OF KEOWEE SYSTEM TO PROVIDE POWER TO 

OCONEE TRANSFORMERS 

BAYESIAN UPDATED . BAYESIAN UPDATED GENERIC DATA 
DATA DATA NO RECOVERIES 

WITH RECOVERIES NO RECOVERIES 

GRID-RELATED 7.4E-3 1.OE-2 1.3E-2 
LOOP (base case) 

PLANT CENTERED 8.6E-3 3.OE-2 Not quantified 
OR 
SEVERE' WEATHER 
LOOP 
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Although Keowee is the preferred emergency power source for Oconee, it is not 
the only source. If power from Keowee is not available, then power through 
the CT5 transformer is relied on to energize the MFBs through the standby 
buses.  

The 100kV transmission line connected to CT5 is normally powered by the 
Central switchyard (located 8 miles from the site) or can be dedicated to 
Oconee by separating the line from Central and energizing by one of three 
combustion turbines of the Lee Steam Station (located 30 miles from the site).  

CT5 is normally in an energized state. Manual closing of the SL breakers from 
the control room is required to provide power to Oconee's emergency buses. If 
normal 100kV power is not available, the Oconee operator can request Lee 
station to start a gas turbine and energize the 100kV line and dedicate it to 
Oconee. These actions require 30 to 60 minutes.  

Whenever both Keowee units are in a planned maintenance, or one of the Keowee 
units or power paths is unavailable for greater than 72 hours, CT5 is 
energized by a Lee unit and the 100kV line is separated from the grid as 
required by Oconee Technical Specifications. Furthermore, the standby buses 
are kept energized by closing the SL breakers. This operational mode is 
explicitly modeled in the Oconee AC power fault tree. For other situations 
involving Keowee power failure, operator action to close the SL breakers is 
necessary, and CT5 failure is modeled as a recovery event in the applicable 
cut sets.  

Two different CT5 recovery events are used in the analysis; recovery during a 
plant-centered LOOP and recovery during a grid related LOOP (CT5 power is 
assumed to be unavailable on a severe weather LOOP). For a plant-centered 
LOOP, the 100kV power from the Central switchyard is assumed not to be 
affected. The non-recovery value used includes the human error probability of 
closing the SL breakers and the hardware failures and maintenance 
unavailability of CT5 and the 100kV line. DPC used a value of 0.01 for this 
non-recovery event. For a grid-related LOOP, power from the 100kV line is 
assumed to not be initially available, so that manual actions are necessary to 
energize the line using a Lee generator. DPC used a non-recovery value of 
0.05 in this case. The value includes human error probability for starting 
and energizing a Lee turbine and the human error probability to close the SL 
breakers, hardware failures, and maintenance unavailability of the Lee 
turbines and the 100kV line.  

5.2.5.2 Results of Integration with Oconee AC Power Model 

With these conditions, DPC calculated the probability of losing all AC power 
for Oconee unit 3 to be 6.35E-5/yr (for internal events including severe 
weather). The staff believes that this probability could potentially be 
underestimated for the reasons that are discussed below.  

To establish the sensitivity of the Oconee emergency power system to power 
from CT5, the staff asked DPC to calculate the loss of AC power frequency 
without credit for CT5 power, and also for comparison purposes, with credit 
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for CT5 but without credit for the overhead path from Keowee. The result are 
as follows: 

Loss of AC Power Frequency, No Credit for CT5 6.7E-4/yr.  
Loss of AC Power Freq., No Credit for Overhead 6.42E-5/yr 

(Footnote: these results are not in the Keowee PRA report as they were 
calculated after its submittal.) 

Without credit for power from CT5, the loss of AC power frequency increased.by 
over a factor of 10 whereas without credit for power from the overhead path 
from Keowee, the loss of AC power frequency increased only by a factor of 
1.01. Additionally, using the top 100 cut sets from the Oconee-Keowee AC 
Power Integrated Model, the staff calculated the loss of AC power frequency, 
giving credit for CT5 power in situations that it is required under Tech.  
Specs. and no credit when it is required as a recovery. The results for loss 
of AC power frequency were 1.8E-4/yr.  

Therefore, it is now established that power from CTS is a very important part 
of the Oconee emergency power system; much more so than the Keowee overhead 
power path. (The Keowee overhead power path's importance is minimized by its 
unavailability during plant-centered and severe weather LOOP initiating 
events, its high maintenance unavailability, and its nominal unreliability).  
Because of the importance of power from CTS, changes in the reliability of 
this power source will have a large impact on the reliability of Oconee 
emergency AC power system.  

In a March 30, 1995, Memo to File, Subject: Revised Lee Combustion Turbine 
Reliability File OS-203.00, DPC compiled a three year review (1992 to 1994) of 
Lee start and run data. They counted 398 valid start attempts and 94 valid 
start failures for the 3 units combined. Therefore, an individual unit start 
failure probability is 0.236/demand. If these are treated as independent 
events (ignoring common cause failures), the start failure probability where 
the success criteria is one of three for the 3-unit system is calculated to 
be: 

(0.236) X (0.236) X (0.236) = 0.013/demand on Lee station.  

However, only one of the Lee combustion turbines, turbine 4C, has the ability 
to "black start." If it is assumed that grid LOOP would preclude the use of 
two of the Lee gas turbines since only one can black start, then the 
probability of CT5 failure can be no lower than the start failure probability 
of turbine 4C to start, 0.236. This failure probability is over a factor of 
four higher than DPC's "black box" failure probability (0.05) for a grid
related LOOP, which should include all possible CT5 power failures.  

DPC's position on this matter is that a grid LOOP does not fail the entire 
100kV system so that all three gas turbines will be available to start.  
Without further technical information in support of this statement, the staff 
cannot verify this position (given that it is inconsistent with the SBO 
analysis definition of a grid-related LOOP). Therefore, the staff believes 
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that the unreliability assigned to CT5 power on a grid-related LOOP is 
potentially underestimated.  

Another concern is that the Lee station is under the management of DPCs Fossil 
Generation Department. Maintenance unavailability records are not.kept with 
the Nuclear Generation Department. Verification of any past and future 
operational experience is therefore questionable.  

Therefore, the staff believes that due to the importance of power from CT5 to 
the Oconee AC power system, either the modeling of CT5 power should be 
expanded from a "black box" to explicitly account for all the failure modes to 
determine more accurately its reliability and availability, or a more robust 
screening value should be used in the "black box" model. In addition, due to 
its importance in the emergency AC power system of all three Oconee units, the 
staff believes that the reliability of these components should be tracked 
under the maintenance rule implementation. In a letter dated January 31, 
1996, the licensee committed to including the Lee/Central Power system in the 
maintenance rule as a risk significant system.  

Since CT5 and the associated 100kV line are not rugged against severe weather, 
planned maintenance of Keowee is done during periods of favorable weather 
conditions, by making use of weather forecast information. The second most 
dominant cut set in the Oconee-Keowee AC Power Integrated Model consists of a 
Severe Weather LOOP, both Keowee units in maintenance, and a modifier since 
Keowee Maintenance is scheduled for mild weather periods. The value assigned 
to this modifier is 0.1. The staff believes that this is a reasonable 
modeling assumption provided that a program is referenced in the 
administrative controls section of the Oconee Technical Specifications, and 
the program stipulates that pre-planned dual unit maintenance should be 
avoided and terminated (and equipment restored to operable status) when severe 
weather is imminent.  

Table 7-1 of Appendix A provides 1) a comparison of the reliability of the 
Keowee system itself to an emergency power system that consists of two 100 
percent EDGs and 2) a comparison of the total Oconee emergency power system 
(includes CT5 power) to two 100 percent EDGs. It is important to note that 
this comparison is limited to internal event initiators including severe 
weather. In addition, because the staff believes that the unreliability of 
CT5 power is potential underestimated, the validity of the second comparison 
is questionable.  

5.2.6 Extension of Model to AC Power Core Damage Frequency 

A sustained loss of all AC power can lead to core damage if steam generator 
cooling and RCP seal cooling are not provided by systems not dependent on the 
AC power system (namely, the turbine driven emergency feedwater pump (TDEFW) 
and the SSF). To determine the CDF for events involving loss of all AC power, 
the failure probability of the TDEFW pump, the SSF, and offsite power recovery 
must be considered in addition to the probability of the loss of all AC power 
event. When DPC integrated the Keowee PRA with the IPE, the CDF at Oconee 
unit 3 for loss of AC power events was calculated to be 1E-6/yr. Because the 
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same concerns with power from CT5 are carried through to this value, the staff . believes that this value could be potentially underestimated.  

The CDF for loss of AC power events at Oconee unit 3 from the original IPE 
calculation was 3E-6/yr. DPC attributed the reduction in the loss of AC power 
CDF in the new analysis primarily to two factors: 

* the decrease in the fraction of time that both units are in common 
maintenance (0.00532 in the Keowee PRA vs. 0.0193 in the IPE 
analysis), and 

- the reduced importance of the common cause Keowee run failure in the 
Keowee analysis, because of the credit for recovery of the cooling 
water filter assembly failure mode.  

The reason for the factor of 4 decrease in Keowee common maintenance from the 
original IPE to the Keowee PRA is not an actual decrease in Keowee common 
maintenance. In the original Oconee IPE, an error was made in the data 
gathering stage. A long Unit 1 unavailability in 1983 due to welding of 
turbine blades was misinterpreted to be an unavailability of both units.  
Therefore, a comparison between the AC power CDFs from the IPE and the Keowee 
PRA is not meaningful because it is masked by a data interpretation error and 
a changed common cause assumption.  

The severe weather LOOP had the greatest impact on the calculated AC power CDF 
in both the original IPE and the Keowee PRA integration. Other important Oevents in the Keowee PRA were recovery of offsite power, inability to deploy 
the SSF within the necessary time, and CT4 failure.  

The reliability data used for the SSF was outside the scope of this review and 
was not updated from the IPE. The data used to calculate the failure 
probability of the SSF, including maintenance unavailabilities were mostly the 
same as were used in the Oconee IPE. The only changes were to equipment such 
as breaker failure rates and valve failure rates where the Keowee type code 
was used.  

The overall failure probability of the SSF, including maintenance 
unavailabilities and human error probabilities, was approximately 0.17. *This 
unavailability is dominated by human errors rather than hardware failures.  
The two dominant human errors are failure of the operator to establish RCP 
seal injection within 15 minutes and failure of the operator to establish 
Auxiliary Service Water to the steam generators if the Emergency Feedwater 
System fails. Because every cut set for the AC power core damage model 
involved an SSF failure, the AC power CDF with no credit for the SSF will be 
greater by approximately a factor of six (1/0.17). Therefore, the AC power 
CDF for internal events is very sensitive to the SSF. It is anticipated that 
this is also the case for external events CDF. In light of its importance, 
the staff believes that the SSF failure probabilities used for the IPE update 
(which is now being performed by DPC) should be examined thoroughly. In 
addition, since the validity of the data is dependent on the adequacy and 
scope of tests, any testing issues associated with the SSF should be resolved.  
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5.2.7 Keowee Grid Generation Issues 

5.2.7.1 Relative Reliabilities of Keowee Unit Configurations (Grid Cycling 
Reliability vs. Standby Reliability) 

The Keowee system in its current configuration consists of one Keowee unit 
which is aligned to the underground path and always in standby mode, 
henceforth referred to as the "standby unit," and one Keowee unit which is 
aligned to the overhead path and is either in standby mode or generating to 
the grid, henceforth referred to as the "grid-cycled unit." The grid-cycled 
unit is started to generate power to the grid for a short period almost daily, 
(on average approximately 6 percent of the time).  

DPC performed a sensitivity analysis that they called "Grid-cycled Versus 
Standby Unit Reliability." The study was performed with bayesian updated data 
and with no recoveries applied. This study compares 1) the standby unit cold 
start failure probability to the grid-cycled unit cold start failure 
probability and 2) the grid-cycled unit cold start failure probability to the 
grid-cycled unit hot start failure probability.  

DPC concluded that failure probabilities for the standby unit are about the 
same as those for the grid cycled unit. In order to understand the dominant 
failure modes associated with each configuration, the staff and contractor 
examined this study more closely.  

The cold start failure probability of the standby unit, 8.1E-3, was slightly 
higher than the cold start failure probability of the grid-cycled unit, 
7.8E-3. This small difference is due to the "testing" frequencies of certain 
components of the units. The unit in standby mode is started tested every 
seven days (note: this is not a Technical Specification requirement) where-as 
the grid-cycled unit is "tested" (started to generate power to the grid) 
almost daily.  

The cold start failure probability of the grid-cycled unit, 7.8E-3, was higher 
than the hot start failure probability of the grid-cycled unit, 1.6E-3. It is 
important to note that the start failure probabilities do not include the air 
circuit breaker operations necessary for the connections. The actions 
necessary for a Keowee start that are unique to a unit in standby include 
generator excitation breakers change of state and base adjust set within the 
acceptable range. These actions have already been accomplished when an 
emergency start signal is received by a unit generating to the grid. The 
actions necessary for a Keowee start that are unique to a unit generating to 
the grid include turbine hot start and governor hot start (positioning of 
wicket gates). Table 5-3 provides a comprehensive list of those cutsets 
unique to the standby mode, and those unique to grid generation mode. Because 
the change in reliability during grid generation hinges on these individual 
failure probabilities, careful attention should be paid to the generation of 
these individual failure probabilities.  

The failure probabilities for a governor to position wicket gates during a hot 
start and a unit turbine failure during a hot start were generated by 
arbitrarily increasing the cold start failure probability by an order of 
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magnitude and applying these as screening values. Because no specific hot .start test is required to be performed on Keowee, the DPC PRA analysts did not 
have adequate data to statistically determine these failure probabilities.  
The sensitivity of the results to.these screening values were not addressed in 
the Keowee PRA. The staff asked DPC to perform a sensitivity study on these 
failure probabilities. The results are discussed in Section 5.2.7.2.  

TABLE 5-3 CUTSETS UNIQUE TO KU2 IN STANDBY AND GRID GENERATION MODES 

CUTSETS UNIQUE TO OVERHEAD PATH WHEN CUTSETS UNIQUE TO OVERHEAD PATH WHEN 
KEOWEE UNIT 2 IS IN STANDBY KEOWEE UNIT 2 IS GENERATING TO GRID 

KU2 BASE ADJUST FAILS TO SET UNIT ACB2 TRIP FAILS WHEN GENERATING TO 
VOLTAGE WITHIN ACCEPTABLE RANGE THE GRID (TIME DELAY RELAY 52-2TD 
(BASE ADJUST IS SET INCORRECTLY) FAILS) 

KU2 BASE ADJUST FAILS TO SET UNIT KU2 TURBINE HOT START FAILS 
VOLTAGE WITHIN ACCEPTABLE RANGE 
(BASE ADJUST ESTABLISHES CORRECT 
UNIT VOLTAGE) 

KU2 SUPPLY BREAKER FAILS TO CLOSE KU2 GOVERNOR HOT START FAILS 

KEOWEE 2 FIELD FLASHING BREAKER ACB 2 OPEN FAILS (LATENT HUMAN 
FAILS TO OPEN (TRIP COIL 31/T FAILS) ERROR) 

KU2 SUPPLY BREAKER FAILS TO CLOSE . (HUMAN ERROR) 
KU2 FIELD FLASHING BREAKER FAILS TO 
CLOSE (HUMAN ERROR) 

KU2 GOVERNOR COLD START FAILS 
(LATENT HUMAN ERROR) 

5.2.7.2 One Unit Versus Dual Unit Generation to the Grid 

The single failure vulnerabilities that are associated with dual unit grid 
generation discussed earlier in the report are being "corrected" through the 
implementation of NSM-ON-52966. If Keowee were to continue to operate with 
only one unit generating to the grid at a time, neither of these modifications 
would be necessary to meet single failure criteria. This point is worth 
noting since the modifications, though they correct the single failures 
associated with dual unit grid generation, add complexity such as additional 
Air Circuit Breaker (ACB) operations and the logic necessary for their 
actions.  

The ACB actions necessary during an emergency start are illustrated in 
Figure 5-1. The ACBs that begin closed and finish closed must open during the 
various lockouts necessary for unloading and reloading the Keowee units when 
both units are generating to the grid.  
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ACB Action on Emergency Start 

i. Both Units Standby IL One Unit Generating III Both Units Generating 
to the Grid to the Grid 

Open Breaker 

331 
Closed Breaker 

Figure 5-1. Required Actions of Selected Breakers for Three Configurations 
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Figure 5-2. Average Power Path Reliability Versus Time In Dual-Generation Configuration



Qualitatively, dual unit grid generation is a tradeoff between greater ACB . switching action and complexity and less generator excitation breaker action 
coupled with increased reliability of those components that are tested daily 
during dual unit generation. The Keowee model quantifies these tradeoffs in 
this sensitivity study.  

The quantification of these tradeoffs is muted by the small fraction of the 
time that dual grid generation occurs. Based on historical data, dual unit 
grid generation occurs approximately 3.4 percent of the time. For this 
reason, the DPC results which stated "there is no deterioration in the 
calculated reliability when both units are allowed to be used on the grid" are 
not surprising. It is important to note that although historical data 
suggests future dual unit grid generation will occur approximately 3.4 percent 
of the time, this is not a requirement. Changing this percentage can affect 
the reliability results.  

Because no requirements exist to limit the time both Keowee units can 
simultaneously generate power to the grid, DPC performed an additional 
sensitivity study that increased the amount of time of dual unit grid 
generation from 3.4 percent to 30 percent. DPC believes that this amount of 
time would represent a bounding case due to physical limitations.  

This study shows an insignificant decrease in the failure probability when the 
fraction of time is increased from 3.4 percent to 30 percent. The staff's 
contractor reproduced these calculations and came up with similar results.  
Insights into the reasons for these results are provide in the following 
paragraphs.  

DPC's dual unit grid generation sensitivity study was performed using the 
Bayesian updated data. Figure 5-1 shows how ACB3 must open and reclose for 
success of the underground path when the standby unit is generating to the 
grid and receives an emergency start signal. The Bayesian updated data for 
failure of ACB3 to open and close were 6.3E-4 and 1.4E-3, factors of 5 and 2 
respectively, lower than the generic data counterpart (3E-3). The staff's 
contractor performed a sensitivity study substituting generic failure rate 
data for major ACB and PCB components in place of the Bayesian updated data 
for these components and varied the percent of time both units generate to the 
grid from 0 to 50. Figure 5-2 illustrates the results. This figure shows 
that it is very possible to increase the time-averaged Keowee failure 
probability with an increase in percentage of dual generation time. The 
effect on the underground path is more significant than the effect on the 
overhead path.  

An additional factor in the dual unit grid generation tradeoff is the hot 
start turbine and governor failure probabilities. As discussed in the 
previous section, because no specific test exists for a hot start, these 
failure probabilities were given a screening value of 3.5E-4, an order of 
magnitude greater than the corresponding cold start failure data. The staff 
asked DPC to perform a sensitivity study that increased these failure 
probabilities to 2E-2. This value is a Chi-squared approximation given the 
actual data available (11 hot start demands, 0 failures). The base case 
remained approximately the same at 7.4E-3. The dual unit generation case 
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increased to 7.5E-3. Because dual unit generation occurs only 3.4 percent of .the time, this increase may seem insignificant. However, increasing the 
percentage of time in dual unit generation would further increase this failure 
probability. This study shows how the failure probability of dual unit grid 
generation is dependent on these specific failure probabilities for which only 
limited data is available. Therefore, whether there is an increase or a 
decrease in the overall Keowee reliability for dual unit grid generation is 
very dependent upon certain specific component reliabilities. The staff 
believes that in order for DPC to make the statement that there is no 
deterioration in the reliability of Keowee when both units are allowed to 
generate power to the grid (for up to 30 percent of the time), the following 
conditions should be met: 

1. The automatic operation of the ACBs and the associated new logic 
must be highly reliable. The reliability of these components should 
be at least maintained to the Bayesian updated reliability values 
used for these components in the Keowee PRA. To assure these high 
reliabilities are maintained, periodic testing of these ACBs 
(especially ACBs 3 and 4), their new functions and the associated 
logic should be performed.  

2. Periodic hot start testing of the Keowee units should be performed.  
Statistical failure probabilities should be determined from the test 
result data. The licensee should be sensitive to the hot start 
reliability and should try to make .sure that the values used in the 
Keowee PRA are maintained.  

It is important to note that operation to the grid on a daily basis is not a 
requirement. These results are valid only if the Keowee units are operated to 
the grid almost daily. If this changes, the sensitivity study would need to 
be requantified with different exposure times.  

In addition, with the modifications in place, Keowee reliability will be less 
predictable than before until field test data is available on the new and 
modified hardware.  

5.2.7.3 Sensitivity of Dual Unit Grid Generation Results to a Common Cause 
Grid Degradation Event 

When both units are generating to the grid, it is possible for a single common 
cause grid degradation to fail both Keowee power paths. The DPC analysts 
modeled this scenario as a basic event, K12COM1DEX, and arbitrarily assigned 
it a screening value of 1E-6. Assuming dual unit generation occurs 3.4 
percent of the time, the staff's contractor performed a sensitivity study 
varying this value. Because the event is itself a single cutset, it has no 
effect until it approaches a value of 1E-3. As the value approaches 1E-2, it 
begins to have a dramatic effect on the reliability of Keowee. It is 
important to note that these sensitivity results assume dual unit generation 
3.4 percent of the time. Should this percentage increase, the risk impact of 
this common cause failure increases. Consequently, the staff feels that the 
licensee should determine how this event can occur and its likelihood. The 
staff needs this information to conclude there is no significant reduction in.  
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Keowee's reliability if both units are generating to the grid, particularly if 
the percentage of time that both Keowee units are generating to the grid is 
increased.  

5.2.8 Additional Sensitivity Analyses Results 

This section reviews the additional sensitivity analyses that were performed 
in the Keowee PRA and those that were performed after the PRA submittal at the 
request of the staff. The results of these studies are depicted in Table 5-4.  
Two of the studies from the Keowee PRA are not discussed in this report due to 
their lack of important or meaningful insights.  

5.2.8.1 Varying Test/Demand Challenge Frequency 

As mentioned earlier in this report, the Keowee equipment was grouped into 
type codes, each representing a population of components of the same type and 
the same action (e.g. check valve fail to open, filter becomes clogged, 
control switch fails to close). The data from all components of the same type 
code were pooled together to determine the type code failure rate. The 
failure probability for a given component was calculated by multiplying the 
type code failure rate by the appropriate basic event factor.  

Many PRAs calculate equipment failure rates in this manner. One benefit of 
this method is the large amount of data available to calculate a failure rate.  
In order to group components together, they should be subjected to the same 
operating environment. Ideally, all components in the same group or type code 
would have the same or similar periodic testing frequencies. At Keowee, 
component demand frequencies range from daily (for system grid generation) to 
quarterly to every refueling outage. Therefore, some components that are only 
challenged every refueling outage are applied the same failure probability as 
components that are demanded daily. Furthermore, most of the data used to 
calculate the type code failure rate come from the components that are 
demanded daily.  

For this reason DPC performed a study to determine the sensitivity of the 
model to an increase in the demand failure probability of all components which 
are tested less than once per week but are demanded during a black start 
emergency operation. DPC.identified 166 basic events (out of 1135 total) that 
met this condition. The failure probabilities of the identified components, 
which are listed along with their test frequencies in Appendix E, Table E-3, 
of the Keowee PRA, were increased by an order of magnitude for this 
sensitivity analysis.  

The results are depicted in Table 5-4. The results show that the start 
failure probability of a unit was approximately doubled, the unit run failure 
probability was negligibly impacted, and the Keowee top gate was increased by 
approximately 15 percent.  

Because this has a moderate impact on the Keowee reliability, the licensee 
should consider the potential for differences in the failure probabilities of 
components with widely varying test/demand frequencies. The licensee should 
consider taking opportunities to compare actual data for components that are 
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tested/demanded infrequently but demanded on an emergency start with the data 
of similar components with more frequent test/demand intervals.  

5.2.8.2 X Relay Failure Rate Change 

In late 1989, a series of failures associated with X relays began to appear in 
the generator excitation systems and the air circuit breakers. (These were 
the only systems at Keowee that had X relays). All of the X relays were 
replaced in late 1992 with a standard relay type. Because all the X relays 
were replaced with a different type of relay, the demand count and failures 
associated with the X relays were not included in the computations for the 
associated basic events. (This is not an unusual practice in PRA data 
analysis since the goal of the PRA is to determine the present day 
reliability.) 

After the submittal of the Keowee PRA, the staff asked DPC to perform a 
sensitivity study which increased the basic events associated with X relays by 
a factor of 20. The base case solution for Keowee reliability increased 
slightly less than 2 percent, from 7.35E-03 to 7.48E-03.  

Please note that this study is not in the Keowee PRA since it was completed 
after the submittal.  

5.2.8.3 MG-6 Relay Failure Rate Change 

Over the ten year data collection period, 5 MG6 relay demand failures 
occurred. All these failures occurred over the years 1989 to 1992. Because 
the failures all occurred of a relatively short period of time, DPC performed 
this study to determine the sensitivity of Keowee reliability to an order of 
magnitude increase in the failure rate of MG6 relays.  

With the order of magnitude increase, the Keowee top gate increased by 
approximately 4 percent, from 7.35E-03 to 7.67E-03.  

5.2.8.4 Change in Chi-Squared Approximation Equation to Estimate Failure 
Probabilities for Undeveloped Events with Zero Failures 

Recall that DPC classified certain basic events as "undeveloped events." For 
these basic events, DPC stated they could not find applicable generic data.  
Therefore, the "undeveloped event" failure rates were calculated using plant 
specific data only.  

To calculate the failure probabilities for "undeveloped events," DPC divided 
the number of component failures by the total number of demands or run hours.  

For components that had not experienced a failure, they used the Chi-Squared 
variate at the 50 percent cumulative probability level from an equation 
specified in the Advanced Light Water Reactor Utility Requirements Document 
(ALWRURD). However, this equation actually produces a probability value at 
the 20 percent confidence level, not the 50 percent confidence level indicated 
by the ALWRURD and the Keowee study. After review of this equation and 
discussion with statisticians at the NRC, the staff believes that the 
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referenced equation is not appropriate with respect to the number of degrees 
of freedom that it specifies for the Chi-squared distribution. Using the 
equation can be misleading since it produces a probability estimate that is 
about a factor of 3 lower than the 50 percent confidence value.  

The basic events that are affected by use of the ALWRURD equation are listed 
in Table 5-1. The staff asked the licensee to perform a sensitivity study 
using the 50 percent upper confidence interval. values obtained from the Chi
squared distribution with 2 degrees of freedom, as specified in statistical 
text books.  

The base case solution-of the Keowee unreliability increased from 7.4E-03 to 
7.6E-03. Although the increase is only a modest amount, the staff believes 
this point estimate is a more accurate estimation of Keowee reliability than 
the base case estimate. (Please note that this sensitivity is not in the 
Keowee PRA since it was performed after the submittal date.) 

TABLE 5-4 
ADDITIONAL SENSITIVITY STUDY RESULTS 

Base Case Result Sensitivity Result 

Increase Demand Failure Prob. 7.3E-03* 8.4E03* 
by Factor of 10 for All 
Components That Are Tested Less 
Than Once per Week but Demanded 
on an Emergency Start 

Increase X Relay Failure Prob. 7.4E-03 7.5E-03 
by Factor of 20 

Increase MG-6 Relay Failure 7.4E-03 7.7E-03 
Prob. by Factor of 10 

Use 50 percent Upper Confidence 7.4E-03 7.6E-03 
Interval Values Obtained from 
Chi-Squared Distribution with 2 
Degrees of Freedom for DEX 
Events with Zero Failures 

Assume Latent Human Errors Do 7.4E-03 7.2E-03 
Not Exist 

Change Human Reliability 7.4E-03 7.4E-03 
Analysis Values to Estimate 
Pre-1992 Conditions and 
Including Two Errors of 
Commission 

Truncation limit changed from 1E-08 to 1E-07 due to exceeding CAFTA limit on 
the number of cutsets allowed 
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5.2.8.5 Common Cause Failure Analysis Using System Level Approach 

Unlike pfevious Oconee risk studies and most typical PRA studies, Keowee 
common cause events were modeled on a "component-level" rather than on a 
"train-level" or by major components. DPC chose "component-level" modeling 
because of a perceived importance of common cause failure modes on Keowee and 
because component level analysis led to the identification of failure modes 
which could be mitigated by operator recovery action. A drawback to this 
approach is limited availability of generic or plant-specific common cause 
failure data. As a check, DPC performed a sensitivity study using a "system 
level" common cause model.  

The licensee ran two cases, one with generic beta factors of the Keowee units 
to start and run and the other with Keowee specific beta factors to start and 
run. The results are presented in Table 5-5. The results show that overall 
the component level common cause failure probability is a bit higher but 
consistent with the Keowee specific system level common cause failure 
probability. However, the failure to start probability using the generic 
common cause beta factor was higher than either the component level or the 
system level Keowee specific common cause failure to start probability. (This 
may be due to an actual defense against CCFs from the frequent starting of the 
units for grid generation or just modeling and data uncertainty).  

TABLE 5-5 
COMPARISON OF SYSTEM LEVEL VERSUS COMPONENT LEVEL 

COMMON CAUSE FAILURE PROBABILITIES 

Start Failure Run Failure Total CCF 
Probability Probability Probability 

System Level Modeling 4.50E-04 6.20E-04 1.07E-03 
(Generic Beta) 

System Level Modeling 4.05E-05 3.05E-03 3.09E-03 
(Keowee Beta) 

Component Level Modeling 1.50E-04 3.36E-03 3.51E-03 
(Unrecovered) _ 

Component Level Modeling 1.46E-04 7.23E-04 Not 
(Recovered) __reported 

Note: System Level Independent Failure Rate was based on 
actual operating data.  

5.2.8.6 Human Reliability Sensitivity Studies 

5.2.8.6.1 Latent Human Error Importance 

Latent human errors involve the improper post maintenance restoration of 
equipment. Latent human errors were modeled in the Keowee PRA. The 
importance of LHEs in the calculated failure probability was evaluated by 
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setting these basic events to 0. The Keowee base case failure probability 
decreased from 7.4E-3 to 7.2E-3, less than 3 percent by eliminating latent 
human errors.  

5.2.8.6.2 Human Error Probabilities That Existed Prior to the 10/92 LOOP Event 

This study was performed to judge the effects on Keowee reliability of changes 
made to procedures since October 1992. The two errors of commission that 
occurred in the 1992 LOOP event were modeled and values for some of the LHEs, 
DHEs, and'RHEs were changed. The results showed no change from the base case 
Keowee reliability value.  

5.2.9 Uncertainty Analysis 

The licensee performed an uncertainty analysis to determine the probability 
distribution for the Keowee PRA top gate KEOWTOP. The analysis was performed 
by adding error factor and distribution type information to the basic event 
database in CAFTA. The CAFTA Uncertainty Analysis utility was used to 
evaluate the cut sets.  

Using a 5000 sample simulation, the estimated.mean value was 7.32E-3. The 5th 
and 95th percentiles were estimated to be 2.93E-3 and 1.53E-2, respectively.  
The overall error factor for KEOWTOP was approximately 2.3.  

It is important to note that these results represent the base case with plant 
specific bayesian-updated data and operator recovery actions. This base case 
applies to grid-related loss of offsite power events only, where both 
underground and overhead paths are considered to be available. Therefore, 
these results do not apply to plant centered or severe weather loss of offsite 
power events, where only the underground path is assumed to be available.  
Since the uncertainty analysis was performed with plant specific bayesian
updated data, this analysis does not encompass the concerns the staff has with 
this data.  

The staff believes that interpretation of the Keowee PRA results should be 
based on generic data rather than plant specific bayesian-updated data. Most 
of the plant specific data appear to be lower than their generic counterparts.  
The staff cannot conclude that these lower estimates are reasonable based on 
DPC's assumption that the operating environment for Keowee components are more 
benign than at nuclear power plants. Also, the demand failure rate of 
components in similar groupings had varying testing frequencies. This 
grouping could bias the results of components that are tested infrequently.  
Second, DPC did not justify the applicability of using grid generation 
experience to calculate certain basic event probabilities which are specific 
to a Keowee emergency demand (i.e. the voltage adjust).  

5.2.10 Electrical System Interactions 

The Keowee PRA does not address electrical system interactions from Oconee 
Units 1 and 2 that could affect the availability of emergency power to Unit 3.  
However, the staff briefly reviewed this issue to determine if electrical 
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system interactions from Oconee Units 1 and 2 could significantly decrease the 
availability of emergency power to Unit 3.  

The emergency AC distribution system for the three Oconee Units are 
electrically connected only when the two common 4160V Standby buses are 
supplying power to the three units. These Standby buses are energized when 
Keowee is supplying power to Oconee through transformer CT4 (underground path) 
or when transformer CT5 is energized (from the Lee stations or the 100KV 
Central Trans Substation). These two standby buses feed two separate Main 
Feed Buses (MFBs) for each unit (six MFBs). These two MFBs, in turn, feed 
three separate 4160V Engineered Safeguards Buses for each units (9 Engineered 
Safeguard Buses). Each of the 4160V Engineered Safeguard (ESF) buses are 
energized from both Standby buses simultaneously. Therefore, should one 
Standby bus have an uncleared fault, the other Standby bus can energize the 9 
ESF buses. With respect to testing, the two Standby buses are energized 
quarterly based on a selected Licensee commitment from the FSAR. Both Main 
Feed Buses for each unit are always energized either from the Unit Main 
Generator, the switchyard, CT4, or CT5.  

In order for an electrical fault on one unit to affect the other units, the 
Standby buses must have an uncleared fault. Failure of the Standby buses to.  
remain energized for 24 hours is modeled explicitly (irrespective of the 
source of the.fault) in the Oconee Unit 3 AC power model. However, failure of 
a switchgear on one of the three units could fail the standby bus if the 
protective relaying failed to isolate the fault or the necessary circuit 
breakers failed to open.  

For example, should a fault develop on one of the six MFBs when they are being 
energized by the Standby Buses, a bus lock-out signal would be generated to 
isolate the faulted MFB. This signal would actuate the input breaker and the 
three output breakers of the faulted bus to open. Should the input breaker 
fail to open, the standby bus could be faulted. Should one of the three 
output breakers fail to open, additional failures would have to occur for the 
redundant Standby Bus to be affected.  

Based on the example, the likelihood of losing one Standby Bus from a faulted 
MFB can be approximated using the following scenario: 

(an electrical fault on one of six normally energized MFB when the 
Standby buses are energized for a mission time of 24 hours) 

AND 

(MFB input breaker fails to open (the breaker has two redundant signals 
to actuate the trip coils, bus lock-out and overcurrent across the 
breaker) 

Based on values from IEEE500, the likelihood of losing a standby bus from a 
faulted MFB is estimated as less than 1E-8.  
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The staff also considered the likelihood of losing one of the two Standby 
buses from an undetected fault. As described above, these buses are normally 
de-energized and are tested quarterly.  

If the standby failure rate can be reasonably approximately by the hourly 
failure rate, then the likelihood of an undetected electrical fault on one of 
two standby buses becomes 

(the standby failure rate (1.2E-7/hr) * testing frequency (2160hrs)/2)*2 
(two buses) 

Based on values from IEEE500, the likelihood of an undetected electrical fault 
on one of the two standby buses was found to be approximately 3E-4. As stated 
earlier, additional breaker failures would have to occur before the other 
standby bus would be impacted.  

Assuming common cause failures and using a conservative beta factor of 0.1 
(for lack of data), the likelihood of losing both Standby buses was estimated 
to be approximately 1E-5.  

In comparison, these two scenarios were compared-to the likelihood of Keowee 
failing to provide power to CT4 during a severe weather LOOP (the overhead 
path is assumed to be unavailable). This likelihood was estimated to be 8.6E
3 as presented in Table 2.  

Based on these results, the staff does not believe that electrical system 
interactions among the three units should significantly decrease the 
availability of emergency power among the three units. The staff reached this 
conclusion assuming that failure of the Oconee emergency AC power system is 
more likely from the Keowee station itself than un-isolated electrical faults 
from one of the three units. The staff reached this conclusion assuming that 
the breaker coordination among these buses is designed and operated correctly.  

5.3 CONCLUSIONS, INSIGHTS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The fault tree models of the systems and subsystems of Keowee were constructed 
with an appropriate level of detail. Furthermore, the models appeared to be 
consistent with the Keowee diagrams that the staff reviewed and the actual 
plant configuration.  

The base case model assumes that operation is restricted to allowing one 
Keowee unit to generate power to the grid at a time. The unit allowed to 
generate to the grid is aligned to the overhead path, and the standby unit is 
aligned to the underground path.  

The analysis of the base case model assumes that the unit aligned to the 
overhead path is operated daily, while the unit aligned to the underground 
path (stand-by unit) is start tested every 7 days. This 7 day test frequency 
has been the operating practice, however, it is not a requirement in the 
Oconee Technical Specifications. Changes in the test frequency have the 
potential to impact the results of PRA analysis.  
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The result (top gate) of the Keowee PRA is the failure probability of either 
Keowee unit to supply emergency power to Oconee unit 3 through either Oconee 
Transformer CT3 or CT4. The base-case result of the Keowee PRA-was calculated 
in the final report to be 7.4E-3. The base case solution used Bayesian
updated data and included operator recovery actions. The equivalent failure 
probability without accounting for operator recoveries is 1.OE-2.  

Dominant contributors to the results were unavailability due to maintenance, 
components of the auxiliary AC power system (most notably ACBs 5 thru 8), the 
voltage regulator, and common cause failures of auxiliary AC power breakers 
and clogging of the common intake header of the generator cooling water 
strainers. Due to the importance of clogging of these strainers, DPC should 
consider adding a Technical Specification item to assure periodic surveillance 
of these strainers.  

In general, the common cause analysis in the Keowee PRA was found to be 
thorough and reasonable. Common cause failures played an important role in 
Keowee unreliability, contributing 11.7 percent to the total Keowee failure 
probability after recoveries were applied, and 35 percent before applying 
recoveries.  

Collectively, including operator recovery of equipment reduces the Keowee 
overall failure probability by approximately 27 percent, from 1.OE-2 to 
7.4E-3. (Human recovery does not have a large impact on the overall result 
since the overall result is dominated by Keowee maintenance.) Important 
operator recovery actions include: recovering the underground supply by 
aligning the overhead Keowee unit to the underground path, recovering the 
Keowee auxiliary power breakers by manual control, and recovering clogged 
common cooling water filters. Some enhancements to the alarm response 
procedure and the Keowee emergency start procedure were recommended based on 
this analysis.  

The staffing level was taken into consideration in the identification and 
quantification of the human recovery actions. After normal working hours and 
on weekends, Keowee has just one roving watch operator. This roving watch 
operator is a normal Keowee operator and receives training in the Keowee 
Abnormal Procedures. However, the licensee assumed that the roving watch 
operator could perform recovery actions that were proceduralized, but could 
not recover from non-proceduralized situations.  

Non-proceduralized recovery actions rely on the knowledge of the on-call 
technical specialists. The time windows for these actions appear to be tight.  
In severe weather conditions, the assumed travel time to the site may be 
questionable. Given the importance of having a skilled technical specialist 
at the Keowee site during periods of severe weather, and the unpredictable 
nature of traveling in these conditions, the staff believes that a Keowee 
technical specialist should be stationed at the site in advance whenever 
severe weather is predicted to occur.  

.Errors of commission are not normally included in a reliability analysis 
because of the difficulty in identifying and quantifying such errors. It is 
important to note that the more complex a system is the greater its 
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susceptibility to human errors of commission. Because the Keowee system and 
logic is very complex, Keowee probably has a higher susceptibility to errors 
of commission than most nuclear plants with standard EDGs. However, up to 
this point in time, PRAs are limited in their ability to identify and quantify 
these types of human errors.  

The Keowee PRA was requantified using generic data to assess the sensitivity 
of the results to the Bayesian updated data. The result was calculated to be 
1.3E-2. Recoveries were not applied to this case. An increase of about 50 
percent is observed in most of the intermediate gate values when generic data 
is used. Because the KEOWTOP event is dominated by Keowee unit maintenance 
unavailability, the impact in the overall result is smaller at 31 percent.  
The above probabilities are depicted in Table 5-2.  

The staff suggests that use and interpretation of the results of the Keowee 
PRA should be applied with the generic data for the following reasons. Most 
of the generic data used in the Keowee PRA appear to be comparable to the 
Values found in standard sources of such data for nuclear applications. Most 
of the plant specific failure data are lower than their generic counterparts.  
A large amount of the plant specific data was obtained from the experience of 
Keowee during grid generation. Although it is reasonable to assume that the 
majority of this experience data would be applicable to emergency demand 
situations, there are some subtle differences in operation, such as the 
voltage adjust, for which grid generation experience applicability may be 
questionable. The Keowee PRA does not provide justification for the 
applicability of these cases.  

Another concern is that demand frequencies of components such as relays, for which plant specific data was calculated by combining all components of the 
same type into a type code, range from daily (for system grid generation) to quarterly to every refueling outage. Ideally, all components in the same 
group or type code should have the same or similar periodic testing 
frequencies. At Keowee, some components that are only challenged every 
refueling outage are applied the same failure probability as components that are demanded daily. Therefore, due to these concerns, the staff believes the results of the generic data sensitivity study are more robust than the base case.  

DPC classified certain basic events as "undeveloped events." For these basic events, DPC could not find applicable generic data. Therefore, the "undeveloped event" failure rates were calculated using Keowee plant specific 
data only and remained at their plant specific values for the base case (Bayesian updated case) and the generic data sensitivity study. Because of this, the generic data result is not a completely generic data assessment.  There are approximately 64 undeveloped basic events (of 1135 basic events 
total).  

The Keowee failure probabilities, as reported in the Keowee PRA and shown in the first row of Table 5-2, are meaningful when considering a grid-related 
LOOP only.  
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The failure probability of the Keowee system given either a plant-centered .LOOP or a severe weather LOOP is equal to the failure probability of.the 
underground path and its aligned Keowee .unit. This failure probability was 
calculated to be 3.OE-2 (using Bayesian updated data and without applying 
recoveries). When the recovery action of aligning the Keowee unit designated 
to the overhead path to the underground path is included, the Keowee failure 
probability is 8.6E-3. These failure probabilities were not discussed in the 
text or the tables of the Keowee PRA. (The values are implicitly accounted 
for in the calculation of station blackout probability in the integration of 
the Keowee PRA with the Oconee IPE). Explicitly including these values in the 
Keowee PRA would have provided a clearer representation of the Keowee failure 
probability. These failure probabilities are shown in the second row of 
Table 5-2.  

Ignoring the pathways to the Oconee emergency buses and just considering the 
Keowee units, the failure probability of a Keowee unit to start and run for 24 
hours (not including maintenance unavailability) was calculated to be 0.02.  
This failure probability is comparable to an emergency diesel generator 
failure probability to start and run. Therefore, the reliability of a single 
hydro unit is comparable to the reliability of a single EDG (with regard to 
internal event LOOP initiators). However, the overhead pathway to Oconee's 
emergency buses and the dual unit maintenance configuration reduce the overall 
reliability of the Keowee system in comparison to an EDG system with typical 
pathways to emergency buses and no allowance (or need) for dual unit 
maintenance.  

Although the scope of the project was limited to Keowee reliability, a study 
was included in the Keowee PRA which coupled the Keowee PRA with the existing 
model of the Oconee AC power system from the IPE. For the integration with 
the IPE, DPC calculated the probability of losing all AC power for Oconee unit 
3 to be 6.35E-5/yr (for internal events including severe weather). The staff 
believes that this probability could potentially be underestimated for the 
reasons that are discussed below.  

Without credit for power from CT5, the loss of AC power frequency increases by 
over a factor of 10 whereas without credit for power from the overhead path 
from Keowee, the loss of AC power frequency increases only by a factor of 
1.01. Therefore, power from CT5 is a very important part of the Oconee 
emergency power system; much more so than the Keowee overhead power path.  
Because of the importance of power from CT5, decreases in the reliability of 
this power source will have a large impact on the reliability of Oconee 
emergency AC power system.  

An individual unit start failure probability of a Lee gas turbine is 
0.236/demand. Although there are three gas turbines, only one of turbines has 
the ability to "black start." Assuming that a grid LOOP would preclude the 
use of the two Lee gas turbines that cannot black start, then the probability 
of failure of power from CT5 can be no lower than the start failure 
probability of one gas turbine to start, 0.236. This failure probability is 
over a factor of four higher than DPC's "black box" failure probability (0.05) 
for a grid-related LOOP, which should include all possible CT5 power failures.  
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DPC's position is that a grid LOOP does not fail the entire 100kV .system so 
that all three gas turbines will be available to start. Without further 
supporting-technical information, the staff cannot verify this position (given 
that it is inconsistent with the SBO analysis definition of a grid-related 
LOOP).  

Another concern is that the Lee station is under the management of DPC's 
Fossil Generation Department. Maintenance unavailability records are not kept 
with the Nuclear Generation Department. Verification of any past and future 
operational experience is therefore questionable.  

Due to these concerns, the staff believes that the unreliability assigned to 
CT5 power on a grid-related LOOP is potentially underestimated. Therefore, 
either the modeling of CT5 power should be expanded from a "black box" to 
explicitly account for all the failure modes to determine more accurately its 
reliability and availability, or a more robust screening value should be used 
in the "black box" model.  

Due to the importance of the Lee station in the emergency AC power system of 
all three Oconee units, the staff believes that the licensee should establish 
reliability goals for the CT5 power components, and performance should be 
tracked and monitored under the maintenance rule implementation. Reliability 
tracking would be facilitated by organizing the Lee gas turbines under the 
Nuclear Generation Department. In a letter dated January 31, 1996, the 
licensee committed to including the Lee/Central Power system in the 
maintenance rule as a risk significant system. It is therefore expected that 
specific failure modes will be considered for reliability monitoring under 
that rule.  

Since CT5 and the associated 100kV line are not hardened against severe 
weather, planned dual maintenance of Keowee is to be accomplished during 
periods of favorable weather conditions, by making use of weather forecast 
information. The probability of a Severe Weather LOOP with both Keowee units 
in maintenance was reduced by a factor of 10 in the Keowee PRA to account for 
maintenance being scheduled for mild weather periods. This assumption is 
reasonable, provided the Technical Specifications stipulate that pre-planned 
dual unit maintenance should be avoided and also terminated (and equipment 
restored to operable status) when severe weather is imminent.  

When DPC integrated the Keowee PRA with the IPE, the CDF at Oconee unit 3 for 
loss of AC power events was calculated to be 1E-6/yr. Because the same 
concerns with power from CT5 are carried through to this value, the staff 
believes that this value could be potentially underestimated.  

The severe weather LOOP had the greatest impact on the calculated AC power CDF 
in both the original IPE and the Keowee PRA integration. Other important 
events in the Keowee PRA include recovery of offsite power, inability-to 
deploy the SSF within the necessary time, and CT4 (underground transformer) 
failure.  

Because of the importance of CT4 (underground transformer), the staff 
recommends that DPC consider an additional Technical Specification to pre
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align Lee during any CT4 maintenance activity, as is stipulated for dual 
Keowee maintenance activities.  

With no credit for the SSF, the AC power CDF ,increases by a factor of six.  
Therefore, the AC power CDF for internal events is very sensitive to the 
availability of the SSF. The staff believes that this'conclusion also applies 
to the external events CDF. Therefore, the staff believes that the SSF 
failure probabilities used for the IPE update (which is now being performed by 
DPC) should be examined thoroughly. Since the validity of the reliability 
data is dependent on the adequacy and scope of tests, any testing issues 
associated with the SSF should be resolved.  

The failure modes associated with the implementation of the NSM-ON-52966 
modification and dual unit grid generation were modeled in the Keowee PRA as a 
sensitivity analysis. If Keowee were to continue to operate with only one 
unit generating to the grid at a time, the modifications under NSM-ON-52966 
would not be necessary to meet single failure criteria. Although the 
modifications correct the single failures associated with dual unit grid 
generation, they add complexity such as additional ACB operations and the 
logic necessary for their actions.  

Qualitatively, dual unit grid generation is a tradeoff between greater ACB 
switching action and complexity and less generator excitation breaker action 
coupled with increased reliability of those components that are tested daily 
during dual unit generation.  

The quantification of these tradeoffs is muted by the small fraction of the 
time that dual grid generation occurs. Based on historical data, dual unit 
grid generation occurs approximately 3.4 percent of the time. Although 
historical data suggests future dual unit grid generation will occur 
approximately 3.4 percent of the time, this is not a requirement. Changing 
this percentage can effect the reliability results, as shown in .Figure 5-2.  

A sensitivity study showed that Keowee reliability during dual unit grid 
generation is affected by the probabilities used for a governor failure to 
position wicket gates during a hot start and a unit turbine failure during a 
hot start. Because no specific hot start test is required to be performed on 
Keowee, the DPC PRA analysts did not have adequate data to statistically 
determine these failure probabilities. These failure probabilities were 
generated by arbitrarily increasing the corresponding cold start failure 
probabilities by an order of magnitude and applying these as screening values.  
In order to more accurately determine these failure probabilities, a periodic 
hot start test should be performed.  

Therefore, whether there is an increase or a decrease in the overall Keowee 
reliability for dual unit grid generation is very dependent upon certain 
specific component reliabilities. In order for DPC to make the statement that 
there is no deterioration in the reliability of Keowee when both units are 
allowed to generate power to the grid (for up to 30 percent of the time), the 
following conditions should be met: 
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1. The automatic operation of the ACBs and the associated new logic 
must be maintained to the Bayesian updated reliability values used 
for these components in the Keowee PRA. To assure these high 
reliabilities are maintained, periodic testing of these ACBs 
(especially ACBs 3 and 4), -their new functions and the associated 
logic should be performed. Reliability goals should be established, 
and performance should be tracked and monitored against these goals 
under the maintenance rule.  

2. Periodic hot start testing of the Keowee units should be performed.  
Statistical failure probabilities should be determined from the test 
result data. Reliability goals should be established at-the values 
used in the Keowee PRA and performance should be tracked and 
monitored against these goals under the maintenance rule.  

3. The licensee should evaluate potential mechanisms for a single 
common cause grid degradation failing both Keowee power paths when 
generating to the grid. The DPC analysts assigned this event a 
screening value of 1E-6. The staff feels that the licensee should 
determine how this event can occur and its likelihood, especially if 
the percentage of time of dual Keowee unit generation is 
significantly increased.  

Several additional sensitivity studies were performed in the Keowee PRA to 
assess the impact on reliability from various changes in either data or 
operating configurations. In addition to sensitivity analyses, importance 
measures were calculated.  

It can be seen from Table 5-3 that the results of the Keowee PRA are not very 
sensitive to each change, taken one at a time, for these additional 
sensitivity studies. Although this is an important finding, these 
sensitivities when taken as an -aggregate, could have an important effect on 
the results of the Keowee PRA. For example, one sensitivity study showed that 
an order of magnitude increase in MG6 relay failures would increase the 
unreliability of Keowee by 4 percent and another sensitivity study showed that 
an order of magnitude increase in the infrequently tested components failure 
probabilities increases the unreliability of Keowee by 15 percent.  
Additionally, using the 50 percent upper confidence interval values obtained 
from the Chi-squared distribution with 2 degrees of freedom to calculate 
failure probabilities for undeveloped events with zero reported failures 
increases the Keowee unreliability by 3 percent to 7.6E-3., (Although not a 
large change, this value represents a more accurate estimation of Keowee 
reliability than the base case.) 

Although these changes each seem insignificant, when taken together, they 
could have larger significance. Therefore, while certain sensitivity studies 
can be useful to bound analyses and address specific concerns, it is not 
always appropriate to dismiss concerns by providing a sensitivity analysis for 
each specific concern or questionable assumption. It is sometimes more 
appropriate to change the results of the base case in those instances where 
the sensitivity study results provide improved accuracy over the base case so 
that these studies will be reflected in future sensitivity studies.  
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The sensitivity of the results to changing the failure probability of 
infrequently tested components was somewhat significant, at 15 percent. The 
licensee-should consider the potential for differences in the failure 
probabilities of components with widely varying test/demand frequencies by 
taking opportunities to compare actual data for components that are 
tested/demanded infrequently but demanded on an emergency start with the data 
of similar components with'more frequent test/demand intervals.  

It is important to note that Technical Specifications provide the framework 
and constraints for the many of the assumptions and data analysis techniques 
(e.g. component exposure times) in typical nuclear power plant PRAs. Much of 
the testing performed for Keowee and many of the assumptions in the Keowee PRA 
are not included in TS.. Therefore, the Keowee PRA was performed under a less 
stringent framework than.typical plant PRAs. For this reason, the staff and 
licensee should be sensitive to changes in any operating practices, test 
frequencies, time in configurations, etc., and their impacts should be 
addressed accordingly.  

6.0 OCONEE EXTERNAL EVENTS ANALYSIS 

6.1 BACKGROUND 

As discussed earlier, the Keowee PRA was coupled with the existing model of 
the Oconee AC power system from the IPE. In this study, only internal events 
including severe weather were evaluated. The impact of external events on the 
Oconee's emergency electrical system were not within the scope of the Keowee 
PRA project. The licensee submitted their IPEEE on December 31, 1995.  
Therefore, the staff was not able to complete its review of the Oconee IPEEE 
in time for this assessment of the Oconee emergency electrical power system.  
The staff however did review the results of the licensee's IPEEE. This 
section identifies key assumptions and conclusions from the licensee's IPEEE 
concerning the ability of Oconee's Electrical Power System and the SSF to 
withstand an external event. These assumptions and conclusions come directly 
from the licensee's IPEEE and have not been verified by the staff.  

6.1.1 Status of the Oconee IPE and IPEEE 

Duke Power Company (DPC) submitted an IPE for its Oconee Nuclear Station, 
Units 1, 2, and 3 on November 30, 1990. A three volume Oconee Unit 3 PRA with 
external events accompanied the IPE submittal. By cover letter dated April 1, 
1993, the NRC notified DPC that the staffs' review of the completeness and the 
quality of the IPE submittal found that it met the intent of Generic letter 
88-20 for the Oconee Nuclear station.  

Oconee's IPEEE was submitted under cover letter dated December 30, 1995. There 
were many detail changes between the IPE PRA and the IPEEE study, with some 
probabilities and frequencies assigned lower values and others higher values.  
The net result of the changes reduced thetotal external event CDF from 8.7E
05/yr to 6.1E-05/yr.  

The greatest change between the PRA and the IPEEE was a factor of 3 decrease 
in the fire induced core damage frequency. This change arises from a modified 
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calculation yielding a factor of 10 decrease in the initiating event frequency 
for large turbine building fires, moderated by an increase in the failure 
probability of the SSF diesel and SSF Auxiliary Service Water (ASW) pump to 
start and run.  

External events dominate the Oconee CDF. The CDF from fires, tornado, seismic 
and external flooding, is estimated as 6.1E-05/yr, 72 percent of the total CDF 
of 8.4E-05/yr. The PRA indicated that external event initiators also dominate 
the risk profile from the plant. The IPEEE did not provide consequence 
information, but the staff believes that external events dominate offsite 
risk.  

6.1.2 Discussion of the External Event Results 

The IPEEE provided core damage estimates for seismic, external floods, fire, 
and tornado external events. Each of these events is discussed below. Internal 
flooding is discussed in the PRA and some information is provided in this 
report for comparison purposes.  

A screening discussion of transportation and nearby facility accidents is 
included in the IPEEE. The IPEEE concluded that due to very low occurrence 
frequency, physical or administrative limits on amounts, and some on-site 
mitigating features, the risk from these types of initiating events is 
negligible.  

A table in the IPEEE briefly discussed the full range of natural and man-made 
external initiating-events and documented the external events screening 
analysis. None of these events were applicable to the Oconee site.  

6.2 SEISMIC ANALYSIS 

6.2.1 Methodology and Assumptions 

The Safe Shutdown Earthquake for Oconee 3 is 0.1g. The Oconee IPEEE appears to 
have used the screening and walk down guidance provided by EPRI's Seismic 
Margin methodology (EPRI NP-6041) as a first step. However, instead of 
employing the high confidence of a low probability of failure (HCLPF) based 
modelling as suggested in the Seismic Margin methodology, fragility curves for 
those component and structures not screened were developed. Then, a more 
comprehensive seismic PRA was performed.  

In a seismic PRA, the fragility of the components and structures is convoluted 
.(multiplied) with the earthquake frequency/magnitude hazard, producing an 
integrated estimate of the CDF. In this type of analysis, the probability of 
equipment failure is determined by the shape of the fragility curves.  

The seismic hazard for Oconee was taken from the EPRI seismic hazard study. As 
requested in Generic Letter 88-20 Supplement 4, the IPEEE also included 
calculations based on the hazard curve generated by LLNL in 1989. DPC 
concluded that the results were comparable using the two curves and did not 
add or change any insights from'the analysis.  
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The IPEEE fragility analysis was also updated from the median spectral shape .in NUREG/CR-0098 to that in NUREG-1407. The increase in the.high frequency 
(>14 Hz) acceleration in the newer spectral shape caused a decrease (by a 
factor of 0.89) in the median failure acceleration for all equipment in the 
auxiliary building, which has a resonance at 16 Hz. The IPEEE also states that 
due to the decrease in the lower frequency accelerations, "most of the 
existing Oconee structural fragilities..are conservatively defined." It is 
noted, however, that major equipment failure contributors (primarily SSF 
equipment, the transformers, and the standby busses) have had their 
fragilities adjusted upwards - sometimes substantially - with table notes 
indicating that the change is due to the new spectrum or to re-evaluation. The 
net effect is a decrease in the seismic.COF.  

The staff calculated the HCLPF values in this chapter from the reported 
fragility curve parameters in the IPEEE.. The estimate of the expected annual 
frequency of a seismic event of acceleration "a" or greater given below for 
several accelerations values were taken from the EPRI frequency of exceedence 
curve for the Oconee site.  

P{a>0.08g} = 7E-04/yr 
P{a>0.15g) = 2E-04/yr 
P{a>0.26g) = 7E-05/yr 
P(a>0.31g} = 5E-05/yr 
P{a>0.51g) = 1E-05/yr 

The IPEEE added an auxiliary and a SSF building surrogate basic events. These .events represent the many components in these two buildings which were 
screened out during.the walkdown and anchorage review. The auxiliary building 
surrogate has a HCLPF of 0.17g. The SSF building surrogate has a HCLPF of 
0.24g. From the fault trees it appears that the auxiliary building surrogate 
would cause a SBO while the SSF surrogate appears to cause a SSF diesel 
failure mode.  

6.2.2 Electric Power 

Unlike seismic margins analysis, 'loss of power is not assumed as a bounding 
condition for the seismic analyses. The PRA seismic analysis includes the 
magnitude dependent loss of off-site power in the models.  

The loss of the offsite grid is directly represented by the fragility of the 
"Off-site Power Line Insulators." This event has a HCLPF of 0.08g. The 
companion failure mode, loss of CT3 transformer, had its HCLPF recalculated 
from 0.08g in the PRA to 0.27g in the IPEEE.  

The underground line from Keowee through CT4 is credited. The overhead line is 
not credited. Failure of the Keowee units is represented by the failure of the 
Keowee dam or failure of CT4. The random-failure of the power supply from the 
Keowee units, estimated to be 7E-03/d for the internal events analysis, is 
represented in the seismic analysis as a 6E-03/demand unavailability due to 
maintenance. The HCLPF for failure of the.dam is 0.20g and was unchanged 
between the PRA and the IPEEE. The companion failure mode, loss of the CT4 
transformer, had its HCLPF recalculated from 0.20g to 0.41g in the IPEEE.  
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Power supply from the Lee station through CT5 is credited. Loss of this path 
is represented by loss of the overhead line from Lee or loss of the CT5 
transformer. The loss of the overhead line from Lee is quantified as loss of 
off-site power line insulators, with the HCLPF of 0.08g. The companion failure 
mode, loss of the CT5 transformer, had its HCLPF recalculated from 0.08g to 
about 0.23g in the IPEEE.  

Assuming that the relays located at 795' and 809' are located in the Auxiliary 
building, the acceleration on the relays for a given ground motion increased 
between the PRA.and IPEEE. Consequently, the HCLPF for the 795' relay chatter 
had its HCLPF recalculated from 0.027g to 0.024g in the IPEEE. The HCLPF for 
relay chatter at 809' was recalculated from 0.024g to 0.021g. Unrecovered 
relay chatter at 795' disables the AC MCCs, busses, and switchgear and leads 
to an SBO. Themodelling of unrecovered 809'.relay chatter (which disables 
some DC supplies) is not clear. Examination of the cut sets indicate that 
relay chatter at 809' does not directly lead to a SBO.  

Unlike the other loss of power failure events which have no recovery, the 
operators were given a 90 percent chance of recovering from relay chatter.  
Including recovery for the 795' relay chatter yields an equivalent HCLPF (1 
percent composite probability of failure) of 0.16g for chatter induced SBO.  
The equivalent 5 percent failure probability acceleration is 1.2g. Due to the 
recovery, the SBO probability from this failure mode never exceeds 0.1 or 10 
percent.  

6.2.3 Safe Shutdown Facility 

The safe shutdown facility building is a Class 1 seismically qualified 
structure. Both seismic and random failures were included in the models.  

Seismic failures of the diesel and diesel support systems, the transformer, 
and some piping and piping supports were modelled. Seismic failures of the SSF 
ASW and RCM pumps were not in the models.. They have a median failure 
acceleration greater than 2.Og and were screened out.  

The "weakest" component appears to be the SSF:600/208 V AC transformer which 
has a HCLPF of 0.2g. Failure of this transformer fails the RCM pump 
electrical supply but does not fail the SSF ASW function. Other SSF 
components were relatively robust with HCLPF generally larger then 0.4g.  

The SSF can also fail due to failure of the Jocassee dam and a resulting flood 
that exceeds the 5 foot SSF flood barrier. The HCLPF for the dam failure is 
0.20g, and the probability that the resulting flood exceeds the flood barrier 
is given as 0.4/flood.  

6.2.4 Results and Preliminary Findings 

The total seismic CDF is estimated to be 3.6E-05/yr, 43 percent of the total 
CDF of 8.4E-05/yr.  

The cut sets indicate that the only failure modes in the first acceleration 
bin (up to 0.15g) include unrecovered 795' relay chatter. In the Oconee IPE,, 
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relay chatter was found to be a minor contributor to accelerations higher then .0.3g (where 90 percent of the seismic risk lies). This results occurs because 
the licensee assigned large uncertainties to the relay chatter fragilities, 
which caused a slow failure rate increase given increasing acceleration 
levels. Also, recovery leads to a maximum possible failure probability of 
about 0.1.  

Seismic induced loss of power coupled with loss of the SSF contribute to about 
68 percent of the seismic CDF. Twenty percent of these power failures were due 
to a Jocassee dam failure and a resulting flood less then 5 ft. Cut sets 
involving the Auxiliary building and SSF surrogate contribute 23 percent and 
25 percent respectively.  

The seismic fragility curves relating equipment failure probability versus 
ground acceleration will need to be reviewed further to assess the 
reasonableness of their current estimates. Oconee equipments' fragilities were 
first developed in 1981 for the original PRA. These fragilities were modified 
for the PRA submitted with the Oconee IPE in November 1990, and "additional 
enhancements" were made for the IPEEE submitted in December 1995. Both marked 
decreases and marked increases exist between the IPE and the IPEEE median 
fragilities.  

The seismic cut set frequencies in table 3-4 will need to be explored further; 
the cutsets appear to total 1.7E-04, not 3.6E-05.  

The licensee stated that existing in-structure response spectra (IRS) for the .Turbine Building relay capacity versus demand screening were found to be very 
conservative and penalizing. Many of the relays have been preliminarily 
labeled as outliers awaiting more detailed reviews. Evaluation of the two 
IPEEE relay chatter basic events indicated that these represent relays in the 
Auxiliary building. The IPEEE states that an addendum to the IPEEE will be 
submitted if it is eventually concluded that excess margin exist.in the relay 
chatter fragilities. The status of the turbine building relay chatter 
evaluation is needed by the staff to verify the IPEEE results.  

6.2.5 Progress and Revised Schedule for Resolution of USI A-46 

By letter dated October 3, 1995, Duke Power Company informed the staff of its 
progress to resolve USI A-46 ("Verification of Seismic Adequacy of Mechanical 
and Electrical Equipment") and requested to reschedule the USI A-46 submittal 
date from December 31, 1995, to December 31, 1996, for the Oconee Nuclear 
Stations. The licensee stated that the current implementation status is in 
accordance with revision 2 of the Generic Implementation Procedure (GIP-2) and 
that over 95 percent of the more than-1,750 safe shutdown equipment list 
(SSEL) items have been walked down. These walkdowns have not identified any 
safety significant issues that would challenge the current licensing basis.  
The licensee further indicated that an evaluation of the relays that support 
the mechanical SSEL equipment identified over 5,600 relays and contact devices 
that required a relay chatter review in accordance with GIP-2. The review of 
the relays was about 55 percent complete and has not identified any safety 
significant issues that would challenge the current licensing basis. However, 
some low ruggedness relays have been identified and detailed circuit analyses 
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were in progress. In addition, the licensee stated that existing in-structure 
response spectra (IRS) for the Turbine Building relay capacity versus demand 
screening were found to be very conservative and penalizing. Many of the.  
relays have been preliminarily labeled as outliers awaiting more detailed 
reviews. The licensee intended to re-evaluate its Turbine Building IRS and 
the new IRS would in turn more accurately assess the relays for chatter 
considerations. The licensee expected that the more representative IRS should 
reduce the number of premature GIP outliers, control excessive program 
implementation cost, and reduce the number of modifications that are required 
to meet the USI A-46 program. Therefore, Duke Power Company requested to 
reschedule the Oconee A-46 submittal to December 31, 1996. Based on the 
justification provided in the October 3, 1995, letter, the staff determined 
that the licensee's proposed rescheduling is acceptable.  

6.3 TORNADO 

6.3.1 Methodology and Assumptions 

Tornados are modelled as a discritized frequency in magnitude. The 
characterizing wind strength and initiating event frequency changed slightly 
between the PRA and the IPEEE. The new frequencies in categories F2 to F4 all 
increased by about a factor of 2 above the PRA frequencies. The F5 frequency 
was recalculated with the Chi-Squared estimate and no observed occurrences in 
44 years. It decreased by a factor of 2 below the PRA estimate.  

F2 wind 113-157 mph 5.4E-05/y 
F3 wind 158-206 mph 4.1E-05/y 
F4 wind 206-260 mph 3.6E-05/y 
F5 greater then 206 mph 1.7E-06/y 

The logic models for tornados events included only tornado caused 
structure/system failures, several operator actions, and failure of relief 
valves to re-close.  

6.3.2 Electric Power 

Power components at ground level or higher in the turbine building are 
susceptible to damage from flying debris if the wind loadings on the turbine 
building metal walls cause them to buckle and structurally fail. It was 
assumed that the only source of power would be the Keowee units, through CT4, 
to both the 4160 switchgear on the turbine building ground level, as well as 
alternative 4160 switchgear in the basement.  

The 4160 switchgear on the ground level of the turbine building powers the HPI 
pump. A-probability of 0.38 was assigned to loss of power in this switchgear 
room following a tornado of strength F2 to F5. The pump itself is in the 
basement of the auxiliary building. A tornado specific recovery action is to 
run a temporary power cable from an alternative switchgear in the auxiliary 
building's basement-(now powered by the Keowee unit) to the HPI pump. This 
switchgear also powers an auxiliary service water (ASW) pump.which provides 
both secondary feedwater and HPI cooling. A probability of 1.OE-1/demand was 
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assigned to the failure of the operators to correctly align this power path 
following failure of the switchgear.  

The Keowee underground path via hardened transformer CT4, assumed available in 
the PRA, was assigned a magnitude dependent failure probability in the IPEEE.  
The Keowee magnitude dependent failure probabilities are given below.  

Tornado Magnitude Probability of Keowee failure given Tornado 

F2 6.2E-02 
F3 1.6E-01 
F4 2.2E-01 
F5 3.1E-01 

6.3.3 Safe Shutdown Facility 

The safe shutdown facility (SSF) building is constructed of reinforced 
concrete. The licensee expects the SSF to withstand the wind effects from any 
tornado. Failure of the operator to align the ASW (1.OE-01/demand) or RCM 
(2.5E-01/demand) were included in the fault trees. Other random failures of 
SSF equipment were not included. Although the SSF building is not expected to 
fail, failure of the East and West penetration room wall is included as 1.7E
01/demand for tornados of F4 or F5 magnitude. If these walls fail, both RCM 
and SSF ASW functions fail.  

The PRA did not consider tornado induced failures of the Keowee units. In the OIPEEE, the tornado induced loss of Keowee power source is included in the 
logic. Failure of Keowee becomes the principal tornado failure mode which 
fails both the normal and auxiliary switchgear. Consequently, the failure of 
the SSF changed from a relatively negligible contributor in the PRA, to a 
relatively major contributor in the IPEEE.  

6.3.4 Results and Preliminary Findings 

The total tornado CDF is estimated to be 1.3E-05/yr, about 15 percent of the 
total CDF of 8.4E-05/yr.  

The tornado induced degradation of on-site power contributes to about 67 
percent of the tornado CDF. The major contributor of 40 percent is failure of 
the Keowee units to provide power to the plant followed by failure of the SSF.  
The remaining 27 percent arises from failure of the on-site 4160 bus followed 
by failure of powering the HPI and ASW from the auxiliary bus, and finally 
failure of the SSF.  

Failure of the SSF is dominated (40 percent contribution to tornado CDF) by 
failure to provide RCM flow on time. The next largest SSF failure contribution 
is the structural failure of the west penetration room walls (20 percent).  
Failure to provide the ASW SSF function is a minor contributor. The remaining 
30 percent includes mostly structural failures coupled most often with relief 
valves failing to re-seat, which disables the SSF.  
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The Chi-Squared variate at the 50 percent cumulative level and zero known 
occurrences was used to estimate the frequency of F5 tornados. The staff has 
concerns regarding this estimation technique (See Keowee PRA section 5.2.3).  

6.4 FLOODS 

6.4.1 Methodology and Assumptions 

Internal floods from pipe ruptures in the turbine building and the auxiliary 
building were evaluated in the PRA and not included in the IPEEE. The 
frequency of core damage due to floods in the auxiliary building was estimated 
to be negligible, (<2E-8/yr during the initial screening and partly due to 
modifications identified in the 1984 PRA and implemented). Only turbine 
building floods were modelled in detail.  

The internal flooding analysis is constructed from a set of flooding specific 
models, linked to the appropriate internal events models. The internal 
flooding analyses has been found to meet the intent of GL-88-20 as discussed 
in the April 1993 IPE SER.  

External floods arising from failure of the Jocassee dam were modelled in the 
PRA. Excessive precipitation and river floods were evaluated and not 
considered credible. The frequency of random failure of the Jocassee dam was 
estimated in the PRA to be 1.6E-05/yr, but a value of 2.5E-05/yr was used in 
the quantification. The IPEEE corrected this error and added the time span 
from 1988 to 1993 with no new dam failures. These actions decreased the 
initiating event frequency to 1.3E-05/yr.  

The PRA assumed.that the SSF would not be directly effected by any flood. The 
IPEEE notes, however, that a flood higher then 5 ft would flood and fail the 
SSF. A probability that a flood would be higher then 5 Ft. (0.2/flood) is 
used in the IPEEE. This change causes the external flooding CDF in the IPEEE 
to be higher than the PRA even though the initiating event frequency is a 
factor of 2 smaller.  

6.4.2 Electric Power 

Failure of equipment due to internal floods is dominated by submerged 
equipment. Examination of the internal fault trees indicates the potential 
for crediting the Keowee or Lee power sources through the link to the internal 
events electric power fault trees. It is assumed that these power supplies 
were included but unclear what, if any, impact they had on the results.  

External flooding due to failure of the Jocassee dam is assumed to fail all 
power at the plant leaving the SSF as the sole remaining mitigating system.  

6.4.3 Safe Shutdown Facility 

The SSF is credited as a recovery source following internal turbine building 
flooding. The SSF system is housed in a separate building and not affected by 
such floods. If a turbine building flood exceeds a first critical level, then 
normal feedwater and EFW are assumed to fail. Then, the SSF ASW function 
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would be required. If.the flood exceeds a second critical level, and other 
independent backup systems fail, the SSF RCM function would .be required. In 
the event of turbine building flooding, the operators are instructed to 
isolate all CCW pump discharge valves in an attempt to control the floods.  
This action will disable the siphon feeding of the CCW inlet line which is the 
supply for the SSF ASW. This event requires the use of the portable pump in 
the SSF to refill the inlet lines.  

The SSF building is raised above/bunkered against a 5 foot external flood.  
Floods greater then this are assumed to fail the SSF; less significant floods 
were assumed to have no-impact on the SSF operability.  

6.4.4 Results and Preliminary Findings 

The total internal flood CDF is estimated to be 5.5E-06/yr, about. 7 percent of 
the total CDF of 8.4E-05. The major contributor (54 percent of internal 
flooding total) is a large or medium flood followed by failure of the SSF to 
supply secondary side cooling. The next major contributor (28 percent of 
internal flooding) is a large flood with successful SSF secondary side cooling 
but failure of primary RCM pumps.  

The total external flood CDF is estimated to be 7.OE-06, about 8 percent of 
the total CDF of 8.4E-05.  

The CDF from a flood which also floods the SSF is estimated as 2.6E-06/yr, 
this represent 37 percent of the total external flooding CDF. Following the 
less severe floods, the SSF is the only available mitigating system. Failure 
of the RCM function of the SSF contributes to 14 percent of the total flooding 
CDF. Failure of the SSF ASW function contributes about 12 percent, and failure 
of both RCM and SSF ASW contributes 36 percent.  

6.5 FIRES 

6.5.1 Methodoloqy and Assumptions 

Discussion of potential fire areas was substantially expanded in the IPEEE 
compared to the PRA by considering more fire areas. However, all new areas 
were qualitatively screened out. It is important to note that many areas 
containing safety equipment were screened out if no required operating 
equipment would be damaged, and thus no unavoidable plant trip would occur.  
Other areas where both operating and safety equipment would be damaged were 
screened out, since the impact was deemed to be bounded by the turbine 
building fire.  

Fires in the cable shaft and turbine building were considered in more detail.  
Cable shaft fires were quantitatively screened out (CDF<1E-9). This screening 
includes extensive credit for low levels of combustibles and the SSF. The 
primary SSF failure mode (operator error failing to correctly start system) is 
not deemed .applicable to the cable shaft fires. In the screening analysis, 
the operators were assumed to have much more than 15 minutes to start the 
system. Thus, a failure probability of 6E-03, instead of 1E-01 is used.  
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Fire in the turbine building was quantified. EFW from an unaffected unit.is 
assumed to be used to mitigate a fire induced transient unless all three units 
are damaged, so only a fire which spread to all 3 units is included in the 
final calculation.  

In the PRA, the frequency of turbine generator oil fires was estimated to be 
1.OE-03/yr based on a simple evaluation of historical data. Using statistical 
estimation based on the Chi-Squared variate at a 50 percent cumulative level 
(see Keowee section B.3), the initiating event frequency of large turbine 
building fires was reduced from 1.OE-03/yr in the PRA to 1.7E-04/yr in the 
IPEEE.  

As in the PRA, the licensee assumed that ten percent of the fires will not be 
contained by the automatic sprinkler system and manual actions. Therefore, 
the frequency of having a large turbine building fire that affects all three 
units was estimated to be 0.1*1.7E-04/yr or 1.70E-05/yr.  

6.5.2 Electric Power 

No credit is taken for electrical supply from any source following a fire 
which involves all three units' turbine hall. The on-site AC distribution 
network is assumed to be completely disabled leaving only the SSF as the 
mitigating system.  

6.5.3 Safe Shutdown Facility 

The SSF is not affected by the turbine building fire. Based on the assumption 
that this fire involves all 3 units, the SSF is the only mitigating system 
available. Therefore, the SSF is required to supply feedwater to the SGs' and 
supply power to the individual RCM pumps. Aside from the relatively minor 
failures of the individual RCM pumps to run, these core damage sequences 
represent a 3 unit core damage event.  

The SSF is modelled as a recovery action following a fire (e.g. there are no 
fire event or fault trees in the IPEEE). The mechanics of this process are 
not clear, but the result is a list of core damage cut sets following a fire 
in the turbine building.  

6.5.4 Results and Preliminary Findings 

The .total fire CDF is estimated to be 5.OE-06/yr, about 6 percent of the total 
CDF of 8.4E-05/yr. However, the fire cut set list totals 5.8E-06/yr.  

Since the only mitigating system is the SSF, it's failure contributes to 100 
percent of the CDF. As defined by the initiating event, failure of AC is given 
following the fire and can also be considered to contribute to 100 percent of 
the CDF.  

Fire is specified as a severe turbine building oil fire. The frequency of 
such fires of 1.7E-04/yr is developed from the Chi-Squared variate at the 50 
percent cumulative level and zero observed large turbine fires in US plants.  
The staff has concerns regarding this estimation technique (see Keowee Section 
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5.2.3.1.1). Although there was no discussion of Oconee specific fire data, O the LER's indicate that Oconee has had at least two electrical fires.  

Many fire areas are screened out based on the premise that, although safety 
equipment may be failed, there is no plant trip and thus no initiating event.  
The licensee assumed the consequences of fires in all other fire areas are 
bounded by the turbine building fire.  

6.6 CONCLUSIONS 

Based on the staff's preliminary review, the.staff found that the IPEEE limits 
the depth of its probabilistic external event analysis by concentrating on a 
few catastrophic events which have a high probability of disabling most or all 
of the AC distribution system and other safety related equipment (such as 
EFW). Since the licensee's analysis focused on catastrophic external events 
that result in widespread destruction of equipment (particularly the common 
turbine building), many of the reported core damage scenarios cause multi
unit, not single unit core damage. In addition, the contribution of less 
significant, but more likely external event scenarios may be misrepresented.  

External events dominate the total Oconee CDF. DPC reported that the CDF from 
fires, tornados, seismic and external flooding events contribute approximately 
72 percent of the total CDF of 8.4E-5 per year. Seismic events and tornados 
alone contribute almost 60 percent of the total CDF. Seismic induced loss of 
onsite power coupled with loss of the SSF contribute to about 68 percent of 
the Seismic CDF. Tornado induced degradation of onsite power contributes to .about 67 percent of the tornado CDF. In addition, severe weather induced loss 
of offsite power events is the largest contributor to the internal event SBO 
CDF. The uncertainties associated with these external events were not 
required to be explicitly addressed in licensee's IPEEE. Since external event 
and severe weather event uncertainties can be large, the Staff believes that 
these uncertainties should be taken into consideration when making decisions 
regarding the availability Oconee emergency AC power system.  

Based on the information provided in the IPEEE, the staff created the 
following table (See Table 6-1). This table summarizes the capability of the 
SSF and the Oconee AC power system to withstand an external event.  
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(TABLE 6-1) OCONEE AC AND SSF FUNCTIONS CREDITED DURING EXTERNAL EVENTS ANALYSIS 

Off-Site Keowee Power from SSF Comments 
INITIATING Power undergrnd Lee/CT5 
EVENT path 

Power CT3 Dam CT4 Power CT5 
lines lines 

SEISMIC 

2% a < .2g A A A A A A A SBO and CD frequency low and 
dominated by relay chatter 

20% .2g < a < .4g D A A A D A A Recoverable relay chatter 
losses dominance 

55% .4g < a < .8g F GF D A F GF D At 0.6g about 60% chance of SBO 
with 4% from Relays 

23% a > .8g F F F GF F F F High conditional CDF given 
seismic event 

EXTERNAL FLOODS 

80% depth < 5Ft Failed Failed Failed Available Flood from Jocasee dam break 
leaves only the SSF 

20% depth > 5ft Failed Failed Failed Failed Flood from Jocasee dam break 
floods everything 

FIRE Failed Failed Failed Available SSF is the only RCM and only 
ASW available.  

TORNADOS 

60% W/O SBO Failed Available Failed Available SSF backup RCM and ASW source-.  

.40% With SBO Failed Failed Failed Available Keowee supply failed by the 
tornado, SSF only RCM and ASW 
source.  

A = Available, relatively weak correlation between ground acceleration and equipment failure.  
D = Degraded, increasing correlation between ground acceleration and equipment failure.  
F = Failed, very high conditional probability of equipment failure due to ground acceleration.  
GF= Guaranteed Failure, transformer fails due to failure of its power supply.



7.0 .OTHER ISSUES 

7.1 OCONEE COMPLIANCE WITH 10 CFR 50.46 AND APPENDIX K 

In response to questions raised about Oconee's conformance to 10 CFR 50.46, 
acceptance criteria for emergency core cooling systems for light water nuclear 
power reactors., the following discussion is provided. The Emergency Core 
Cooling System (ECCS) at Oconee reviewed by the staff in 1976 was determined 
to meet the requirements of 50.46. Oconee was licensed prior to the 
requirements of 50.46 being established. The original Oconee ECCS design was 
reviewed and approved by the staff and documented in a Safety Evaluation (SE).  
The SE stated that the design met the requirements of the Interim Policy 
Statement (36 FR 12247) stating the interim acceptance criteria for ECCS.  
After 10 CFR 50.46 and Appendix K was finalized and became the new ECCS 
acceptance criteria the staff issued an Order to Oconee on December 27, 1974, 
to re-evaluate the ECCS with an acceptable ECCS model that conforms to 50.46.  

On July 9, 1975 the licensee responded to the Order with an analysis based on 
an approved Babcock and Wilcox methodology, BAW-10103, "ECCS Evaluation of 
B&W's 177 FA Lowered Loop NSS." The staff review of this model documented in 
two Status Reports stated that historically, "the single failure which was 
assumed to degrade the ECCS the most during a LOCA was a failure of a diesel 
subsequent to a loss of offsite power." The review goes on to describe how 
containment pressure should be handled with regard to single failure. The 
July 9, 1975 licensee submittal states in section 3.5 Single Failure, "The 
single failure used in this analysis is identical to that presented in Section .4.6 of BAW-10103." The staff review of the July 9, 1975 submittal that 
concluded Oconee is in compliance with 50.46 and Appendix K, dated January 16, 
1976, states that with regard to the single failure criterion, "Babcock and 
Wilcox ... assumed the loss of one diesel to minimize ECCS cooling." The SER 
concludes after discussing some other failures that the single failure 
criterion will be satisfied. On March 10, 1976, the licensee issued a letter 
to the NRC stating that the worst single failure identified in BAW-10103 and 
the Oconee specific analysis was the loss of a diesel, following the loss of 
off-site power, which results in the operation of only one LPI and one HPI.  
The letter goes on to state that Oconee emergency power system uses two hydro
electric .generating units rather than diesels and, "a single failure of one of 
these sources will have no effect on ECCS performance." The letter concludes 
that the previous analysis remains valid because, "there is no possibility of 
a common mode failure which will result in the loss of more than one 4160 volt 
switchboard" which would result in the operation of -less than one LPI and one 
HPI. A brief review of the docket did not show whether this letter was 
formally reviewed or approved.  

Although there is considerable docketed correspondence regarding the Oconee 
ECCS no other substantive information regarding single failure, 50.46 and 
Appendix K was discovered. The current UFSAR (31 DEC 1994 Version) indicates 
for the Small Break LOCA (SBLOCA) "the worst single failure for SBLOCA remains 
the loss of one bus of emergency power" resulting in one LPI and one HPI, with 
half of the flow being diverted through the break. For the Large Break LOCA 
(LBLOCA) a more limiting single failure was identified. The UFSAR states, 
"With the assumed loss of offsite power, this single failure results in a 48
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second delay until ECCS fluid is delivered to the RCS." This single failure 
is the failure of transformer CT-4 and the larger 48 second (up from 35 
second) delay is the time associated with the second hydro-unit to become 
available to power both trains of ECCS. It should be noted that the 48 second 
delay case results in a higher peak clad temperature than the 35 second case, 
even though both.trains of ECCS equipment are available after the 48 second 
delay. The increased delay time (from 35 second to 48 second) was transmitted 
to the NRC in an attachment to the normal 50.46 reporting requirements with no 
description of the change other than the EC'CS acceptance criteria continued to 
be met. Again, a brief review of the docketed correspondence indicates that 
this change was not formally reviewed by the staff.  

Although the staff did not perform a comprehensive review of the ECCS design 
for this exercise, based on a limited review of the docketed correspondence 
including the current UFSAR, it appears that there is no reason to believe 
that Oconee does not continue to be in compliance with the requirements of 
50.46 and Appendix K. With regard to single failure, Oconee uses a plant 
specific definition. The original staff review of the ECCS for compliance 
with 50.46 and Appendix K checked for single failure vulnerabilities in the 
piping system and ultimately concluded that the plant should be analyzed 
assuming the limiting single failure was the same as the generic B&W analysis 
assuming the loss of an emergency bus (actually a diesel generator). *The 
emphasis of the ECCS rulemaking and the individual reviews at the time was on 
the thermal hydraulic and physical treatment of LOCA analysis models in 
addition to the acceptance criteria, and not on the electrical design or the 
basis of the single failure criterion. Plants licensed after Appendix A, were 
required to meet requirements of GDC 17 for electrical systems (onsite and 
offsite) which encompass any single failure requirements on electrical systems 
from Appendix K or GDC-35. Because Oconee was not licensed to Appendix A, the 
plant specific single failure definition fcr Oconee remains valid and in 
effect with no additional requirements on the electrical power systems as a 
result of 50.46 or Appendix K.  

7.2 HUMAN PERFORMANCE 

To gain some insights into human performance at Oconee, the staff reviewed 
data summarized for use at the NRC senior management prebriefings (reference 
Memorandum to Steven Varga, et al from Bruce Boger, Director Division of 
Reactor Controls and Human Factors, OER dated February 14, 1996). The 
information included tabulations of the number of LERs and Inspection Report 
items involving human performance aspects at each NRC regulated plant. It did 
not however, provide assessment of the significance of the items. The data 
was examined for this report to gain some perspective on the number of 
reported human performance problems at Oconee as compared to other plants.  

The following is derived from the data: 

1. The number of LERs involving human performance and the number of human 
performance items in the Inspection Reports for the Oconee plants are 
less than the average.  
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2. At Oconee, there are downward trends in the number of LERs and items in 
the Inspection Reports from past years to present.  

The memorandum accompanying the data indicated that the information provided 
is somewhat subjective in nature and should only be used for insights, or to 
validate information from other sources. Since the data did not appear to.  
validate a conclusion of human performance weaknesses at Oconee, the staff did 
not further pursue a more in depth analysis in this area for this report.  

8.0 SIGNIFICANT FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Following is a synopsis of the significant'findings and recommendations from 
this report.  

8.1 OCONEE EMERGENCY AC ELECTRICAL SYSTEM 

During certain LOCA/LOOP and LOOP scenarios the Keowee underground path unit 
will pick up Oconee electrical loads while the unit is still accelerating and 
has not yet reached full nominal frequency and voltage. The staff was 
concerned that this scenario had not been adequately analyzed. In their 
January 31, 1996, letter Duke Power has provided a commitment to modify the 
permissives on the emergency power path to delay loading of the Keowee units 
until the voltage and frequency are within approximately 90 percent of their 
nominal values. This modification should resolve the early loading issue 
relative to the Keowee underground path. The staff will review the 
particulars of the modification when they are available. (Item 3-1, Section 
3.1.4) 
During periods when both Keowee units are generating to the grid for 
commercial generation purposes they are both potentially susceptible to 
common-mode grid-related perturbations such as electrical faults. The 
occurrence of certain ground faults and events involving tripping of generator 
loss-of-excitation relays are not considered significant by the staff, and 
these particular events therefore will not be pursued further. The events, 
however, might increase the common cause actuation of Keowee generator lockout 
probability to a degree that generating both units to the grid would be found 
to be slightly less reliable, rather than slightly more reliable, as concluded 
in the sensitivity study done for dual unit generation in the Keowee PRA.  
(Item 3-2, Sections 3.1.5.1 and 3.1.5.2) 

It is not practical in the Oconee design to provide an integrated test for 
each possible combination and permutation of emergency power sources, feeder 
paths, initial state of emergency power sources, and transfer combinations.  
More reliance therefore has to be placed on component specific tests, 
overlapping tests, partial integrated tests, and analyses. The action Duke 
Power will need to take to respond to Generic Letter 96-01, "Testing of Safety 
Related Logic Circuits," should increase assurance that all individual logic 
components in the Oconee emergency ac power system design are being tested.  
Therefore the staff has not pursued this aspect of the testing issue in this 
report. (Item 3-3, Section 3.1.6.10) 
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The testing performed by Duke Power has not block loaded the emergency power 
sources (Keowee or Lee gas turbines) utilizing the actual emergency loads in 
an integrated fashion, or any other loads in a simulated fashion, to the 
levels that could be seen during an actual event. The analytical work 
performed by Duke Power for the various loading scenarios must therefore be 
relied upon to a larger degree to provide the level of assurance necessary 
that the safety loads will start and operate properly. Duke's analysis in.  
this area is addressed below in item 3-5. (Item 3-4, Section 3.1.6.10) 

The staff's review of the results of the CYME computer analysis performed on 
the Oconee emergency ac power system found very small margins to tripping of 
some motors during some scenarios., There were also questions on the 
validation of the model and some of the assumed initial source voltages used.  
As a result, the staff does not have enough information on the CYME computer 
analyses performed for the Oconee emergency ac power systems to confirm at 
this time that they provide the level of assurance necessary that the safety 
loads will start and operate properly. The staff will pursue its questions on 
the analyses with Duke Power in order to determine the accuracy of the 
results. If the results are found to be highly accurate but there are still 
small margins to motor tripping, than the staff will need to pursue the 
accuracy and reliability of the motor overload protective devices. If the 
staff cannot establish to a reasonable degree of confidence from the analyses, 
that the safety systems will perform properly without motor tripping or 
thermal damage, than additional more fully integrated loading tests-will need 
to be performed to obtain the necessary level of confidence. (Item 3-5, 
Section 3.1.6.10 and 3.2.2.4) 

A failure of a Keowee voltage regulator or governor that results in an out-of
tolerance voltage or frequency, could expose the redundant safety equipment of 
the three Oconee units to that voltage and frequency. The staff believes a 
system of voltage and frequency protection, permissives, and limiters which 
does not rely on operator intervention should be provided to fully guard 
against these failures. As a minimum it appears that overfrequency protection 
on the underground and overhead paths, and undervoltage protection on the 
underground path should be installed to supplement protection that is already 
in place. (Item 3-6, Section 3.1.2) 

A failure of the Lee-gas turbine voltage regulator or governor that results in 
an out-of-tolerance voltage or frequency, could expose the redundant safety 
equipment of the three Oconee units to that voltage and frequency, unless 
protective trips separate the Oconee equipment. The staff does not know what 
protection of this kind is available when a Lee gas turbine is powering Oconee 
electrical equipment. The staff is also not aware of any-failure analyses 
performed on the Lee gas turbine governor or generator voltage regulator that 
analyzes the potential for an out-of-tolerance voltage or frequency to occur.  
Consistent with the above similar issue on the Keowee generators, the staff 
believes a system of voltage and frequency protection which does not rely on 
operator intervention should be provided to fully guard against these 
failures. (Item 3-7, Section 3.2.1) 

Duke Power should not delete from the Oconee Technical Specifications the Lee 
gas turbine load application test that utilizes Oconee loads. While this 
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test does not actually load the Oconee loads in the manner it would during an 
event, and the magnitude of the load energized is not what may occur during an 
event, it is the only step-load test that is performed on the machines. The 
staff will determine whether more realistic loading tests should be performed 
on the Keowee and Lee gas turbine generators following its discussions with 
Duke Power on the CYME computer analyses performed with these units as power 
sources. (Item 3-8, Section 3.2.2.5) 

The Keowee PRA indicates that the Oconee station blackout (SBO) induced core 
damage frequency (CDF) is approximately 1.OE-6/yr. Based on this it appears 
that Oconee meets the Commission's expectations relative to SBO rule 
implementation. Because of this and the apparent dual means of coping with an 
SB0 event (for at least some minimum period of time) using the turbine driven 
emergency feedwater (EFW) pump or SSF; it is not believed there is a need to 
further pursue the question of the adequacy of the implementation of the SBO 
rule at Oconee at this time. However, Duke Power Company plans to perform an 
integrated test of the SSF (see section 4 of this report), the results of 
which could provide greater or lesser confidence in its ability to perform its 
function, that in turn could affect SBO CDF results. The SB0 results are also 
sensitive to'the assumed availability and reliability of the Lee gas turbines.  
This issue, therefore, may be revisited if.the outcome of the SSF test is not 
satisfactory, or if the targeted reliability/availability of the Lee gas 
turbines is not achieved during plant operation. (Item 3-9, Section 3.4) 

Because there are substantial differences in the Keowee emergency start 
sequence as compared to the Keowee normal start sequence, a normal start test 
may not detect failures that could affect the emergency start sequence. In 
addition some.of these failures could affect the unit's ability to supply an 
acceptable voltage and frequency. The staff therefore believes the Keowee 
units should be tested on a monthly frequency by using an emergency start 
signal to initiate the monthly start test. (Item 3-10, Section 3.1.6.1) 

The 5 MW load used in the Oconee EPSL test would not necessarily bound the 
maximum partial load that might be rejected during a three unit LOOP event 
(e.g. one entire Oconee unit including reactor coolant pumps). Also, it does 
not appear that the EPSL functional test procedure provides transient voltage 
or frequency acceptance criteria for the load rejection. A bounding test 
should be provided unless the acceptance criteria for the proposed degraded 
grid and switchyard isolation functional test or keowee load rejection test will provide the needed assurance that the single load rejection limits would 
not be violated if those tests were passed. (Item 3-11, Section 3.1.6.6) 

In 1980 a bus connection overheated in Oconee Unit 3 cabinet 3B1T-3 as the 
result of operating the Unit Auxiliary Transformer and the Unit Startup 
Transformer connected in parallel. The staff could not determine if any 
follow-up corrective action had been implemented. Duke Power should ensure 
that procedures are in place in each Oconee unit to prevent paralleling of the 
Unit Auxiliary Transformer and the Unit Startup Transformer except for brief 
power transfer evolutions. (Item 3-12, Section 3.5.1) 

In the case of an event which will automatically result in load shedding of 
the Oconee switchyard battery chargers and subsequent discharging of the 
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switchyard batteries, the staff believes the recovery of the chargers should 
be included in the emergency recovery procedures. (Item 3-13, Section 3.3.2) 

8.2 STANDBY SHUTDOWN FACILITY 

Over the years a number of concerns have been raised by both the staff and the 
licensee. Most of these issues have been resolved and changes have occurred 
as a result of these resolutions.  

Based on this evaluation, the staff concluded that the only remaining 
significant concerns relative to the SSF are the SSF makeup pump's marginal 
capacity (which results in a required initiation of 10 minutes) and the lack 
of integrated testing of the makeup pump's ability to supply balanced seal 
flow to all four reactor coolant pumps. The balanced flow concern is that one 
or more pumps could be starved for flow (or below the minimum required for 
adequate-seal cooling), thereby causing seal heatup and inducing increased 
seal leakage (beyond the capacity of the makeup pump) and possible seal 
failure during an SSF event. The licensee is currently in the process of 
developing an integrated test program for the makeup pumps. The staff has 
concerns that the planned flow testing will not be adequate to provide 
sufficient data to verify adequate seal cooling flow to each pump during 
actual SSF makeup pump injection. The licensee should develop more detailed 
and meaningful acceptance criteria for these tests and submit the acceptance 
criteria for staff review. (Item 4-1, Section 4.4) 

The staff's remaining concern relates to the small capacity and 10 minute time 
restriction on operation of the SSF makeup pumps, particularly on Unit'1 which 
has Westinghouse reactor coolant pumps (RCPs). At Unit 1, the operators must 
get the system up and running within 10 minutes to preclude possible excessive 
increases in RCP seal leakage. Because we have confidence that adequate seal 
cooling can be maintained (assuming acceptable integrated test results) if 
injection is restored within 10 minutes, the staff concluded that the licensee 
should place-more emphasis on operator training and drills to assure this 
capability can be consistently and confidently maintained. (Item 4-2, Section 
4.4) 

8.3 Duke Power Company's Keowee Reliability Analysis (Keowee PRA) 

Based on the staff's review of the Keowee PRA, the staff identified several 
actions that DPC should consider. The staff believes that implementation of 
these actions is needed to support the reported availability results in the 
Keowee PRA.  

Non-proceduralized recovery actions require the expertise of the on call 
technical specialist. Given favorable weather conditions, the values 
estimated for the on call technical specialist seem reasonable, but possibly 
optimistic. However, given severe weather conditions, the assumed travel time 
to the site may be questionable. Due to the importance of having a skilled 
technical specialist at the Keowee site during periods of severe weather and 
the unpredictable nature of traveling in these conditions, the staff believes 
that a Keowee technical specialist should be stationed at the site in advance, 
whenever severe weather is predicted to occur. (Item 5-1, Section 5.2.3.5) 
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Since the Lee gas turbines contribute significantly to the availability of the 
Oconee emergency power system and the staff feels that the unavailability of 
these gas-turbines during a grid-related LOOP was potentially underestimated, 
the staff believes that these components should be tracked under the 
maintenance rule. In a letter dated January 31, 1996, the licensee committed 
to including the Lee/Central Power system in the maintenance rule as a risk 
significant system. (Item 5-2, Section 5.2.5.2) 

Since CT5 and the associated 100KV line are not rugged against severe weather, 
planned maintenance of Keowee is done during periods of favorable weather 
conditions. The second most dominant cut set in the Oconee-Keowee AC Power 
Integrated Model consists of a Severe Weather LOOP, both Keowee units in 
maintenance, and a modifier of 0.1 (since Keowee maintenance is scheduled for 
mild weather periods). The staff believes that the modifier is reasonable 
provided that a program is referenced in the administrative controls section 
of the Oconee Technical Specifications, and the program stipulates that pre
planned dual unit maintenance should be avoided and terminated (and equipment 
restored to operable status) when severe weather is imminent. (Item 5-3, 
Section 5.2.5.2) 

Keowee reliability for dual unit grid generation is very dependent upon 
certain specific component reliabilities. Therefore, in order for the staff 
to conclude that there is no degradation in the reliability of Keowee when 
both units are allowed to generate power to the grid (for up to 30 percent of 
the time), the staff believes that the licensee should: 

1. Perform periodic testing of the ACBs (particularly ACBs 3 and 4) and 
their new function and their associated logic, to ensure that these ACBs 
can achieve the reported high reliability values. Reliability goals for 
the ACBs should be established. ACB performance should be tracked and 
monitored against these goals under the maintenance rule. (Item 5-3, 
Section 5.2.7.2) 

2. Perform a periodic hot start test. Based on staff analysis, Keowee 
reliability during dual unit grid generation is affected by the 
probabilities assigned for a governor failure to position wicket gates 
during a hot start and a unit turbine failure during a hot start.  
Because no specific hot start test is currently required, the DPC PRA 
analysts did not have adequate data to statistically determine these 
failure probabilities. Recently, DPC committed to perform a periodic 
hot start test under a proposed Oconee Technical Specification change.  
(Item 5-4, Section 5.2.7.2) 

3. Evaluate potential mechanisms for a single common cause grid degradation 
failing both Keowee power paths when generating to the grid. The DPC 
analysts assigned this event a screening value of 1E-6. (Item 5-5, 
Section 5.2.7.3) 

Based on the reported dominant contributors to failure of Keowee and the 
emergency AC power system, the staff proposed two TS amendments that would 
improve Oconee's emergency AC power availability.  
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1. Since the availability of the underground path from Keowee is risk 
significant, the staff recommends that DPC consider an additional TS to 
pre-align Lee during any CT4 maintenance activity, as is currently 
stipulated for dual Keowee maintenance activities. (Item 5-6, Section 
5.2.6) 

2. Dominant contributors to the failure of Keowee include clogging of the 
common intake header of the generator cooling water strainers.  
Therefore, the staff recommends that DPC -consider adding a TS to 
periodically check these strainers. (Item 5-7, Section 5.2.4.1) 

With respect to the Keowee PRA itself, the staff recommended additional 
documentation and modeling detail for certain areas to enhance the robustness 
of the results. As an example, the staff believes that the modeling of CT5 
power should be expanded from a "black box" to explicitly account for all 
failure modes. These recommendations are discussed in detail in the staff's 
review of the PRA.  

8.4 Oconee External Events Analysis 

The licensee submitted their IPEEE on 31 December 1995. Therefore, the staff 
was not able to complete a comprehensive review of the Oconee IPEEE in time 
for this report. The staff however, did review the results of the licensee's 
IPEEE. The external events section of this report identifies key assumptions 
and conclusions from the licensee's IPEEE concerning the ability of Oconee's 
Electrical Power System and the SSF to withstand external events. These 
assumptions and conclusions stem directly from the licensee's IPEEE and have 
not been verified by the staff.  

External events dominate the total Oconee CDF. DPC reported that the CDF from 
fires, tornados, seismic and external flooding events contribute approximately 
72 percent of the total CDF of 8.4E-5 per year. Seismic events and tornados 
alone contribute almost 60 percent of the total CDF. Seismic induced loss of 
onsite power coupled with loss of the SSF contribute to about 68 percent of 
the Seismic CDF. Tornado induced degradation of onsite power contributes to 
about 67 percent of the tornado CDF. In addition, severe weather induced loss 
of offsite power events is the largest contributor to the internal event SBO 
CDF. The uncertainties associated with these external events were not 
required to be explicitly addressed in licensee's IPEEE. Since external event 
and severe weather event uncertainties can be large, the Staff believes that 
these uncertainties should be taken into consideration when making decisions 
regarding the availability Oconee emergency AC power system.  

Based on the staff's preliminary review, the staff found that the IPEEE limits 
the depth of its probabilistic external event analysis by concentrating on a 
few catastrophic events which have a high probability of disabling most or all 
of the AC distribution system and other safety related equipment (such as 
EFW). Since the licensee's analysis focused on catastrophic external events.  
that result in widespread destruction of equipment (particularly the common 
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turbine building), many of the reported core damage scenarios cause multiOunit, not single unit core damage. In addition, the contribution of less 
significant, but more likely external event scenarios may be misrepresented.  

Based on the above, the staff intends to perform a thorough review of the 
Oconee IPEEE.  
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